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Centre not for terming Pakistan a ‘terror state’ Move will hit ties, says Home Ministry



WASHINGTON



Afghan players picked for the irst time; both join Sunrisers Hyderabad Shreedutta Chidananda Bengaluru



Talks between Haryana govt, Jats inconclusive PANIPAT



A fresh round of talks between protesting Jats and Haryana government here on Monday remained inconclusive as the community members remained adamant on their demands and said their stir will continue. NATION 쑺 PAGE 6



Separatists call of protest on Shivratri SRINAGAR



Separatists on Monday decided to call of its scheduled protest and shutdown on upcoming Friday in the wake of Shivratri festival. Shivratri is a key festival for the minuscule population of Pandits living in Kashmir Valley now. NEWS



쑺 PAGE 10
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DELHI METRO 쑺 6 PAGES



Ben Stokes became the most expensive overseas player at an IPL auction when he was signed for a jaw-dropping ₹14.5 crore here on Monday. The explosive English allrounder was bought by the Rising Pune Supergiants after an intense bidding war, at the tenth edition of one of cricket's most eagerly anticipated annual spectacles. “We have many heroes but this is the one hero we were lacking,” Sanjiv Goenka, the RPS owner, said later. “Ben Stokes was our first, second and third preference.” Tymal Mills, another Englishman, was sold to Royal Challengers Bangalore for ₹12 crore. The left-arm quick, who has built a reputation as a T20 specialist, was pursued by five teams before RCB sealed the deal. Karn Sharma, meanwhile, became the costliest Indian player on the day, attracting a hefty bid of ₹3.2 crore. Mohammad Nabi and Rashid Khan Arman became the first players from Afghanistan in the IPL, after their services were acquired by Sunrisers Hyderabad. Arman, an 18-year-old leg-spinner, fetched a remarkable ₹4 crore. The UAE’s Chirag Suri became the third cricketer from one of the ICC’s Associ-



ate members to find a team at the auction, when he went to Gujarat Lions. “This will enhance the prospects for cricket in the sub-continent,” remarked IPL Chairman Rajeev Shukla. A total of 66 players were bought, with the eight franchises spending a sum of ₹91.15 crore on the day.



A few surprises There were a few surprises — while uncapped Indian players made huge gains, some



established faced the ignominy of remaining unsold. T. Natarajan, a 25-year-old leftarm seamer from Salem, earned 30 times his base price of ₹10 lakh. Hyderabad’s Mohammed Siraj was bought for a tidy ₹2.6 crore (SRH), and Karnataka's K. Gowtham for ₹2 crore (MI), both players rewarded for their Ranji Trophy performances. Rajasthan’s Aniket Choudhary (RCB) also struck it rich, his value rising from
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Wrong track



₹10 lakh to ₹2 crore in quick time. However, Ishant Sharma, a veteran of 74 Tests and 80 ODIs, remained unsold at a base price of ₹2 crore. Cheteshwar Pujara, Irfan Pathan, England's Jonny Bairstow, and South Africa's Imran Tahir endured similar disappointment. STOKES STRIKES IT RICH; SIRAJ FLOORED BY BID; FROM DUSTY LANES TO DAZZLING LIGHTS 쑺 PAGE 15



A draft of President Donald Trump’s revised immigration ban targets the same seven countries listed in his original executive order but exempts travellers who already have a visa to travel to the U.S., even if they haven’t used it yet. A senior administration official said the order, which Mr. Trump revised after federal courts held up his original immigration and refugee ban, will target only those same seven Muslim-majority countries — Iran, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Sudan and Libya. The official said green card holders and dual citizens of the U.S. and any of the seven countries are exempt. The new draft also no longer directs authorities to single out and reject Syrian refugees when processing new visa applications. The official said the draft is subject to change ahead of its signing, which Mr. Trump has said could come sometime this week. Asked about the revised order, White House spokeswoman Sarah Huckabee Sanders said the document circulating was a draft and that a final version should be released soon. The Department of Homeland Security did not respond to a request for comment. AIDES SECRETLY PUSH UKRAINE PEACE PLAN 쑺 PAGE 12



Vijaita Singh New Delhi



The Centre will oppose a Private Member’s Bill moved in the Rajya Sabha recently seeking to declare countries like Pakistan “terror states.” Independent Member of Parliament Rajeev Chandrasekhar had moved The Declaration of Countries as Sponsor of Countries as Sponsor of Terrorism Bill, 2016 to impose legal, economic and travel sanctions on citizens of countries which promote terror. The Bill came up for discussion on February 3. The Home Ministry has written to the Parliament Secretariat opposing the Bill as it jeopardises international relations under the Geneva Convention. “We have diplomatic relations with the neighbouring country which includes High Commissions as well as trade relations. It will be not prudent to declare any country as a terror state as India is bound by international norms,” said a senior government official.



Engagement continues India has accused Pakistan of instigating terror attacks but the two countries have maintained diplomatic relations even during the Kargil war and Operation Parakram. While presenting the Bill, Mr. Chandrasekhar said,



Rajeev Chandrasekhar “For decades, India and other countries in the region have been victims of terror attacks from organisations and individuals based in and with the support of elements in Pakistan. Yet for decades we have remained engaged with Pakistan in an attempt to draw it into the mainstream. Pakistan’s track record of fostering terrorism and terrorists is long and incontrovertible… It is time that we stop running to other countries to declare Pakistan a terror state and stood up and did this job ourselves.” A private member’s Bill can be enacted into a law once it has been screened by a House committee, which is optional, and passed by a majority vote. Parliament adjourned for the recess and will resume on March 9; there is a probability that the Bill might again be taken up for discussion. ‘PAK. ACTION AGAINST HAFIZ SAEED FIRST STEP’ 쑺 PAGE 10



Doctor who botched sterilisation acquitted Chhattisgarh High Court cites lack of State govt sanction for the trial Vidya Krishnan New Delhi



Road rage: A bull left the arena and ran on a road during a bull run held at Ariyur, near Vellore in Tamil Nadu, on Monday. Over 100 bulls took part in the event. Two persons were injured as some of the animals ran into the audience. C. VENKATACHALAPATHY



Two years after 13 women died and 65 were impaired in a botched sterilisation camp, the accused doctor, R.K. Gupta, was acquitted by the Chhattisgarh High Court on technical grounds last week. The surgeon — accused of using the same gloves, syringes and sutures on all the 83 women, and causing lifethreatening infections — was acquitted after the prosecution argued that the investigators did not have the State government’s sanction, necessary to prosecute a public



servant. On November 8, 2014, Dr. Gupta, a surgeon at the Bilaspur District Hospital, conducted laparoscopic tubectomies on 83 women, within 90 minutes in an abandoned, non-sterile building.



“3 minutes per patient” Police investigation revealed that Dr. Gupta had spent approximately three minutes per patient, and not followed infection control protocols. Dr. Gupta was arrested and released on bail 27 days after the incident.



Deaths at the Takhatpur sterilisation camp were one the darkest chapters of India’s family planning programme since the policy achieved notoriety during the Emergency (1975-77) when a compulsory sterilisation programme to limit population growth was introduced by the Indira Gandhi government. In a 16-page verdict, the High Court reasoned that, “The petitioner’s services were terminated on 13.11.2014 in respect of the offence which had occurred on 08.11.2014 and though the cognisance of which was



taken later, it would still require sanction from the government before the petitioner is prosecuted for those offences which clearly falls within the ambit of discharge of official duties. In the absence of obtaining prior sanction, the entire prosecution case becomes ab initio, void and becomes unsustainable.”



Challenge likely The decision is likely to be challenged, said Colin Gonsalves, lawyer appearing in the case. CONTINUED 쑺 ON PAGE 10
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Have wheels, will run! Prosthetics ofer a new lease of life



Keeping the routine: Rishi, an Australian terrier, taking his morning walk on the Marina beach. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT B. Kolappan Aditi R. CHENNAI



Rishi, a 10-year-old Australian terrier, is no stranger to morning walkers on the Marina. Heads turn when this dog-with-wheels walks by with his owners M. Marimuthu and his wife Saraswathy, covering almost two km every day. “He used to walk along the entire stretch between Anna Mausoleum and Light House till a year ago. But problems in the spinal cord paralysed his back legs,” said Mr. Marimuthu, a former deputy commissioner in the Commercial Taxes Department. There was not a veterinarian in the City the Marimuthus did not visit CM YK



for help with Rishi till Dr. N. Srikumar suggested that they opt for a wheel cart. Today Rishi is one of a select band of pets who have been fitted with prosthetics that allow them to lead normal, active lives. So active that Bandit, a cat, needed to have her prosthetic hind legs replaced last year, five years after she was fitted with specially designed limbs following a horrific accident as a six-month-old kitten. Rishi’s cart was designed by Gagarin Singh, owner of Global Technology Solutions LLC in Delhi and a specialist in animal prosthetics. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 ND-ND
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Uttarakhand playing with forest ire



Akhilesh campaigns for Gayatri Prajapati



Forest department oicials meet CM Harish Rawat, discuss preparedness to tackle 2016 repeat He is an accused in a rape case



Kavita Upadhyay Dehradun



Press Trust of India



Anupriya Patel flays SP-Cong alliance ALLAHABAD



Union Minister Anupriya Patel on Monday dubbed the Cong-SP electoral alliance in Uttar Pradesh as a tie-up between “those who looted the country in the past and those who were looting the State at present”. “They have resorted to this desperate move as they are scared of the headway made by the BJP-Apna Dal alliance.” PTI



Allahabad HC gets three new judges ALLAHABAD



The Allahabad High Court on Sunday got three new judges taking the total number, including those here as well as at the Lucknow Bench, to 84 as against the sanctioned strength of 160. Chief Justice D. B. Bhosle administered the oath of office to justices Ashok Kumar, Vivek Chaudhary and Saumitra Dayal Singh. PTI



Two bomb shells recovered CHANDIGARH



Two bomb shells were recovered on Monday from a park here leading to panic in the area, the police said. “We have recovered two bomb shells lying in Rajindra Park here,” UT Chandigarh DSP Ram Gopal said. Bomb shells were recovered after information about suspicious items lying in the park was received, he said. PTI



With summers approaching, forest fires that will last till the start of the monsoon season have begun in Uttarakhand. However, even after the massive forest fires last year, the forest department seems ill-equipped to tackle the issue. In a meeting with Uttarakhand Chief Minister Harish Rawat on Monday, the forest department discussed preparations for combating the forest fire.



Villagers to be involved “We will be engaging with villagers to douse the fires. Also, we have decided to send fire alerts via SMS to forest guards. Earlier we sent only post-fire alerts when a fire was reported. We will now also send pre-fire alerts based on the probability of a forest to catch fire. We have collaborated with the Dehradun Meteorological Department for this,” said Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (PCCF) Rajendra Mahajan. Fresh instances In the past few days, instances of fires have been reported from Pithoragarh district’s Munsiyari region, places in Almora, the Pindar Valley in Chamoli district, areas in Bageshwar district and the Nanda Devi Biosphere Reserve. However, the nodal officer for forest fires P.S. Srivastava



Amethi



Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Akhilesh Yadav on Monday addressed an election rally here, campaigning for party colleague and rape accused Gayatri Prajapati who is contesting from Amethi.



said: “There have been only two instances of forest fires this year where, on February 16, one hectare of forest was engulfed by the forest fire instances in the Nanda Devi Biosphere Reserve.” In December, last year, the Uttarakhand High Court, in an order, had stated that “disciplinary proceedings shall be initiated against them (forest officials) for not preventing, or controlling forest fires” and that if a forest fire lasted for over 72 hours then the PCCF would



be “deemed to be put under suspension.”



Fires in van panchayat Mr Mahajan said the few fires that have been reported so far were in areas that were under the van panchayat and not the forest department. Also, Mr Mahajan said the instances of forest fires being reported by locals were not forest fires but fires from the controlled burning exercises being carried out by the forest department.



“Currently, we are undertaking pre-fire operations where we are clearing fire lines, and undertaking controlled burning,” Mr Mahajan said.



State in news In April-May last year, the Uttarakhand fires had grabbed national headlines, with over 4,434 hectares of forests engulfed in flames. The Indian Air Force’s Mi-17 helicopters were also pulled in to help douse the fires. The High Court had direc-



ted the forest department “to use foam and other fire retardants to control the forest fires.” However, Mr Mahajan said, “We have limited resources here. Also, in the hills the options to douse fires are limited. We cannot use fire retardants like foam because the forest areas also have freshwater springs which are a source of water for the villagers. The fire retardants have chemicals which could poison the water.”



No dais sharing Prajapati, a Minister who has been booked on the directions of the Supreme Court, however, left the dais when Akhilesh arrived. Party sources said the Chief Minister did not want to share stage with Prajapati and had asked the organisers of the rally to ensure that he was not present when he spoke. Akhilesh, in his election rally at Gauriganj in Amethi district, did not make any reference to his controversial Cabinet colleague during his entire speech. On the directives of the Supreme Court, UP Police have filed an FIR against Prajapati in connection with separate cases of gang rape and attempt to rape another woman and her minor daughter. BJP targets Priyanka The Opposition parties have made it a big issue with the BJP targeting Priyanka Gandhi Vadra over her poll campaign in Rae Bareli for the Congress-SP alliance, saying it was unfortunate



that she was seeking votes for those accused of “rape and murder”. Prime Minister Narendra Modi also had raked up the Prajapati issue, saying at an election rally on Sunday that the Supreme Court had to intervene to get the minister booked in an alleged rape case. “The SC had to intervene to get the FIR registered against Gayatri Prasad Prajapati. ‘Goonda raj’ is prevailing all over UP and police stations have become Samajwadi Party office,” Mr Modi had said. Amethi is the Gandhi family pocket borough and is represented by Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi in the Lok Sabha, while neighbouring Rae Bareli is represented by party chief and Rahul’s mother Sonia Gandhi in the Lower House of Parliament.



Akhilesh confident Steering clear of the controversy, Akhilesh exuded confidence that the SP-Congress alliance would form the next government in Uttar Pradesh. “Samajwadi people have the habit of cycling against the wind. Out of enthusiasm, the Samajwadis tend to leave the handle of the ‘cycle’ (its poll symbol). But, with Congress holding the handle of the bicycle with its ‘hand’, the journey will be smooth,” he said.



Snowfall again in Himachal hills Rain, hailstorm bring down temperature in Manali, Dalhousie, attract tourists Staff Correspondent SHIMLA



The higher reaches including the tribal districts of Lahaul-Spiti and Kinnaur in Himachal Pradesh on Monday once again experienced a light snowfall resulting in cold wave conditions in the State. More than 13 cms of fresh snow was recorded in



Udaipur of Lahaul-Spiti and around 8 cms in Keylong of Kinnaur district. Kothi in Kullu and Kalpa in Kinnaur experienced a mild snowfall of around 4 cms. There are also reports of a moderate snowfall from the higher hills of Shimla and Mandi districts. Tourist places like Manali, Dalhousie and Shimla had



rain showers and an intermittent spell of hailstones. More than 10 mm of rain was recorded in Kullu-Manali and about 30 mm in Tissa in Chamba and 10-20 mm of rain in other places. The hailstorm at Kufri, Fagu and Mashobara near Shimla in the afternoon attracted a large number of tourists.



The temperature fell to minus 0.9 in Keylong and 0.8 degrees in Kalpa. Manali was low at 3.4 degrees and Shimla recorded a minimum of 7.5 degrees.



More rain, snow The Met Office has predicted more rain and snow in the higher and middle hills in next 24 hours.



Verdict reserved Press Trust of India Allahabad



The Allahabad High Court on Monday reserved its judgement on a plea for the CBI probe into the Jawahar Bagh episode of Mathura in which over 20 people, including two policemen, were killed in violence that erupted last year while



evicting squatters from the public park. The plea for the CBI probe into the violence unleashed by leader of the squatters Ram Vriksh Yadav and his accomplices had been made by the SC lawyer and BJP leader Ashwini Upadhyay and Mathura resident Vijay Pal Singh Tomar.



UP to be top producer of sugar Mohammad Ali Meerut



Uttar Pradesh is all set to overtake Maharashtra and become the top producer of sugar, going by the latest projection of sugar production released by the Indian Sugar Mill Association, an all India body representing sugar mills from all sugar producing States.



Target set ISMA has set the target of 85 lakh tonne production of sugar in UP, which is 40 % of the total production target in the country. Last year sugar production in UP was 68.40 lakh tonne. Due to a variety of reasons, including lowering water level and droughtlike situation, sugar production in Maharashtra has gone down from 84.24 lakh tonne in 2015-16 to 46 lakh tonne, which is a little over half of last year production in the State. Sources in the State Cane Department said it was almost after a decade that UP overtook Maharashtra in annual sugar production. In 2005-6, the State produced 57.84 lakh tonne sugar whereas Maharashtra 51.97 lakh tonne. After that it was Maharashtra which topped the sugar production chart in the country. In 2014-15 the State produced 105 lakh tonne while for UP the figure was 71 lakh tonne. CM YK



ND-ND
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Timings



Tuesday, February 21



RISE 06:54 SET 18:16 RISE 02:39 SET 13:35 Wednesday, February 22



RISE 06:53 SET 18:16 RISE 03:29 SET 14:23



Protests over irregularities Woman questions ‘inaction’ on in recruitment of teachers domestic violence complaint Father claims daughter served with ‘impugned’ talaqnama



Thursday, February 23



RISE 06:52 SET 18:17 RISE 04:17 SET 15:16



Unsuccessful candidates upset for being denied access to their results



Correspondent CUTTACK



Special Correspondent Kolkata



IN BRIEF



Mamata to visit Poland KOLKATA



West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee will visit Poland which has invited her to a three-day conference of European Economic Congress. A senior official at the state secretariat said the conference is slated to be held from May 10 to May 12. Ms. Banerjee, he said, has also been invited to visit Russia for another conference. PTI



Candidate killed in poll violence CUTTACK



In another incident of post panchayat poll violence, a defeated ward member candidate was found murdered in Bandhugaon block of Koraput district on Monday. The deceased was identiied as Kameswar Palaka, who had contested from ward number 1 of Kanagaon panchayat of this Maoist prone block. His body was located in a pool of blood near his home at Kanagaon village on Monday morning. Assailants had slit open his throat by some sharp weapon.



Widespread protests have erupted in different parts of West Bengal over the recruitment of 42,000 primary teachers in the State. Protests were held in Kolkata and Siliguri on Monday alongside the West Bengal Legislative Assembly where the MLAs of the Opposition blamed the State government over the irregularities in one of the biggest recruitment scam in the State. Discontent among the examinees started when the results of the recruitment were announced on January 31. Instead of making the merit list of successful candidates public, the State government announced that successful examinees will be informed about this through SMS or email. The earlier practice used to be making the entire list of impanelled candidates public. From the first week of February, examinees started protesting in different districts of the State, citing lack of transparency in the re-



Congress members burn an eigy of State Education Minister Partha Chatterjee during their protest over Teacher Eligibility Test controversies, in Kolkata on Monday. PHOTO PTI cruitment. Only those candidates who had qualified the test were allowed to access their results online by keying in their roll numbers creating confusion among unsuccessful candidates who questioned why they were being denied access to their results. Confusion was not only limited to unsuccessful candidates but also those who were sent messages by the State government asking to appear for counselling. Many students



who either have not completed their diploma in primary education or were working as para teachers got enlistment under 10 per cent reservation fixed for para teachers. So when they were asked for relevant documents they could not produce any leading to hiccups in their recruitment.



Recruitment a scam Leader of the Left Legislature Party and CPI( Marxist) MLA Sujan Chakraborty described the entire process as



“flawed”. “Who are the 42,000 candidates who have been appointed? Has anybody seen the list of their names. No one in India has ever seen such a situation,” Mr Chakraborty said, adding “the recruitment is a scam”. Even experts like former chairperson of West Bengal School Service Commission Ranajit Basu find that there is “lack of transparency” in the recruitment of primary teachers. He said that the primary teacher recruitment should be decentralised at the district level for recruitment. Govt version State Education Minister Partha Chateerjee, however, has vocally defended the governments decision not to publish the list of impanelled candidates. “It is not important to publish a merit list. What is most important is to ensure that the appointment is held only on the basis of merit and the selected candidates are able to produce all the relevant documents at the time of appointment,” Mr Chatterjee said.



A 25-year-old woman has alleged inaction on the part of the Cuttack police and the administration on her complaint of domestic violence against her husband and in-laws. The woman, Amreen Jafer, wrote about her “plight” to the Prime Minister on December



11, 2016, and the PMO, within a week, forwarded her representation to an undersecretary in the Public Grievances Department of the Odisha government for necessary action.



to redress the grievances of my daughter,” said S.K. Jafurlla, Amreen’s father, who alleged that his daughter has been served with an “impugned” talaqnama by post.



No action “Two months have passed already, but no action has been taken by any of the governments



Professional A confident and independent professional with an MBA degree, Amreen, was married to



EDUCATIONAL



Gulam Mustafa Khan in January 2013. According to her, her father was forced to pay a dowry of Rs. 4 lakh and 100 grams of gold ornaments at the time of the wedding. A few days after the marriage, when the couple moved to their working place at Hyderabad, Mustafa’s parents demanded Rs.3 lakh more, she alleged.



EDUCATIONAL



Minister visits Agartala’s Ekka memorial Was martyred in the Battle of Gangasagar Syed Sajjad Ali Agartala



The small war memorial near the burial site of India’s 1971 war hero Albert Ekka has become a place for people, especially those visiting from Jharkhand, to pay tribute to soldiers. On Monday, Union Minister of State for Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Sudarshan Bhagat visited the site. On an official tour to Tripura, Mr. Bhagat, who is an MP from Lohardaga in Jharkhand, paid floral tribute and observed a minute of silence. Ekka, who hailed from Jharkhand, was posted with the 14th Battalion of the Bri-



gade of the Guards in Tripura when he was martyred during the Battle of Gangasagar. The regiment, in fact, had many soldiers from Jharkhand while it was stationed in Tripura.



PUBLIC NOTICES



Memorial restored Around six feet high, the memorial at Sripalli, south of Agartala, was restored after Ekka’s wife Balamdeena, her son and other family members paid a visit on January 11 last year. The family, which had refused to accept the urn of the Param Vir Chakra recipient from the Jharkhand government, had asked to visit the burial site instead.



52 candidates ile papers for Legislative Council seats Press Trust of India Patna



A total of 52 candidates filed their nomination papers for four seats of the Bihar Legislative Council polls slated for March 9. Today was the last date for filing nomination papers for Council seats.



Prominent candidates Prominent among those who filed nomination papers for each of two graduates’ and two teachers’ constituencies were Council Chairman Awadhesh Narayan Singh, Mahachandra Prasad Singh. “A total of 52 nomination papers have been filed for the four council seats till the last date of filing of nomination papers,” Deputy Chief Electoral Officer Baijnath Kumar Singh said. 22 candidates have filed nomination papers for Saran graduates’ constituency and 17 candidates for Gaya graduates’ constituency, while ten candidates filed papers for Gaya teachers’ constituency and three candidates filed papers for Koshi teachers’ constituency.



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



In Saran graduates’ constituency, 22 candidates including NDA backed Hindustani Awam Morcha (Secular) candidate Mahachandra Prasad Singh, JD(U) candidate Dr Birendra Narayan Yadav.



Graduates’ constituency BJP nominee Awadhesh Narayan Singh, who is also the Council chairman, RJD’s Punit Kumar Singh, Congress candidate Ajay Kumar Singh and Independent candidate Amit Sinha, have also filed their papers for Gaya graduates’ constituency. Gaya constituency RJD’s Dinesh Prasad Sinha, LJP’s D N Sinha, RLSP’s Sanjiv Shyam Singh and Congress candidate Hriday Narayan Singh Yadav have filed papers for Gaya teachers’ constituency. In Kosi teachers’ constituency, JD(U)’s Sanjiv Kumar Singh, BJP’s Prof Jagdish Chandra and an Independent candidate Nitesh Kumar submitted their papers. Initially, JD(U) and RJD had distributed two seats each among themselves leaving the Congress, a constituent of the ruling alliance. Later, Congress also fielded candidates on two seats of Gaya. Scrutiny of nominations would be held tomorrow, while nomination papers could be withdrawn by February 23.



DEATH



DEATH



OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE DEATH



Sri B.SRINIVASAN (81) Retired, Senior Supervisor, VDT, The Hindu, Chennai Passed away on 20−02−2017. Address: Plot No.43,Hindu Colony, 2nd Main Road, Ullagaram,Chennai−60 0091.Mobile: 9841574759.
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IN BRIEF



3-year-old sexually assaulted Kerala Administrative Service from April



Accused worked as supervisor in Bengaluru school where incident occurred school director. “We reported the incident to the school director on Friday. But the authorities refused to believe what my daughter said. They even refused to lodge a police complaint. We went to the police station ourselves. The police acted swiftly and arrested the culprit the same day.”



Staff Reporter Bengaluru



Cut-off reduced for PG courses through NEET VIJAYAWADA



Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare J.P. Nadda has given instructions to reduce the cut-off marks in the NEET examination to be eligible for PG medical courses. This will benefit a large number of candidates from A.P.



Plea in HC to cancel college chairman’s bail KOCHI



The Kerala government on Monday iled a petition in the High Court seeking to cancel the ive-day interim bail granted to P. Krishnadas, Chairman & Managing Trustee of the Nehru College of Educational and Charitable Trust. He is the irst accused in a case registered in connection with the suicide of student Jishnu Pranoy.



Crucial decision on Kappatagudda deferred BENGALURU



The Karnataka Board of Wildlife, which met on Monday, has deferred the decision on declaring Kappatagudda in Gadag district a “conservation reserve.” With this, the ongoing tugof-war between environmentalists of the State seeking the tag, and the mining lobby opposing it, is set to get worse.



Telangana to conduct Eamcet on May 12 HYDERABAD



The Engineering, Agriculture and Medical Common Entrance Test conducted by Telangana State this year will be ‘oline,’ as usual. It will be conducted on May 12. The notiication will be issued on February 27. Ranks will be declared on May 22 after the preliminary key is revealed on May 13.



Barely 10 days after a threeand-a-half-year old girl was molested at a play school in the city, a similar incident has come to light again. In this case, too, the girl is three-and-a-half-years-old. She was allegedly sexually assaulted by a non-teaching staff member employed at a national pre-school chain on Friday. The accused, Manjunath V, who worked as a supervisor at the school in Bengaluru, was arrested when the child’s parents lodged a police complaint on Friday. A case has been registered under the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act. According to the mother, the child was crying and complaining for the past one



Was actor abduction a ‘quotation’?



Expressing outrage: Parents protesting at the play school in Bengaluru on Monday. SUDHAKARA JAIN



month. She had said she did not want to go to the play school.



Allegation of apathy “On Friday, my daughter came home in tears and told me that a bhaiya had touched her,” said the



mother, adding that her worst fears came true. “She said she had pain in her private parts. I took her to the hospital and was shocked to hear that she had been assaulted.” What further angered her was the alleged apathy of the



Finishing touches being given to draft special rules N.J. Nair THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



Preparations are on for implementing the Kerala Administrative Service (KAS) from April. Sources privy to the process told The Hindu here that finishing touches were being given to the draft special rules detailing the recruitment, qualification and other aspects regarding the new cadre.



Enraged parents More than 70 parents of students gathered on the play school premises on Monday, demanding answers from the authorities. “As it is a franchise, the senior authorities of the chain told us that they would organise a meeting at 4 p.m. But the management did not turn up, and the school director was unable to give satisfactory answers,” said a parent.



‘Unfounded fears’ It would be presented to Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan for the final nod soon. Directions had been given to the officers to complete the work on a war footing, sources said. Though the Kerala Cab-



inet had set February 15 as deadline for preparing the draft rules, it would be completed within the next two weeks. The government would yet again apprise the representatives of service organisations about its details. The concerns aired about the proposed cadre impairing the career prospects of Secretariat staff had been termed as unfounded, sources said. On moving over to the annual recruitment mode, the serving Secretariat staff might lose only less than three posts annually. That would be adequately compensated with a slew of other opportunities, the sources added.



Infusion of young blood into the State service through lateral entry would increase its efficacy, provide more opportunities for the educated unemployed and improve the quality of the government service delivery mechanism.



Bloated bureaucracy The opposition to the cadre had also brought to the fore discussions about the reportedly bloated bureaucratic set-up within the Secretariat. The administrative headquarters held almost 50% more staff than the sanctioned strength in different echelons, and it had been continuing unchallenged.



Where women foray into male bastion Sabarimala case for Constitution Bench



Three-day folk event in Benglauru aims at empowering artistes



Staff reporter



Muralidhara Khajane



KOCHI



Bengaluru



Amid strong suspicions over the motivation of the persons who abducted an actor in Ernakulam last week, the Special Investigation Team has begun probing whether the sevenmember gang acted at the behest of a third party. Official sources said the actor in her statement to the police said Sunil Kumar, the key accused, while attacking her in the car, had claimed that the operation was a ‘quotation.’ He had threatened to take her to a flat in Vennala if she continued to resist. The interrogation of the three accused in custody has so far failed to bring out any leads on the outside intervention.



As many as 600 women artistes will present all major folk forms of Karnataka for three days starting Tuesday. What makes the event special is that many of them are forms traditionally performed only by men. Marali Janapadakke (back to folklore) on the premises of Ravindra Kalakshetra on Tuesday will have women performing not only Sobane (sung during auspicious occasions like weddings), but also performing Veeragaase and Karadi Majalu rarely performed by women. According to Pichalli Srinivas, chairperson, Karnataka Janapada Academy, it is an attempt to attract young women to the rich folk art traditions, some of which are on the verge of



in future,” Mr. Pichalli said. “Young girls are now beating Tasharam Dolu, a drum women traditionally were not allowed to touch,” said Mr. Pichalli. Other forms to be displayed include Puravantike, Halakki Suggi, Veeramakkala Kunita, Koragara Dolu, Mulluhejje Kunita, Nandi Dhwaja Kunita, and others. Chief Minister Siddaramaiah will inaugurate the three-day programme. Women artists being trained in the Dollu Kunita folk form at the Karnataka Janapada Academy. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



extinction. All performers are trained by the academy and this will also empower women economically, he said, considering the demand for folk artistes in even events like IPL. He said ₹ 1.30 crore had been spent on the project.
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Bumper crop



Folk experts, including Padma Shri award recipient Sukri Bomma Gowda, have trained them. Workshops were conducted in five revenue divisions. “All artists will be given folk instruments and costumes to help them perform on their own



Transgenders to perform In what can be described as the first attempt of the kind, transgenders have also been trained in folk forms. Over 40 selected transgender artistes in four groups have undergone rigorous training in Goravara Kunita, Veeragaase, and Dollu Kunita.



It restricts entry of women aged 10-50 Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



Indicating that it would refer to a Constitution Bench the issue of ban on the entry of women of a certain age to the Sabarimala temple, the Supreme Court said on Monday that the main issue to be decided was whether the multitude of worshippers of Swami Ayyappa visiting the famous shrine in Kerala formed a separate religious “denomination” and if so, should their privilege to manage their religious affairs yield to the fundamental right of women to practise religion freely. The temple restricts women, aged 10-50, from making the pilgrimage to Sabar-



imala. This means women are banned from even making the arduous trek to the shrine.



‘Suggest questions’ On Monday, a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra, R. Banumathi and Ashok Bhushan reserved its judgment on the question of referring a batch of petitions challenging the restriction to a Constitution Bench. The court asked all the parties — petitioners, women’s organisations, Ayyappa groups, the State of Kerala and Travancore Devaswom Board — to suggest legal questions which the three-judge Bench would refer to the Constitution Bench.



A.P.’s bid to reduce sanctuary size rejected No compromise with ecological balance, says National Board for Wildlife G. Venkataramana Rao VIJAYAWADA



Rich harvest: A farmer at a maize crop ield in Ramakrishnapuram village of Khammam district. This year, the district stands irst in terms of cultivation and production of maize in Telangana. G.N.RAO



‘Feb. 1 raid unearthed ₹172 crore’ Staff Reporter



Biker dies after crashing into horse in Hyderabad The owner couldn’t control the horse



The Working Group constituted by the National Board for Wildlife (NBWL), headed by Wildlife Institute of India professor R. Sukumar, has rejected the “drastic reduction” in Kolleru Wildlife Sanctuary (KWLS) from Contour 5+ to 3+ as per the Andhra Pradesh State Assembly Resolution. Prof. Sukumar, in his report, said there should be “no compromise with the ecological balance (of the lake) by drastic reduction in sanctuary areas as per Andhra Pradesh State Assembly Resolution.” The working group submitted its report to the NBWL recently. It also recommended the removal from KWLS of nearly 13,673 acres (5,533.3 hectares) of private (ziroyati) lands located within its north-eastern boundary. It said that lands assigned



Fishermen set out with cane ish traps at Pandiripalligudem in the Kolleru Lake of Andhra Pradesh. CH. VIJAYA BHASKAR



to Scheduled Castes, Backward Class communities and that associated with genuine D-patta Cooperative Societies that are adjoining the private lands also be removed from the sanctuary. The Working Group has asked the government to remove from the sanctuary by



CM YK



Staff Reporter HYDERABAD



A 42-year-old man died and another person injured after the bike they were travelling crashed into a horse which had gone out of control on Sunday evening. The incident took place at Vattepally under the Mailardevpally police station limits at about 7 p.m. The horse’s owner Sohail (17) could not control the animal, which fell on the road in front of the twowheeler, said the police.



Pillion rider injured According to police, the deceased was identified as Hamid Shah Khan, a resident of Nawab Sahab Kunta in the Old City. The accident took place while he was returning home along with pil-



lion rider Khadam from Vattepally. “Hamid was coming from the opposite direction. Sohail could not control the horse, which fell on the road in front of the bike suddenly, resulting in the accident,” sub-inspector Nagachary said. Hamid was rushed to the Osmania General hospital, where he died a few hours later. Khadam, who also sustained injuries, is currently undergoing treatment at the Gandhi hospital and is still unconscious, said Mr. Nagachary. Sohail was taken into custody. He used to hire out the horse for weddings to earn money. The animal also sustained injuries in the accident, the SI added.



Core zones The working group asked Andhra Pradesh to be prepared to invest resources in
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From ‘cancer-causing’ crop to organic vegetables A few farmers of Prakasam district in Andhra Pradesh have quit tobacco cultivation to grow healthy food brinjal and tomato.



S. Murali



MANGALURU



The Income Tax Department’s investigation wing unearthed undisclosed income of ₹172 crore following a search conducted in Mangaluru and other parts of Karnataka on February 1, said D.R. Balakrishnan, Director-General (Investigation), Karnataka and Goa. Talking to reporters here on Monday, he said ₹172 crore was the highest undisclosed income found in a single search operation in Karnataka. The search in August 2016 led to unearthing undisclosed income of ₹101 crore, he said. Mr. Balakrishnan said the total undisclosed income detected by the investigation sleuths in Karnataka and Goa circle in the current fiscal year was ₹4,300 crore.



redrawing its boundary all the private lands. According to the P.A. Azeez Committee 14,861.33 acres belong to private owners.



resettlement and rehabilitation (R&R) for the rest of the private owners. The working group recommended the identification of important areas of bird congregation to be declared as core zones free of human disturbances. The rest of the area could be kept open for traditional fishing. The Ecologically Sensitive Zone (ESZ) should be declared up to present boundary of KWLS, or may be extended to a distance recommended on experts on wetland ecology, the report said. The working group said in the report that the water from Budameru River which feeds Kolleru had been diverted to Krishna Delta via the Polavaram Left Main Canal and the same should be compensated elsewhere. The NBWL will communicate the recommendation of the working group to the Andhra Pradesh government for its comments shortly.



ONGOLE



A small group of progressive farmers in Santhanuthalapadu in the Prakasam district of Andhra Pradesh has quit the cultivation of tobacco, the principal commercial crop in the district, to grow organic fruits and vegetables. After burning their fingers growing the “negative” crop — tobacco— the price of which is governed more by the global demand-supply situation, they decided to go in for organic fruits and vegetables. Now, they are satisfied as they no longer grow the “cancer-causing tobacco”, they said in a conversation with The Hindu. They use only natural fertilizer “'ganajeevamrutham'”



Smooth transition: A farmer watering his crop at Santhanuthalapadu in Prakasam district. KOMMURI SRINIVAS



produced with cow-dung and cow urine, and biopesticides made from neem and other leaves. “There is no problem in marketing the organic vegetables and fruits, as health-conscious people on



their own come to our farms from Ongole and other places to buy the farm fresh produce,” says farmer D. Yellamanda Reddy, who grows among other vegetables, cabbage, cauliflower, capsicum,



A satisfied lot “We also have the satisfaction of contributing our mite to fighting climate change and global warming,” says Mr. Reddy, displaying the just-harvested healthy brinjal, free of insect infestation. The organic farmers in the village have installed micro irrigation systems such as sprinklers and drip irrigation to ensure the much-needed wetting for the crop. This is significant at a time when a majority of farmers are struggling to save their crops following a severe drought in the district for the third successive year. Organic practices adopted by a select group of progressive farmers in the



village include residue mulching, composting and crop rotation to maintain soil health, adds Rajagopala Reddy, who focusses on growing greens, particularly fenugreek — highly soughtafter by those having high cholesterol, diabetes and renal diseases. According to farmer D. Chennappa Reddy, this system of cultivation helps in restoring the severe biodiversity loss associated with inorganic chemicalbased farming. Chemical farming kills useful insects, rats, frogs and snakes upsetting the foodchain in the ecosystem, he says. It took him three years to restore the soil health which was affected because of the repeated use of chemical fertilizers. ND-ND
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Kisan Sabha decides to go ahead with Jaipur march



IN BRIEF



Vij terms INLD’s remark as gimmick



Kisan Panchayat to announce the plans for future agitation on March 2 Special Correspondent



CHANDIGARH



Jaipur



Haryana Health minister Anil Vij on Monday termed as a “gimmick” the announcement of the INLD to dig SYL canal and said its aim is just to “get photographed”. The Akalis in Punjab and the INLD in Haryana are the two sides of the same coin and they were playing a “fixed match”, he said. “While the INLD is doing drama, it is already decided that who will use the spade, who will hit with a stick, who will apply red colour and who will take the photograph,” Vij said taking a swipe.PTI



The All India Kisan Sabha (AIKS) will go ahead with its proposed march to Jaipur on March 2 during the State Assembly’s upcoming Budget session to highlight “antifarmer policies” of the Bharatiya Janata Party government. Thousands of farmers, peasants and agricultural labourers have been mobilised in different parts of the State to join the march. The call for Jaipur march was initially given to protest against the increase in agricultural power tariff by 5.5% in September last year. Despite the rollback last week, the farmers’ body, backed by the CPI(M), has decided to proceed with the agitation, saying a number of other issues were yet to be resolved. AIKS State president Pema Ram said here on Monday that though the withdrawal of increase in electricity rates was a victory



CA student goes missing from Noida GREATER NOIDA



A 23-year-old chartered accountancy course student has been missing for the past two days, police said on Monday. They said Shubam Maheshwari, who is from Hathras and a inal year CA student in Delhi, went missing on Saturday after he left for his hometown from Anand Vihar bus terminal. His father A K Maheshwari iled a missing persons case at Jewar police station. PTI



SHO suspended over youth’s killing



No going back: Farmers’ body says a number of other issues were yet to be resolved. FILE PHOTO of farmers’ struggle, the BJP government was yet to extend remunerative prices for agricultural produce, change the crop insurance rules in favour of farmers and waive agricultural loans. “In fact, there is no difference in the approach of the BJP and the Congress in implementing the neo-liberal economic policies in agriculture and power sectors. They oppose these policies only when they are out of power,” said Mr. Ram, a former CPI(M) MLA from



Dhod in the Shekhawati region.



State's



Farm distress A massive Kisan Panchayat in the State Capital on March 2 would announce the plans for future agitation to secure farmers’ rights and demand concerted steps to reduce the impact of agricultural distress, said Mr. Ram. Former CPI(M) MP Hannan Mollah and Leftist leader Ashok Dhawale are expected to join the march. The Pradesh Congress,



which had announced holding of a huge farmers' rally in Sikar on February 22, has postponed its agitation after the State government's rollback of power tariff hike. Political observers in the Shekhawati region believe that the decision would dent the Congress' image and give an impression that the CPI (M)-backed farmers' body was more capable of taking up issue-based agitations. Senior Congress leader and former Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot claimed that the BJP government had rolled back the tariff hike because of Congress' preparations for a massive agitation. He pointed out that though the State Electricity Regulatory Commission had ordered tariff revision during the Congress regime as well, his government had immediately given subsidy to power discoms instead of shifting the burden on farmers.



Talks with Jat leaders remain inconclusive



UP for CBI probe into murder



Stir to continue till demands are met



Press Trust of India Lucknow



The Uttar Pradesh government on Monday recommended a CBI probe into the killing of a local trader who had been was shot dead outside his house early this month apparently for pursuing the trial of his son’s murder. “On request of slain trader Shravan Sahu’s family members, a CBI probe has been recommended by the State government.



Centre informed A letter for the same has been forwarded to the Centre,” Uttar Pradesh home Secretary Mani Prasad Mishra told the news agency. Motorcycle-borne assailants had gunned 61-yearold Sahu outside his residence in Daalmandi locality in the Saadatganj area here.



Press Trust of India Panipat



A fresh round of talks between protesting Jats and Haryana government here on Monday remained inconclusive as the community members remained adamant on their demands and said their stir will continue.



Four-member panel The government’s five-member committee headed by Chief Secretary D. S. Dhesi held talks with Jat leaders for over three hours here and announced to constitute a four-member panel to resolve the issues, including withdrawal of cases registered during the last year’s stir. All-India Jat Aarakshan Sangarsh Samiti chief Yashpal Malik, who is spearheading the protest, said: “The agitation by Jats will con-



tinue till demands are met.” It has been decided that a four-member panel comprising two members each from the government and the Jats will be formed to resolve the matter, he said, adding the government representatives have agreed to raise compensation for those seriously injured during last year’s stir to Rs two lakh.



Two issues “The meeting was held for over three hours in two to three phases. Understanding has been reached between the Jats and government on two issues and peace will be maintained at all costs in the State,” Mr. Dhesi said. He said the government has provided jobs to 25 next of the kins of those killed during the last year’s stir.
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Celebration time



Will meet Shahabuddin in Tihar: Bihar Minister Gafoor was in the eye of a storm last year after a photo of him with ex-MP went viral



PATNA



Amarnath Tewary



The Phulwarisharif Police Station SHO has been suspended in connection with the killing of a youth allegedly by people linked with illegal manufacturing of liquor, a senior police oicer said on Monday. The SHO has been suspended over the matter, Patna SSP Manu Maharaj told reporters. As per order of the State police headquarters, SHO Mustafa Kamal Kaiser would not get any ield posting for the next 10 years, he said. PTI



Patna



Bihar’s Minority Welfare Minister, whose photograph with convicted former RJD MP Mohd. Shahabuddin in Siwan jail sparked a media furore last year, insisted on Monday that he would meet the latter in Tihar jail. “I’ll definitely meet him (Mohd Shahabuddin) whenever I want to …I’ll tell you all whenever I make a trip there [Delhi],” Mr Abdul Gafoor told reporters on the



Abdul Gafoor



sidelines of Chief minister Nitish Kumar’s weekly Lok Samvad (public interaction) programme in Patna.



EDUCATIONAL



Mr Gafoor, a four-time RJD legislator from Mahishi in Saharsa district, was in the eye of a strom last year after photographs of him sharing tea and snacks with Shahabuddin in prison went viral on social media. “What was wrong in it? I had gone there after taking permission from the jail authorities,” the Minister said on Monday. Siwan journalist Rajdeo Ranjan, who allegedly posted the photographs on social media, was later murdered as he returned



home from work. The State government had ordered a CBI probe into the murder and close associates of Shahabuddin were arrested. Asha Ranjan, his wife, had recently petitioned the Supreme Court to shift Shahabuddin to Tihar jail as he could influence witnesses in the case. Shahabuddin was shifted to Tihar Jail from Siwan Jail on Sunday amid tight security, following a Supreme Court directive on February 15.



EDUCATIONAL



Happy occasion: Samajwadi Party patriarch Mulayam Singh with wife Sadhna Singh celebrating the birthday of their grand-daughter in Lucknow on Monday. Daughter-in-law Aparna Yadav, who is contesting from the Lucknow Cantt constituency, is also seen. PHOTO: RAJEEV BHATT



EDUCATIONAL



SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL



EDUCATIONAL



PUBLIC NOTICES TENDERS



SITUATIONS VACANT GENERAL
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UNCERTAIN TWILIGHT | HEALTH MATTERS MOST



Blending humaneness with healthcare solutions With India’s ongoing demographic shifts, the number of elderly persons in poverty is increasing rapidly, yet many among this group are unable to access basic healthcare. The third part of the series argues that greater resource planning and institutional reforms are necessary to correct this state of disequilibrium Narayan Lakshman Rohan Premkumar Pon Vasanth Arunachalam Chennai / Udhagamandalam / Madurai



S. Raymond, a senior citizen and an amputee is one of the more recent members of the “family” at the Pope Paul Mercy Home in Nanjanad, Udhagamandalam. He was left at the care facility for the elderly and persons with disabilities by his family as they could no longer take care of him. Mr. Raymond, who used to work in the Middle East, had married in his 40’s, and has no children. “After I got diagnosed with diabetes, they had to amputate my leg below the knee, and my wife and family said that they could no longer take care of me, and left me at this home over a year ago,” he said. Sister Mercy, the Sister Superior at the Pope Paul Mercy Home, says that cases such as those of Mr. Raymond are common. “The families bring old people, who have a medical condition and leave them here. They either don’t have the resources or the time to look after them. Some even claim that the person they are dropping off are not even related to them,” she said. Though Mr. Raymond is looked after by the sisters at the care facility, he lauds the government health sector and the local dispensary,



where he gets vials of insulin every day. “It would simply be too expensive for me to buy insulin from a pharmacy, but the government dispensary always has a stock, and I get it for free,” he said.



Looming health burden At the country level population studies suggest that 80% of the elderly live in the rural areas, and this makes service delivery a challenge. Secondly government projections suggest that “feminisation of the elderly population” is occurring, with 51% of the cohort likely to be women by 2016, and there is likely to be a steady increase in the number of the olderold persons, that is, those above 80 years of age. Finally it is a matter of concern that 30% of the elderly are below poverty line. Data from the 60th round of National Sample Survey paints a comprehensive picture of the status of older persons in India. Analysis of the data in a report by the U.S. National Institutes of Health suggests that the “prevalence and incidence of diseases as well as hospitalisation rates are much higher in older people than the total population.” The NIH study notes that per the NSS survey, a good or fair condition of health was reported by 55-63% of people with a sickness and 77-78% of people without a sickness. In contrast about



Reaching out: Inmates of the Pope Paul Mercy Home at Nanjanad village, near Udhagamandalam. M. SATHYAMOORTHY 13-17% of the survey population without any sickness reported ill-health. “It is possible that many older people take ill health in their stride as a part of ‘usual/normal ageing,’” report authors R. Verma and P. Khanna note, adding that this observation was highly significant as selfperceived health status is an important indicator of health service utilization and compliance to treatment interventions. While home-based health solutions such as Portea have cropped up to cater to the demand for healthcare services by the elderly within the middle class,



much less is available in terms of affordable models of health and social care for the poor, which is inconsistent with the changing needs of this cohort. While in India the families of the elderly are the primary care givers it is quite likely that this “model” may crumble over time given that the elderly population is increasing rapidly and there is likely to be a shift in the disease pattern from communicable to non-communicable. At the heart of any solution for healthcare services provision must be the realisation that “disease and dis-



Screening of kin of breast cancer victims vital, says genome expert Genetic testing is crucial for prevention, treatment: Mary-Claire King



ability are not part of old age and help must be sought to address the health problems,” according to the NIH report.



Unable or unwilling? Yet it is not always about resource-crunched families being unable to provide medical care for their aged parents. S. Indirani, a 70year-old woman from Karumbalai in Madurai, was leading an independent life working as a domestic helper until she had a stroke one fateful night two years ago, which made her partially immobile. Though she recovered to



CHENNAI



“Every woman who had ovarian or breast cancer with the BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation, and was detected after her diagnosis, is a missed opportunity to prevent a cancer. No sister or daughter of a person with such a mutation should die of breast or ovarian cancer, it doesn’t have to happen; it is completely preventable,” Mary-Claire King, Professor of Genome Sciences at the University of Washington, said here on Monday. In a sense, it all began with Prof. King after she identified the mutation in the BRCA1 gene that causes breast cancer. Genetic testing is crucial for prevention, treatment, and families, Prof. King underlined throughout her lecture on “Understanding Inherited Breast and Ovarian Cancer: From Gene Discovery to Precision Medicine and Public Health.” Prof. King was in Chennai for the first Cell Press-TNQ India distinguished Lectureship Series, 2017. She will be speaking in three other cities: Bengaluru on Wednesday, New Delhi on Friday, and Kolkata, the following Tuesday. Prof. King also had a proposition for India — to undertake to test genetically every breast and ovarian cancer patient for the BRCA1 and BRCA2 and all other known breast and ovarian cancer genes. “The yield in



Prof. Mary-Claire King, right, with Adyar Cancer Institute chairperson Dr.V. Shanta at The Cell Press-TNQ India Distinguished Lectureship series 2017 in Chennai on Monday. K. PICHUMANI



testing of patients will probably be 18 per cent of ovarian cancer patients who have a mutation in one of these genes and about 10-15 per cent of breast cancer patients who do, with a higher proportion of younger women.”



Informed choice She went on to add that it was important because a patient who finds that she has a mutation can decide whether to remove her ovaries and fallopian tubes in her late 30s or 40s so that she does not get breast cancer; that her sisters and daughters can be aware that they should undergo genetic testing ideally. If they are resistant to that, then they can be subject to surveillance, at least. The sister or daughter of a patient with such mutations has a 50-50 chance of acquiring a mutation herself,



the geneticist said. The costs for such testing have come down drastically, Prof. King said. “The cost is much less, even lower than it was a year ago. For instance, in the [United] States, in Indian terms, it costs about ₹15,000 to test all the genes all at once. It used to be 20 times that just a couple of years ago.” She also touched upon the new Broca Gene Panel available now, that runs a single blood sample through tests for all known classes of mutation that cause breast and ovarian cancer. Prof. King came back many times during her lecture to the role of menarche in breast cancer. When menarche occurs at a younger age, good epidemiological evidence suggests that the interval between menarche and child birth has a direct relationship with the risk of



Generational change One study showed that women born before 1958, have, a lower risk of developing breast or ovarian cancer, than say, women born after 1958. “This cannot be genetics. This difference is, I think, the same reasons that we see a rapid increase in incidence of breast cancer. Between these generations, there was change in women’s lives.” Of course, plenty of women who do not carry the mutation, have the disease too. Some of the women actually have inherited the mutation from the father and not the mother. Their decision to go in for prophylactic surgeries — removal of the ovaries and fallopian tubes, and/or double mastectomies — depends on their personal experience. Most women who go in for surgery have watched a mother or sister die of breast or ovarian cancer, Prof. King explained. N. Ram, Chairman, Kasturi and Sons, introduced the speaker, while Mariam Ram, MD, TNQ Books and Journals, spoke of the lecture series through the years. Emilie Marcus, CEO, Cell Press, announced the names of the finalists of the Inspiring Science awards: Balaji Banoth, Vijay Soni, Richa Pahuja, Abhishek Trivedi, Pankaj Kumar Dubey, and Ramya Purkanti.



Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act gives the police a major role, they are usually overburdened and not sufficiently trained to handle



Role of police The elderly from among the destitute population face additional procedural complexities in terms of admitting institutions intimating the local police station and getting an approval from them. Even though the



such cases in a compassionate manner. According to V.P. Manikandan of Madurai, who is actively involved in the rescue and rehabilitation of abandoned elders, “We should instead look at well-functioning systems like Childline and District Child Protection Committees, which act as the first point of contact for the children in need.” He said that a similar set up is needed in rescuing and providing healthcare to abandoned elders, with participation from NGOs that have trained professionals. “There should be a helpline for elders like they have the 1098 helpline for children,” he said. Echoing his views, Dr. Balagurusamy said that the government should also adopt Public Private Partnership model to set up palliative care centres in every town, preferably inside hospitals, that can primarily cater to the needs of elderly and terminally ill patients. “Today, we have homes for the elderly in many towns. However, they are ill-equipped in taking care of their health needs. That is where palliative care centres with participation of NGOs can help,” he said. TOMORROW: DIASPORA DILEMMAS



CBI books ex-chief for links with Qureshi



Low stent prices to beneit more patients



A.P. Singh claims his hands are clean



‘Eligible for low rates if billed on Feb. 14’



Devesh K. Pandey



breast cancer. As the interval increases, the risk also increases, she explained.



Special Correspondent



an extent after treatment at the Government Rajaji Hospital (GRH) in Madurai, prolonged treatment in a bedridden state and inability to earn income strained her relationship with her son’s family, with whom she was staying. Recently, she was admitted by her daughter Indirani at the Nethravathi Pain and Palliative Care Centre in Madurai. R. Balagurusamy, Managing Trustee of the centre, says that Ms. Indirani’s story was a typical example of the cases frequently referred to the centre. “Though spending on medicines for the elderly is a significant burden for some families, money is often only the secondary reason for them to abandon ailing elders,” Dr. Balagurusamy said. “The primary reason is the inability and hesitance to take care of them, particularly when they suffer ailments like stroke or neck of femur fractures that hamper mobility and make them often dependent on others even to answer nature’s call,” he added.



NEW DELHI



In an unprecedented move, the Central Bureau of Investigation has registered a case against its own former chief, A.P. Singh, for alleged links with his childhood friend Moin Qureshi, who has also been booked on the charge of accepting money to get favours from public servants holding key posts. The case has been registered on a reference from the Enforcement Directorate (ED), which submitted evidence allegedly indicating that Mr. Qureshi had used his links in the corridors of power to secure favours for people in lieu of



“commission.” Transcripts of several “incriminating” BBM exchanges between the former CBI chief and his meat exporter-friend, earlier retrieved by the Income-Tax Department, were shared with the CBI. On Monday, the CBI conducted searches on the premises of the accused persons in Delhi, Ghaziabad, Chennai and Hyderabad. According to the agency, among those named in the case are Trimax group owner Pradeep Koneru, a resident of Hyderabad, and Mr. Qureshi’s employee Aditya Sharma. Mr. Singh had denied involvement in any illegal act.



Jyoti Shelar Mumbai



The National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority on Monday said that patients who had undergone angioplasty before the price ceiling was announced would be eligible for reduced rates if they are billed on February 14, the day on which the circular came into implementation. Responding to critics who said the NPPA price cap was too harsh on manufacturers and distributors, it also said 8% margins were calculated within the price cap. NPPA’s chairman Bhupendra Singh said that when any imported product lands



here, the manufacturers’ cost is already recovered. The stents that were being made available at higher prices “have not established any superiority claim. Therefore, the stents now available within the price cap are safe and absolutely fine quality wise,” he said. The price cap on stents came in place last week. The prices of bare metal stents was capped at Rs. 7,260 while the drug eluting stents and biodegradable stents were capped at Rs. 29,600. Earlier the bare metal stents would cost up to Rs. 8000, drug eluting stents would cost anywhere between Rs. 50,000 and Rs 1.60 lakh.



Post details of Gandhi assassination: CIC Commission directs National Archives of India to put up the papers on website Special Correspondent New Delhi



The Central Information Commission has directed the National Archives of India to place the index of records available to them on the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi on their official website along with the procedure to gain access to these. The order comes after an appellant approached the Commission claiming he could not get two documents — the final charge sheet issued by the Delhi Police and the order of execution of CM YK



Nathuram Vinayak Godse HINDU PHOTO ARCHIVES



Gandhi's assassin Nathuram Godse — despite inspecting the records and getting certified copies of many docu-



ments from the NAI. The NAI on its part made it clear to the applicant that its function was just to receive and protect records sent to it and could not express an opinion on other things. “The Commission... directs the NAI to place the index of records available with them about the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi on their official website along with the procedure to gain access and recommends development of an archive to include present digitized records and collect as many as pos-



sible from various sources to be part of their disclosures under Section 4(1)(b),” says the copy of the order by Information Commissioner M. Sridhar Acharyulu. “This will effectively reduce the number of the RTI applications of Gandhi assassination related issues.” The Commission also directed the NAI to provide copies of documents at ₹2 per page, as the RTI Act overrides the Rules under the Public Records Act, 1993, under which the NAI collects ₹3 per page on the copying of documents. ND-ND
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A brave new self-help world Guilty until… The wrongful arrest of two men in the 2005 Delhi blasts case must invite introspection



A



Delhi court’s acquittal of two persons accused of involvement in the 2005 serial blasts in the city, thereby bringing an end to their long incarceration, brings to light another instance of unconscionable miscarriage of justice in this country. Additional Sessions Judge Reetesh Singh acquitted the two men — Mohammad Hussain Fazli and Mohammad Raiq Shah — of all charges, while saying it found no evidence to link the third accused, Tariq Ahmed Dar, to the blasts, though it convicted him for being a member of a terrorist organisation. At one level, the judgment is a reassuring afirmation of the independence at the lower rungs of the Indian judiciary. But it must invite, visibly, a response from the state to inquire into and address the processes that keep investigating agencies and prosecutors so determinedly on false trails. The frightening monotony with which Indian agencies have been failing to professionally investigate terrorism cases, and are accused of framing innocents, should jolt the system. The court said the prosecution had “miserably failed” to prove its case regarding who carried out the October 29, 2005 bomb blasts, that killed 67 and injured more than 200 people. It noted that the prosecution failed to establish a link between Dar and the other two Kashmiris accused. The explosions, in a bazaar outside the New Delhi railway station, in a bus, and in the Sarojini Nagar market, came just before Deepavali. This is not the irst time that investigation into a terror case has fallen lat in a court of law; nor is it the only instance of the Indian security agencies being accused of framing innocents. The judgment is a telling commentary on India’s faulty counter-terror posture, one that demands a holistic overhaul. There is a long list of terror attacks in which the security establishment failed to carry out a scientiic probe and ended up framing innocent persons. The Malegaon blast of 2006, the attack on Mecca Masjid in Hyderabad in 2007, the Samjhauta Express attack of 2007 have all seen the investigating agencies lailing to ind the guilty. Such incompetence has grave implications for India’s preparedness to avert terrorist strikes. It is from credible clues gathered during investigations into an attack that agencies pick up the trail to active terror groups, sleeper cells, and so on. Moreover, this incompetence often swallows the lives of innocent persons. In this case, Mohammad Raiq Shah was just another college student in Srinagar when he was detained in 2005, while Mohammad Hussain Fazli was a struggling carpet-maker. It is diicult to imagine what could be done to compensate them for their long, unjust incarceration. Or to begin to get to the bottom of the terror attack that took 67 lives. A reform of the investigation processes should, however, frame the state’s response to the verdict.



Happymon Jacob



hile it is easy to laugh of or latly dismiss U.S. President Donald Trump’s ‘unAmerican’ policies, a closer look at the larger context of his actions, articulations and their potential implications indicates the onset of a whole new world order, one that we may not necessarily like. The unsettling symptoms of a new world dis-order have been around for some time, but the election of Mr. Trump has now made it a near certainty. Are we then witnessing the gradual demise of the post-War world order, one that we often complained about, for a number of legitimate reasons, and yet clung to, especially after the Soviet alternative turned out to be a disappointment?



W



The age of uncertainties We live in an age of myriad uncertainties. Political and geostrategic developments around the world today could potentially dispel some of our age-old certainties, values we hold dear, and potentially throw the international system, as we know it, of balance. Not that international politics was ever a truly virtuous space laden with noble intentions. But we believed that it was possible to “make it a better world” and kept at it: British Prime Minister Theresa May just ended the party announcing that the days of remaking the world are over, without invading other countries to be precise! The Western attempts at remaking the world weren’t born out of altruism or charity, we know, but geopolitical considerations. We have witnessed those double standards and hypocrisies in play ever since the beginning of the contemporary world order, created in the interests and image of the victors of the World War II. Of late, we also saw the increasing moral, in-



CM YK



Return of realpolitik These transformations in the international system herald the triumphant return of realpolitik, riding roughshod over collective security institutions, alliance commitments and normative considerations. It is not that hard-nosed strategic calculations didn’t matter earlier, but they were hidden behind the niceties of diplomacy and humanitarianism. The diference today is that there is neither an attempt to check the limits of realpolitik nor are there any normative claims. In such a self-help world where “it is the right of all nations to put their own interests irst”,



and with the global policeman hanging up his boots after having created a lot of mess, we must remain concerned. We must also be concerned because as Henry Kissinger reminded us recently in his book World Order, global power shifts are accompanied by geopolitical chaos: “Chaos follows until a new system of order is established.” The quasiunipolar world, if you will, is under great strain, but the potential foundations of multipolarity are nowhere in sight. This systemic uncertainly is accompanied by a dangerous mix of global terrorism, nuclear proliferation, changing climate, challenge of hybrid warfare, and worldwide demographic, societal and environmental stress. This then is surely an age of uncertainties.



Implications for Asia The Trump administration’s aggressive posturing towards China, hesitations over extended security guarantees in East Asia and the withdrawal from the TPP could trigger a series of geopolitical developments in the region. First, Chinese inluence will increase and its smaller neighbours would have no option but to acquiesce. Second, the rise of Russian and Chinese geopolitical inluence and their bilateral partnership will impact the entire region, including India. Third, with China and North Korea in their neighbourhood, both South Korea and Japan will be forced to increase their own military build-up. If America indeed withdraws from its foreign commitments, North Korea will take its chances to strengthen its strategic arsenal leading to a great deal more security competition in the region. The demands for exploring the nuclear option may also gather new momentum in Japan. Finally, the ongoing war of words between U.S. and Iran could open yet another front in the region. Happymon Jacob is a Senior Global Challenges Fellow at the Central European University and an Associate Professor at the Jawaharlal Nehru University



There needs to be greater attention to the issue of identity and security that drove the jallikattu protests



The Samsung heir’s arrest marks the widening sprawl of South Korea’s political scandal



A



American isolationism 2.0? While the world’s “indispensable nation” may not go back to the days of interwar isolationism, there is a strong tendency in the U.S. today to shift focus inwards and be suspicious of free trade, military alliances and overseas commitments. Because, as Mr. Trump evocatively puts it, “The wealth of our middle class has been ripped from their homes and then redistributed all across the world.” This neo-isolationist fad in Washington is relected in the early decisions of the new administration. The U.S. withdrawal from the Trans-Paciic Partnership agreement (TPP) is just the beginning. It is well on its way to renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement. Mr. Trump may also turn his attention to the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, which proposes to cut tarifs and regulatory barriers between the U.S. and European Union. If the U.S. takes a back seat, others with divergent visions of order, stability and power politics might step in. Washington’s withdrawal from the TPP, an agreement which could have furthered U.S. power in the Asia-Paciic, for instance, will be to China’s advantage. Australia has indicated the possibility of in-



viting China to ill the slot. Beijing will grab this opportunity to highlight its rising inluence, with the U.S. pivot to the region fading away at a time when Beijing’s own pet transnational project, the One Belt, One Road, is set to take of. There is yet another downside to this neo-isolationist tendency. The U.S., until recently, did not show any indications of winding down its military engagement around the world. It is estimated that American forces were deployed to 138 countries in 2016. In other words, after exporting military power around the world leading to both destruction as well as stability, Washington wants to retreat. Such an abrupt power vacuum cannot be without resultant challenges. One major reason why there is stif resistance to Mr. Trump’s neoisolationist policies in the U.S. is precisely because it has been a major beneiciary of its global engagement. ‘Fixing democracies abroad’ helped its geopolitical interests, peace-building led to the creation of soft power, the Washington Consensus ensured American primacy in the international inancial institutions, and NATO kept Europe together and Russia at bay. For the U.S. to claim now that it was being too charitable globally is disingenuous. Its global engagement had a strategic rationale behind it, even as it did help maintain a certain order in the world, despite our disagreements with it. Mr. Trump and his neo-isola-



tionist policies would further damage Europe’s grand post-national project, already under siege by the rise of nationalism and lack of consensus on key issues. The rise of EU as a political, economic and security actor would have been unthinkable without the American military imprimatur. Hence, mixed messages from the U.S. about NATO could harm the collective security architecture of Europe. This will further enhance Euroscepticism and sharpen calls in European capitals to ‘exit’ from the Union. Brexit is perhaps just the beginning. The end of unwavering American security guarantees could also lead to new frictions within the Union. Euroscepticism would mean an increase in the Russian ability to keep extending its sphere of inluence, one piece of Europe at a time. Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán’s new-found friendship with Russia, to the uneasiness of his European partners, is one such example. Though Barack Obama talked about how many European allies were free-riding on American military eforts, it was merely a complaint. Mr. Trump might go beyond registering complaints, and end up doing to Europe’s post-national project what pressures from migration, low economic growth and the rise of right-wing nationalism could not. It was only logical then for the European Council president to term the election of Mr. Trump a threat to the EU.



The writing is on the wall



Seoul-searching s the heir to the Samsung empire inds himself in the midst of a storm, South Koreans are bracing themselves for another high-proile controversy, this time involving the country’s largest conglomerate. Friday’s arrest of Lee Jae-yong is in connection with the same inluence-peddling controversy where Parliament voted overwhelmingly in December 2016 to impeach the country’s irst woman President, Park Geunhye. The constitutional court has another few months to dispose of the impeachment petition over a scandal that saw hundreds of thousands of people take to the streets towards the end of 2016. South Korea has barely recovered from the blow from the recall of Samsung’s ire-prone Galaxy Note 7. The company is one of the country’s largest, and its fortunes have a direct bearing on the national economy. Prosecutors now accuse Mr. Lee of paying about $37 million to organisations run by the President’s close conidante. In return, it is alleged, Samsung secured government support to clinch a questionable merger of two ailiates in the conglomerate. Mr. Lee’s recent arrest follows new evidence presented on the disputed contributions. Last month, a pre-trial warrant sought by the prosecution was rejected, as the court saw little ground for his detention in the absence of suicient evidence to substantiate the bribery charge. While Mr. Lee has admitted to making the grants, he denies any accusations of bribery. The overall stakes in the prospects of Samsung could not be greater, given that the entity is one of the country’s largest employers; its revenues amount to a substantial chunk of South Korea’s gross domestic product. The impact of the current development would also be of some concern given the global climate of uncertainty from protectionism. At the same time, legal proceedings under way involving some of South Korea’s electronics giants are evidence of the unhealthy nexus between corporations and oicialdom coming under systematic scrutiny. This is a reassuring sign for the long-term image of any brand, as well as for South Korean politics and governance. The notion that giant irms that contribute to economic growth and overall prosperity are too big to fail, or be prosecuted, is said to inluence the large number of pardons granted in South Korea. Several top captains of industry have been let of, at times even without serving jail terms. The fallacy of carrying that logic to an extreme seems to be giving way to a recognition of the need for transparency and democratic accountability in the governance culture of irms, something South Korea has struggled to achieve over the years. In its absence, mitigating economic and social inequalities would merely remain empty objectives. Citizens of one of Asia’s largest economies deserve a better deal, as they themselves made clear through recent rounds of protest. It is time for some serious introspection in Seoul.



tellectual and institutional decadence of the transatlantic world order, which left out large chunks of humanity from its often selfserving institutions, including the United Nations. And yet, the curious thing is that an imperfect world order is often better than the absence of any order: we need order, predictability and norms for our collective survival, even as we attempt to reform them. Once we are done with our ‘celebrations’ at the passing of the imperial order, we will be confounded by the scary lack of an intellectual and structural replacement. While this may be the classical anarchist’s long-cherished dream come true, it could well be our worst nightmare, for when the world order undergoes fundamental changes, the aftershocks could be tectonic.
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We may have complained about the post-War order, but the lack of an intellectual replacement is a nightmare



Pradeep Chakravarthy



T



he Supreme Court’s refusal to stay the new piece of legislation passed recently by the Tamil Nadu Assembly may have been a relief for jallikattu supporters, but it came with the reminder to the State government “that maintaining law and order situation is its prime duty”. The hundreds of youth who had taken to peaceful protest for the cause were nowhere to be seen in this moment of celebration nor was social media awash with a new set of memes. It is said that those who ignore history are condemned to repeat it. Listing out the number of times students have protested, we seem to have learnt nothing from history, and there seems to be every possib-



ility that these will recur in the future. In picking out verses to support jallikattu, scholars sufer from selective amnesia. The most prevalent theme of Sangam literature is on the connections we have with nature. Sangam poetry is replete with references to how our fortunes are inextricably intertwined with nature. Among the many things it speaks about, such as music, art, dance, drama, emotions and food, games form one small facet of culture; jallikattu occupies an even smaller part and found support mostly from the pastoral regions. On the other hand, boat racing was for the coastal regions. Those who look to literature for support also look at it from a contradictorily western perspective — older is better and safer. If culture is what deined the Sangam period, then we have really missed the point. Tamil has had a continuously evolving literary tradition beyond Sangam poetry which was discovered only a few hundred years



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Disrupted balance The writer appears to be biased about the role of the Supreme Court (“Upsetting a very ine balance”, Feb.20). How can one pass judgment based on a few actions by the judiciary? Some of the work it has done is for the better. For example, the move to introduce NEET was to cleanse the medical profession by insisting on the need for merit. The government appears to be on a collision course with the judiciary because of vested interests. We need to remember that the judiciary is the only institution left in which citizens still have hope and faith that their voices will be heard and that they will get justice. Karan Choudhary, Pathankot, Punjab



The writer appears to have taken the point a bit too far in criticising the court. In a country such as India, where we have a long list of laws that try to regulate almost every aspect of life, the problem ■



ticulate it far better, but we are just living beings with needs. We have an imagination but our needs are the same, and these predict ours as well as the bull’s behaviour. Our fundamental needs are to ensure physical safety, which we experience most strongly in our gut; emotional safety, which we experience most strongly in our heart; and intellectual safety or the need for identity, which we experience most strongly in our head. When these needs are not met, we have corresponding fears. We then try to adopt various strategies to meet these needs and allay our fears.



Inspiration from inscriptions There are more than 50,000 temple inscriptions in Tamil Nadu which have nothing to do with religion and everything to do with administration and legal issues across the last 2,000 years. If we look at them as a source and in turn look at how these needs were met, we may yet be able to work on needs that were unfulilled which made hundreds of



youth take to the streets. The current trend towards centralisation of power, for example within the ruling party, between districts and Chennai, and even between States and the Centre is alien to Tamil culture, if we use a 1,000-year-old past as a reference point. This has robbed people, especially youth searching for jobs in a State that has seen little government-driven employment, of their need for an identity and security. This is what resulted in the ripple that became a wave. If only such display of power had been utilised when, for example, there was an oil spill of the coast of Chennai. Policymakers must stop residing in Tamil history for their glory and instead reference it to see what needs they can meet if they look at governance patterns of the past. Pradeep Chakravarthy, who is based in Chennai, runs a heritage tour company and does management consultancy in behaviour change



Letters emailed to [email protected] must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials.



lies in their implementation. Be it women’s safety or environmental protection, the battery of legislation is eroded by poor implementation. This is precisely why the PIL route became popular. I agree that interfering in policy implementation is not the job of a court but if such non-interference amounts to passing empty orders with no control over compliance, it would turn the judiciary into a toothless institution which would be even more counterproductive to democracy. Thus, we should welcome the bold initiatives taken by the court in helping the legislature and the executive perform their jobs rather than view it as a challenge to the constitutional philosophy of separation of powers. Shakti Pande, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh



All these years, the Supreme Court has done a balancing act as expected by the framers of the



■



ago. Culture is also made up of bhakti poetry that came after that, where poets used stories from the epics but not the Sanskrit alphabet. In a history of more than 2,000 years, focussing on one “sport” where a terriied animal is set upon by groups of men — which is also not how it was played in the past — doesn’t seem to explain why so many young passionate individuals took to the streets with courage and conviction, and in a non-violent way. What could have been the driving force in the protests? If we don’t view history as a series of protests but as behaviours exhibited to fulil basic needs, we get a diferent perspective. What has happened has happened, and the time and energy spent must not go in vain. It will not if we actually act on the needs because protests, like sharing social media posts, are strategies to fulil needs. In a way, people are not very different from the bull that we see in video clips. As humans, we may ar-



Constitution. However, it has now begun to redeine its own role under the Constitution, transforming itself from a guardian of civil rights to becoming a great moral and political censor. There are a number of cases where the court has either passed judgments quickly or has taken its time. Some instances are on the deletion of scenes in a ilm and intervention in the running of the BCCI. On the other hand, we have had the case of the disproportionate wealth case dragging on for years during which time ‘A1’ passed away. An overhaul of the judicial system is the need of the hour. T. Hanumantha Rao, Bhimavaram, Andhra Pradesh



Earth pangs Pathetic environmental conditions in most Indian cities are a stark reminder of our doomed future (Editorial — “Smoke on water”, Feb.20). Considering the state of wetlands in Karnataka, it’s nothing but hypocrisy on its part to be talking about



rights over river water use. Wetlands not only help sustain lora and fauna and the microclimate but also prevent loods and recharge groundwater. Everyone wants to exploit land and water resources, but no one wants to contribute their mite towards saving the environment. While unabated degradation may cause “smoke on the water” today, it might lead to “ire in the sky” tomorrow. Vyom Bharadvaj, Mohali, Punjab



The Hindu, refreshed This Sunday, there was a lot of activity at home. You did not disappoint us one bit with clues such as ‘Reset’, ‘Recline’, ‘Reclaim’ and ‘Restore’. It was exciting to note that for a change, the younger generation did not have to wait for the man of the house to complete one satisfying run-through of The Hindu along with his morning cofee. There were enough pull-outs to cater to all age groups. That was shrewdly planned. It was



like looking at the world afresh be it politics, social activities, the environment, sport, education, the arts and culture... Congratulations to the



editors on reinventing the daily in a dynamic way. Vasanta Rajagopalan, Chennai



more letters online: www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/



corrections & clarifications: A front-page story, “Beauty may be in the eye of the beholder, but it’s more than skin deep” (Feb.19, 2017), erroneously stated that one of the participants, Simran Chawla, said she was rejected in a television contest. Actually, she had said: “I couldn’t apply due to the height criterion. They wanted girls with a minimum height of 5 ft 6 inches.” Editing error: The concluding paragraph of the report headlined “As towering politicians exit, ilm stars write a new script” (some editions, Feb. 20, 2017) was erroneously attributed to Sashikumar, chairman, Media Development Foundation. Actually, the views were expressed by Suba Gunarajan, editor of ilm magazine Kaatchipizhai. In the report headlined “Poor connectivity hits border trade” the sentences that read: “The trade balance was heavily in favour of India, with its exports of $6.03 billion to Bangladesh in FY’16. India’s imports amounted to $5.3 billion from that country” should be recast to read: “The trade balance was heavily in favour of India, with its exports of $6.03 billion to Bangladesh in FY’16 being $5.3 billion more than imports from that country during that iscal period.” “The power of ive” (graphic story, some editions, Feb. 17, 2017) erroneously said that M. Thambidurai was elected to the Tamil Nadu Assembly from Erode in 1977. It was an editing error. “Sharath does a Houdini” (Sport, Feb. 19, 2017) erroneously said Sharath won with the scoreline 11-4, 10-12, 9-11, 11-6, 9-11, 13-11. The right scoreline is 11-4, 10-12, 9-11, 11-6, 11-9, 9-11, 13-11. It is the policy of The Hindu to correct signiicant errors as soon as possible. Please specify the edition (place of publication), date and page. The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300 (11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday to Friday); Fax: +91-44-28552963; E-mail:[email protected]; Mail: Readers’ Editor, The Hindu, Kasturi Buildings, 859 & 860 Anna Salai, Chennai 600 002, India. All communication must carry the full postal address and telephone number. No personal visits. The Terms of Reference for the Readers’ Editor are on www.thehindu.com
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In India, diverging incomes despite equalising forces Disparities have been strengthening, not weakening, over time. The less developed States are falling behind the richer ones instead of catching up temporal puzzle within India. The driving force behind the Chinese convergence dynamic has been the migration of people from farms in the interior to factories on the coast, raising productivity and wages in the poorer regions faster than in richer regions. But India is not lagging far behind and yet disparities have been widening.



G. Gayathri, Navneeraj Sharma, and Arvind Subramanian



If India has to do well, the States as a whole must do well — which also requires that large differences in economic development between them must narrow over time. Economists call this narrowing — reduction in relative disparities — “convergence”. This year’s Economic Survey throws up a deep puzzle about convergence within India. Rather, one striking outcome suggests two puzzles. The outcome is this: in the 2000s, while standards of living (measured in terms of Gross State Domestic Product or consumption) per capita increased in all the States, the disparities among them also increased. In other words, there was divergence across the States instead of convergence. The first puzzle stems from the international comparisons: across countries disparities are declining in contrast to India. The second puzzle is a temporal one: the tendency towards disparities within India has been strengthening, not weakening, over time.



Bucking a global trend Figure 1 shows the general improvement in living standards across the States. It plots the level of real per capita GSDP over time between 1984 and 2014. There has been an across-theboard improvement reflected in the whole per capita GSDP distribution shifting right, e.g. between 1984 and 2014, the least developed State (Tripura) increased its per capita GSDP 5.6 fold (from per capita GSDP of ₹11,537 in 1984 to ₹64,712 in 2014) and the median State (Himachal Pradesh) increased its income level 4.3 fold. Next we document divergence. Convergence occurs when a State that starts off with a lower level of per capita GDP sees faster growth of per capita GDP in the future so that it catches up with better-performing States. If we plot per capita GDP growth on the yaxis and the initial level of per capita GDP growth, convergence would show up in the form of States being distributed around a downward sloping line. This is what we do on Figure 3, which plots this relationship for the period 2004-2014 for the Indian States (blue), Chinese provinces (red), and countries in the world (green). The line for India is upward sloping while those for the Chinese provinces and countries in the world are downward sloping. Poorer countries are catching up with richer countries, the poorer Chinese provinces are catching up with the richer ones, but in India the less de-



veloped States are not catching up; instead they are, on average, falling behind the richer States. Internationally, growth rates of per capita GDP widened at least since the 1820s with poorer countries growing slower than richer countries, leading to the basic divide between advanced and developing countries characterised as “Divergence, Big Time” by Prof. Lant Pritchett of Harvard University. However, since 1980 this long-term trend was reversed and poorer countries started catching up with richer ones. In stark contrast, there continues to be divergence within India or an aggravation of regional inequality. What is especially striking is how convergence has evolved over time. In the 1990s, convergence patterns were



not dissimilar (Figure 2) across the world, China and India with either weak convergence or divergence. But things really changed for both the world and China in the 2000s; however they did not change for India. This was despite the promise that less developed States such as Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh had started improving their relative performance. But the data show that those developments were neither strong nor durable enough to change the underlying picture of divergence or growing inequality. The findings are similar when we use consumption per capita instead of GSDP per capita. Therefore, the evidence so far suggests that in India, catch-up remains elusive. The opposing results in India



versus those in China and internationally pose a deep puzzle. Convergence happens essentially through trade and through mobility of factors of production. If a State/country is poor, the returns to capital must be high and should be able to attract capital and labour, thereby raising its productivity and enabling catch-up with richer States/countries. Trade, based on comparative advantage, is really a surrogate for the movement of underlying factors of production as economist Paul Samuelson pointed out early on. A less developed country that has abundant labour and scarce capital will export labour-intensive goods (a surrogate for exporting unskilled labour) and import capital-intensive goods (a surrogate for attracting capital).



The findings suggest that India stands out as an exception. Within India, where borders are porous, convergence has failed whereas across countries where borders are much thicker (because of restrictions on trade, capital and labour) there is a convergence dynamic. That is not easy to explain. That is the cross-country puzzle. The Indian puzzle is deeper still as contrary to perception, the Economic Survey shows that trade within India is quite high and mobility of people has surged dramatically — almost doubled in the 2000s. These indicate that India has porous borders — reflected in actual flows of goods and people — and that porosity has been increasing. Yet over time, divergence has been increasing rather than narrowing. That is the inter-



A governance deficit? Although further research is required to understand the underlying reasons, one possible hypothesis is that convergence fails to occur due to governance or institutional traps. If that is the case, capital will not flow to regions of high productivity because this high productivity may be more notional than real. Poor governance could make the risk-adjusted returns on capital low even in capital-scarce States. Moreover, greater labour mobility or exodus from these areas, especially of the higher skilled, could worsen governance. A second hypothesis relates to India’s pattern of development. India, unlike most growth successes in Asia, has relied on growth of skill-intensive sectors rather than low-skill ones (reflected not just in the dominance of services over manufacturing but also in the patterns of specialisation within manufacturing). Thus, if the binding constraint on growth is the availability of skills, there is no reason why labour productivity would necessarily be high in capital-scarce States. Unless the less developed regions are able to generate skills (in addition to providing good governance), convergence may not occur. Both these hypotheses are ultimately not satisfying because they only raise an even deeper political economy puzzle. Given the dynamic of competition between States where successful States serve both as models (examples that become evident widely) and magnets (attracting capital, talent, and people), why isn’t there pressure on the less developed States to reform their governance in ways that would be competitively attractive? In other words, persistent divergence amongst the States runs up against the dynamic of competitive federalism which impels, or at least should impel, convergence. The move towards economic divergence across India in the face of the equalising forces of trade and migration is a deep puzzle waiting to be unravelled. G. Gayathri, Navneeraj Sharma and Chief Economic Adviser Arvind Subramanian worked on this year’s Economic Survey. G. Gayathri, Navneeraj Sharma are consultants to the oice of the CEA.
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Two-state solution is dead



FIFTY YEARS AGO FEBRUARY 21, 1967



Tea-producers’ sales war on cofee



There are two alternatives. Israel wants one, but it is time for international actors to push for the other



Delegates from 20 tea-producing and tea-drinking countries will open a seven-day conference here [London] to-day [Feb. 20] under pressure to declare a sales war on coffee. India, Pakistan and Ceylon — three of the world’s biggest producers – want the conference to consider ways of ousting coffee as the top beverage of many tea-buying nations, according to a British spokesman. Organised by the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, the first session of the conference will centre on individual tea quotas and the world market situation. Problems facing the tea industries of developing countries will also be given special consideration. Other countries represented at the conference include Kenya, Malawi, the Congo, Uganda, Saudi Arabia, Tanzania, Poland and Britain.



Stanly Johny



REUTERS



U.S. President Donald Trump’s refusal to endorse the two-state solution for the Israeli-Palestinian conlict has understandably triggered sharp responses. At least since the 1993 Oslo Accords, giving statehood to the Palestinians has been the bedrock of any proposal to solve the oldest conlict in modern West Asia. It’s the internationally acknowledged solution. But Mr. Trump’s refusal to endorse the idea did not come out of the blue. For decades, the U.S. has played a partisan role in the IsraeliPalestinian conlict. After the failed 2000 Camp David summit, hosted by President Bill Clinton, Washington never made any meaningful attempt to push the Israelis to accept the twostate proposal. The 2007 Annapolis conference hosted by President George W. Bush was not more than a photo opportunity. Under President Barack Obama, State Secretary John Kerry launched a peace bid which collapsed at an early stage. Over the years, particularly after Oslo, Israel steadily expanded the settlements in the West Bank, killing the two-state solution. The settler population in the West Bank, excluding East Jerusalem which Israel has annexed, has increased by about 2,70,000 since the Oslo pacts. During the Obama presidency alone, more than 1,00,000 settlers moved to the West Bank. Now, the number of Israeli settlers in the West Bank and East Jerusalem is more than 7,00,000.



The promise of statehood Land grabbing has been a fundamental element of Israel’s approach towards the Palestinians. Israel has the monopoly to use force, both against Palestinian civilians and militants. During the Obama years alone, Israel bombed Gaza three times, killing thousands. In these circumstances, how would a Palestinian state come up? Or if the state of Israel was committed to Palestinian statehood, why did it allow more of its citizens to move to territories that should be part of any future Palestinian state, and build settlements? More worryingly, Israel never came under signiicant international pressure to revert this aggressive settlement policy. For the average Palestinians, statehood remained elusive. International conferences were held in their name and statements were made by their leaders about a “peaceful two-state solution”, but in reality the occupation only deepened. This is because Israel on paper remains committed to two states, but has always preferred a no-state solution. If the two-state solution is dead, what is the alternative? One is to retain the status quo: a militarised Jewish state permanently occupying the Palestinian territories and even annexing parts of it, without giving full citizenship rights to the Palestinians. The other is to have a single democratic federal state with equal rights to Jews, Muslims, Christians and others. It’s clear that Israel wants the former. But it’s perhaps time for international actors who care about the plight of the Palestinians to start pushing for the latter. CM YK
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A HUNDRED YEARS AGO FEBRUARY 21, 1917
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CONCEPT-UAL



ABSTRACT



Absolute Return/ Finance



Being positive helps change attitudes



Absolute Return (AR) is the return on a financial instrument over a fixed period of time expressed as a percentage of invested capital. Typically, AR is a measure of the attractiveness of an asset, such as a stock or a mutual fund, particularly when markets are volatile. Hedge funds usually seek to deliver a positive AR regardless of broader index performance, typically by employing short-selling to profit when markets are moving downward, leveraging to magnify marginal profits, and a high turnover to capitalise on short-term opportunities. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



MORE ON THE WEB thehindu.com/opinion



Prize catches from IPL-10 auction http://bit.ly/IPLTop10



Information campaigns can reduce public opposition to immigration and motivate citizens to take action Sriram Lakshman



Fears around immigration are not new and have been exacerbated by populist waves and the migrant crisis. India too is feeling the heat. In this context, a discussion paper titled ‘Countering Public Opposition to Immigration: The Impact of Information Campaigns’ from Europe’s Centre for Economic Policy Research is illuminating. Giovanni Facchini, Yotam Margalit and Hiroyuki Nakata conducted a social experiment in Japan on the effect of exposure to positive information about immigration on attitudes towards immigrants. Japan was chosen for its rapidly ageing population, low birth rate, severe labour shortages in some sectors, and low levels of immigration due to public opposition. Subjects in the study were told that they were assessing texts as po-



tential school curricular options (knowing the objective of the exercise could distort their responses). All 9,000 participants were given a text on a Japanese painter, a subject unrelated to migration. The control group, comprising some of the 9,000 people, was given a second text, with information on Pluto, a topic again unrelated to migration. The remaining individuals, or the treatment group, were provided with one of several texts that contained a discussion of a demographic problem in Japan and how immigration could help alleviate it. After exposure to the questions, respondents were asked three questions: whether they’d accept more immigrants, about temporary migration (a visa question), and on whether they would sign a petition for increasing the number of immig-



rants. In order to test the longevity of the informational effects, some respondents were asked these questions immediately and others after a gap of 10-12 days. Respondents who were from groups exposed to positive information showed a 43-72% greater likelihood of supporting immigration and an 18-24% higher likelihood of supporting some form of temporary migration compared to their control group peers. Individuals were also more willing to sign a petition after being exposed to positive immigration information than in the absence of it. The researchers also found that the positive impacts last over the delayed 10-12 day study period, but are diminished compared to the immediate studies.



The papers are unanimous that the first results of the loan form a veritable triumph and afford an unmistakable proof of the country’s determination to give as freely of its wealth as of its manhood to secure victory. Experts emphasise that Government has obtained a hundred million more than it expected without recourse to Bankers and the mere fact that the assistance of the big financial houses was not invoked is itself evidence of assured success. The papers contrast the proofs of the German exhaustion as evidenced by the renewed appeal for gold ornaments with the splendid proof of British financial stability which has enabled the country to raise the largest loan in history besides a revenue of five-hundred million. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



DATA POINT



Abstract, a weekly column to appear on Tuesdays, will summarise a policy or paper. ND-ND
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Gadkari’s car gheraoed in Nagpur



Arms dealer does a Mallya Under investigation for possessing classiied documents, he lees to London



India seeks Vijay Mallya’s custody under MLAT



Press Trust of India Special Correspondent



Nagpur



New Delhi



Union Minister and senior BJP leader Nitin Gadkari’s car was gheraoed in the Tandapeth area of the city on the eve of the Nagpur Municipal Corporation elections. The incident took place on Monday evening when the Minister, accompanied by the city unit BJP president Vikas Kumbhare, went to meet a party worker at his residence. While Mr. Gadkari was inside the house of the worker, the members of the crowd raised slogans against him claiming he had failed to resolve certain issues. In the meantime, Mr. Gadkari managed to leave the house. Mr. Kumbhare alleged that those who raised the slogans were Congress workers. “In response to sloganeering, the BJP workers also raised slogans,” he said.



Months after Sanjay Bhandari, a controversial defence middleman under investigation for possessing classified documents of the Defence Ministry, went off the radar, he was spotted in London by a television news channel. The Delhi Police registered a case against Mr. Bhandari under the Official Secrets Act on October 16, 2016, after Income Tax officials recovered a set of secret documents from his Defence Colony residence that April. The Income Tax Department had impounded his passport to ensure that he did not travel abroad. However, he allegedly managed to slip out of the country via Nepal. The Central Bureau of Investigation has forwarded to the Interpol the Delhi Police’s request for issuance of a Red Notice against Mr. Bhandari. Earlier this month, the Enforcement Directorate re-



‘Pak. action against Saeed irst step’ India says he must face the law pecial Correspondent NEW DELHI



India on Monday extended cautious support to Pakistan’s crackdown against Lashkar-e-Taiba leader Hafiz Saeed. Spokesperson of the Ministry of External Affairs Vikas Swarup said in a statement that placing Mr. Saeed under the anti-terror act of Pakistan is the ‘first step’. “Effective action mandated internationally against him [Hafiz Saeed] and his terrorist organisations and colleagues is a logical first step in bringing them to justice, and in ridding our region of the twin menaces of terrorism and violent extremism,” Mr. Swarup said. India’s comments came two days after Pakistan listed Mr. Saeed and four of his aides under the anti-terrorism act of Punjab province, and imposed further restrictions on his movements. Pakistan had begun taking steps against the terror leader and had placed him under “preventive detention” on January 30. At that time, India had demanded



Vikas Swarup “credible crackdown” and imposition of U.N. sanctions on him. “Exercises such as yesterday’s orders against Hafiz Saeed and others have been carried out by Pakistan in the past also. Only a credible crackdown on the mastermind of the Mumbai terrorist attack and terrorist organisations involved in cross-border terrorism would be proof of Pakistan’s sincerity,” said the MEA in a statement in January and added, “We have also consistently called for bringing known terrorists under the ambit of the 1267 sanctions.”



FROM PAGE ONE



Have wheels, will run “I took the measurements for the wheel-cart and sent it to Mr Gagarin Singh, whose expertise in the field is well known,” recalls Dr. Srikumar. “It cost ₹17,000 and the cart reached us in four days,” said Ms. Saraswathi. Mr. Gagarin Singh, a mechanical engineer by training from IIT Delhi, says the prosthetics are made of aeronautical aluminium. “We design prosthetics for all animals — from rats to elephants. The material is strong but lightweight. It is also rust free,” he said, recalling that late Chief Minister Jayalalithaa had ordered a similar cart. And so Rishi is back on the Marina.



When an accident severely crushed her hind paws, Bandit was rescued by a volunteer and brought to Dr. Afzal.H. Mohamed, chief veterinarian at Doctor Cat Feline Speciality Clinic in Thiruvanmiyur in Chennai, for euthanasia as it seemed she would never walk again. However, Dr. Afzal and his junior decided Bandit must not only live but also get back on her paws. The duo then developed special prosthetics called the Intraosseous Transcutaneous Amputation Prosthetics (ITAP) for the cat. And on January 30, 2013, after a procedure lasting about an hour, Bandit got her new feet.



Doctor freed “Sanction should have been granted by the State government for prosecution. Withholding sanction, simply, means the State government is supporting the doctor. Sanction can be granted even now and the prosecution can be started again. If the State does not grant sanction, then any of the affected women can go to the High Court and file a petition to get the order of sanction. It is shocking that the State government is supporting the doctor in this case,” Mr. Gonsalves added. A situational assessment report ordered by the State government that month esCM YK



tablished that the premises where the tubectomies were conducted had not been disinfected properly. “A sweeper had mopped the walls. None of the surgical staff changed their hand gloves. The same injection, needle and suture were used for all the women. Neither were they sterilised nor new needles taken for each case.” It further added that Dr. Gupta used only one laparoscope, without disinfecting it after each use. A laparoscopic surgery is a minimal invasive surgery in which a thin surgical instrument is inserted into the abdomen.



Sanjay Bhandari



PTI



gistered a money laundering case against him. The I-T Department is investigating the allegations under the Black Money (Undisclosed Foreign Income and Assets) and Imposition of Tax Act, 2015. The directorate had earlier summoned the arms dealer for recording his statement. However, he did not appear before the investigation team. He also avoided some of the summons from the I-T Department before he vanished from the scene.



I-T authorities suspect that the arms dealer has shifted a significant part of his assets to the ownership of a Dubaibased trust. Based on documents recovered from Mr. Bhandari’s chartered accountant, who was recently intercepted while returning from London, the I-T authorities suspect that several properties owned by Mr. Bhandari in India and elsewhere have been transferred to the ownership of the Dubai trust. Officials said the trust was owned by a resident in official filings, while it is alleged that Mr. Bhandari is its executioner. It is standard practice in tax havens to have local residents to act as owners or professional directors, while the real beneficiaries remain behind secret agreements. Mr. Bhandari dabbles in consultancy and liaison services in the defence sector. The official said the I-T Department had also sent to the Home Ministry what it said were a set of “classified”



documents on major defence procurements under way. These were reportedly seized from Mr. Bhandari’s premises. He is known for his proximity to key people, both when the United Progressive Alliance was in power and now when the National Democratic Alliance is at the helm.



Escape plan A senior Home Ministry official reiterated on Monday that Mr. Bhandari did not leave from any Indian port and had he done so, he would have been intercepted as there is a look-out circular against him. India may also seek Nepal’s help to foil escape bids of criminals through that country. The government is exploring the option of approaching Nepal to have more stringent checks on people against whom India has issued lookout notices, a Home Ministry official said. India and Nepal have an open border which allows free movement of each other’s citizens.



‘Karti has secret bank accounts’



Centre iles report on anti-Sikh riots probe



Special Correspondent



Action follows SC directive on plea



NEW DELHI



BJP MP Subramanian Swamy on Monday alleged that Karti Chidambaram, son of former Finance Minister P. Chidambaram has several undisclosed bank accounts abroad with huge cash deposits. “Some outrageous claims have been made about me. My filings are up to date and completely in compliance with regulatory/statutory requirements,” Mr. Karti Chidambaram tweeted later in the day. “My family’s and my assets are duly reflected in our I-T filings. My companies have made all declarations as required by statutory requirements.” In a letter, Dr. Swamy asked for Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s intervention in the matter, alleging inaction on the part of the Ministry of Finance, since several officials meant to deal with it were appointed by Mr. P. Chidambaram and were allegedly protecting the father and son. “There are 21 bank accounts opened by Karti Chidambaram abroad,” Dr. Swamy said.



Delhi-bound AI plane grounded



Ministries’ representatives hold meet with U.K. authorities Devesh K. Pandey NEW DELHI



Indian agencies on Monday sought help in securing the custody of businessman Vijay Mallya, at a meeting with their British counterparts, under the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) for his prosecution in a money laundering case against him. At the Enforcement Directorate’s instance, the Union Home Ministry has forwarded to the External Affairs Ministry a request for the “transfer” of Mr. Mallya from London to India under Article 11 (1)(d) of the 1995 treaty. “We got the request from the ED around 10 days ago and have forwarded it to the MEA for necessary action. They will take up the matter with the U.K. authorities,” a Home Ministry official said. Legal representatives of the two Ministries and the investigating agencies participated in the crucial meeting



Vijay Mallya faces criminal proceedings in two cases of bank loan defaults.



with the U.K. legal team. Another round of discussions, on about 16 pending extradition requests and judicial requests seeking information on various cases, will be held on Tuesday. Mr. Mallya faces criminal proceedings by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and the ED in two major cases of default of bank loans of ₹9,000 crore. He flew out to London last March and refused to come back despite court intervention. His diplomatic passport



Jaishankar asks TNA to go easy on its demands In Colombo, he says it must think in terms of alternatives



Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



The government on Monday filed a status report in the Supreme Court on the investigation conducted by a special investigation team (SIT) into 1984 anti-Sikh riots cases. The report was filed on the basis of a January 16 direction from the Supreme Court to the Centre to file a “comprehensive report” on the status of the probe conducted by the SIT on a plea seeking a court-monitored investigation. A Bench led by Justice Dipak Misra fixed the hearing on the report on March 6. The court had asked the government to brief it within four weeks on the steps taken in the matter, after the Centre had said that the SIT’s work was “in progress”. Petitioner S. Gurlad Singh Kahlon said the tenure of the SIT was extended earlier and its term was going to expire on February 17.



‘Considerable progress’ The Centre, in its counter-affidavit filed earlier, had said the SIT investigation had made considerable progress, with 218 cases at various stages of scrutiny, and a “decision has been taken for re-investigation in 22 cases”. Mr. Kahlon, a member of the Delhi Sikh Gurdwara



they might continue agitating,” Mr. Premachandran said.



Meera Srinivasan Colombo



Management Committee, had sought the Supreme Court’s direction for setting up of the SIT to ensure speedy justice to the riot victims. He had also sought a direction to the Home Ministry to complete the task within six months and give reports on the progress of the probe in all criminal cases relating to the massacre from time to time till the filing of charge sheets.



Fresh probe The petitioner has said the SIT was formed by the Centre on February 12, 2015 for a fresh probe into the 1984 riots cases and got an extension for a year. The Home Ministry had set up a three-member SIT for re- investigation of the 1984 anti-Sikh riots cases, The SIT was to look into all serious criminal cases relating to the riots, examine evidence and even reopen cases and file charge sheets in courts concerned.



Foreign Secretary S. Jaishankar has asked the Tamil leadership in Sri Lanka to continue negotiating a political solution with the government, without being fixated on the demand for merging the island’s northern and eastern provinces. “The Indian Foreign Secretary said we needed to think in terms of alternatives which might provide an answer to the Tamil people’s apprehensions,” Leader of the Opposition R. Sampanthan told The Hindu, after members of the Tamil National Alliance (TNA), led by him, met the visiting top diplomat. Mr. Sampanthan briefed him on pressing issues faced by the Tamil people, including the lack of progress on the release of military-occupied land by the government and lingering concerns about enforced disappearances and detained Tamil political prisoners, a TNA media release said. The delegation updated Mr. Jaishankar about the new Constitution, pointing to the process being “stalled”. Sri Lanka is drafting a new Constitution, but the country’s minority Tamils are worried about the pace



S. Jaishankar



of the exercise. With a section of Sinhalese lawmakers in the south opposing any increase in the power shared with provinces, the process appears to have hit a major roadblock. Appreciating the Tamil leaders’ concerns over the government’s delay in delivering on its promises on post-war reconciliation, Mr. Jaishankar reportedly assured the TNA that he would raise the issues with President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe, whom he met later on Monday. EPRLF leader and former legislator Suresh Premachandran sought India’s intervention in pressuring the Sri Lankan government on the north-east merger, as per the India-Sri Lanka Accord of 1987. “I told him that the Tamil people may not accept a political solution without the merger, and that



Panaji



Ready to take off “The flight (AI-155) which was ready to take off around 3 p.m. initially developed a technical problem and had to come back before taking off,” Airport director BCH Negi told reporters. The flight, which had its technical problem fixed, took off from the runway but returned after the problem prevailed, he added. Sent by another plane “It was not an emergency landing but it made technical landing,” Mr. Negi said. He said the passengers, who were at the airport, would be sent by another Air India plane later in the evening. An Air India spokesman told PTI that the airline had sent a plane from Mumbai to Goa to ferry the stranded passengers. “We had sent a plane (flight no AI-1663) from Mumbai to Goa at 7.30 p.m. and the same landed at the airport at 8.20 p.m. and left for Delhi at 9.07 p.m.,” the spokesman said.



India keen on projects In response Mr. Jaishankar, who served as political counsellor in Colombo between 1988 and 1990, observed that a lot had happened since the neighbours signed the agreement, such as the assassination of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. He suggested that the Tamils continue pushing for a broader political solution rather than be fixated on the merger, TNA sources told The Hindu. Conveying New Delhi’s interest in investing in development projects in the Tamil-majority north and east, Mr. Jaishankar sought the Tamil leaders’ cooperation in the same. He later met senior Ministers, including Mangala Samaraweera and Malik Samarawickrama, to discuss ongoing initiatives. Sri Lanka hopes to sign a trade pact with India this year. Offering support to Sri Lanka to tackle drought, Mr. Jaishankar told Foreign Minister Mangala Samaraweera that India would donate eight water bowsers and 100 tonnes of rice as immediate assistance, according to a press release from the Indian High Commission here.



Separatist leaders call of protest to allow Pandits to celebrate festival



Crisis within PDP seems far from over



Peerzada Ashiq



Special correspondent



Srinagar



Srinagar



Separatists on Monday decided to call off their scheduled protest and shutdown for Friday because of Sivaratri, an important festival for Kashmiri Pandits. A joint statement issued by separatist leaders Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz Umer Farooq and Yasin Malik said: “In view of the Sivaratri festival celebrations in the State, the leadership said it stands for exemplary tradition of mutual brotherhood.” “Since ages, we are living in harmony. We did not notice the commencing festival, and when members from the Pandit community pointed it out, the joint leadership called off its proposed strike,” the statement said.



The crisis within ruling Peoples Democratic Party (PDP) seemed far from over on Monday when its leaders issued controversial statements. After two rounds of talks with Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti, aggrieved PDP leader Basharat Bukhari, who had lost the revenue and relief department in the reshuffle, on Monday withdrew his resignation. “Yes, I have taken the charge of the Horticulture Ministry. I identified the issues that are disturbing the party cadres at the ground and middle level. I was told these things would be set right,” Mr. Bukhari said. He along with Imran Raza Ansari, holding State Sports Ministry, resigned from the Ms. Mufti’s Cabinet last week. Both were miffed at the new portfolio allocation. After the crisis, many disgruntled leaders have gone public to express their disenchantment. “If the PDP is decimated in the coming elections, the reason will be two leaders close to Ms. Mufti,” said PDP legislator Abid Hussain Ansari.



Press Trust of India



A Delhi-bound Air India plane, with 168 passengers and crew members on board, was grounded after the aircraft developed some technical glitches while landing this afternoon.



was cancelled and non-bailable warrants issued against him. He has been declared a proclaimed offender. After its request for his deportation was turned down by the U.K. on technical grounds, the Directorate had moved a request to transfer Mr. Mallya under the MLAT agreement, for assistance in the investigations or giving evidence in the legal proceedings. It is learnt that the Indian agencies sought help from their U.K. counterparts in implementing the relevant MLAT provisions for expeditious legal proceedings against Mr. Mallya. The CBI is also expected to raise the issue of its request for the extradition of Mr. Mallya, following a clearance from a Mumbai special court. The agency has filed a chargesheet against him, senior functionaries of the Kingfisher Airlines and some IDBI officials. (With Vijaita Singh)



In Valley, a Sivaratri sans shutdown



On request Ayaz Akbar, a spokesman for the Hurriyat faction said the decision was taken after many Kashmiri Pandits had requested the separatist leadership to reconsider the strike call in view of the festival on February 24. Sivaratri is a key festival for the minuscule



In harmony: A boatman rows across the Dal Lake in Srinagar on Monday.



population of Pandits living in the Kashmir Valley now. Sanjay Tickoo, chairman of the Kashmiri Pandit Sangharsh Samiti (KPSS), said around 3,400 Pandits stayed back in Kashmir when the community faced a major migration in the face of raging militancy in the 1990s. Hundreds of Pandit



families left the Valley since then. “It's heartening to know that the Hurriyat has cancelled the strike on Sivaratri. This is indeed a welcome step. Unity is our strength,” said National Congress additional spokesman Sarah Hayat Shah. The separatist leaders



NISSAR AHMAD



have been issuing weekly protest calendars since the killing of Hizbul Mujahideen terrorist Burhan Wani in an encounter with security forces in July last year. The calls for general strikes have been whittled down to one day per week — Friday — from five days a week in October last year. (With PTI inputs)



ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Modi layed for ‘graveyard’ remark We will hear voice of Bundelkhand: PM In his speech, the PM had alluded to minority appeasement by the SP govt. Special Correspondent New Delhi



Not yet disillusioned with PM: Ramdev



Says the region needs a BJP engine in Lucknow



BHOPAL



Yoga guru Ramdev on Monday said he was not yet disillusioned with PM Narendra Modi as he has two more years to deliver on the promises made during the 2014 Lok Sabha polls. He ruled out the possibility of forming a political outfit.PTI



Chhattisgarh anganwadi staf to get smartphones RAIPUR



Anganwadi workers in Chhattisgarh will soon be provided smartphones to improve their job proiciency. “Nearly 8,500 anganwadi workers of seven districts will be given smartphones,” Minister for Women and Child Development Ramsheela Sahu said. “Smartphones will save time of the workers,” the Minister added. PTI



Pulling out all the stops: Prime Minister Narendra Modi at an election meeting in Allahabad in AP Uttar Pradesh on Monday. Omar Rashid



Fake notes seized in Bengal, one arrested KOLKATA



Security agencies on Monday seized 48 fake Indian currency notes of ₹2,000 denomination from a West Bengal resident. The accused, Sariful Sheikh, 32, a resident of Nadia district, was about to board a bus at Malda's Baishnabnagaron Sunday, when a search by security sleuths yielded 48 fake notes. He has been arrested.



Owaisi slams Modi for Ramzan-Diwali remarks ALLAHABAD



Hitting out at Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s RamzanDiwali remarks, AIMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi on Monday wondered whether ‘Gujarat was celebrating Ramzan or Diwali’ during the 2002 communal riots. On Mr. Modi’s graveyards remark, he said 150 people “reached graveyards due to note ban.” PTI



LUCKNOW



Taking a dig at former Chief Minister Mayawati over her opposition to demonetisation, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said at an election meeting at Orai in the Jalaun district of the backward region of Bundelkhand on Monday, “The BSP’s (Bahujan Samaj Party) meaning has changed. The Bahujan in it is restricted to Behenji ... the BSP has become the Behenji Sampatti Party.” Sampatti means wealth in Hindi. Mr. Modi wondered why Ms. Mayawati was opposed to demonetisation. He further went on to ask why Opposition leaders had sought more time before the implementation of the decision, and questioned their motive in coming together against demonetisation. “Those who accumulate wealth for themselves, can they do any good to you,” Mr. Modi asked, referring to



the bank deposits made by the BSP after November 8, when demonetisation was implemented. Answering Ms. Mayawati’s accusations that the BJP wanted vendetta, and raking up her parties’ bank deposits during the polls, Mr. Modi said the BSP had made huge deposits in banks right after the demonetisation. Attacking his political opponents, Mr. Modi blamed the Samajwadi Party (SP), the BSP and the Congress for the backwardness and neglect of the region that is known for its poverty and drought.



‘Teach them a lesson’ “The SP, the BSP and the Congress — you have seen them and tested them. They could not even give you proper drinking water after 70 years. Wipe them out from the face of Bundelkhand, teach them a lesson for taking you gran-



ted,” Mr. Modi urged voters. The PM asked the people of Bundelkhand to break free from the cycle of the SP and the BSP governments and elect his party. “The BJP promises you a government that will hear the voice of Bundelkhand,” Mr. Modi said. Referring to the illegal mining rampant in the region, Mr. Modi said his party would set up special squads to “dismantle” the “trade”. He said his party would, if voted to power, deploy technology and use satellites to check illegal mining. Explaining the importance of a BJP government in U.P., Mr. Modi said that for the overall development of resource-rich and mineralrich Bundelkhand, the party needed to hold power in both Lucknow and Delhi. “Bundelkhand needs a BJP engine in Lucknow,” he said, promising to transform the impoverished region.



The Congress on Monday accused Prime Minister Narendra Modi of “vitiating” the atmosphere during the ongoing State polls by making a controversial remark about “graveyards and cremation grounds”. “The Prime Minister, true to form, is trying to vitiate the atmosphere during election time,” Congress Deputy Leader in the Rajya Sabha leader Anand Sharma said here. “He has tried to stir communal tensions and polarise society. His speech on graveyards and crematoria shows his mindset.” Mr. Sharma's remarks came a day after Mr. Modi, in a rally in Uttar Pradesh's Fatehpur, accused the Akhilesh Yadav-led Samajwadi Party (SP) government



Anand Sharma



of playing the politics of discrimination. Simultaneously, he claimed his flagship schemes were benefiting all citizens, irrespective of their caste and religion. On Sunday, addressing a rally, he had said, “If a village receives funds for a graveyard, then it should also get for cremation grounds ... If



you provide uninterrupted power supply for Ramzan, then you should also do it for Deepavali.” “It is clear the BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) is heading towards a big defeat. Flustered and frustrated, Modiji has lost all sense of balance in his speeches,” Mr Sharma said. “India is a multi-cultural nation,” he continued. “Our Constitution doesn't allow anyone to divide the nation, whether on caste or religious lines.”



Whiff of impropriety The Prime Minister, Mr Sharma said, “is not above the Constitution or the law. The Prime Minister would be better served telling the people how many of his promises he has kept.” For instance, the Congress



leader said, the Prime Minister had not fulfilled the promises he had made to farmers in 2014. Mr. Sharma also made it clear that it was for the Election Commission, a constitutional body, to take cognisance of the Prime Minister’s speech and act. The Prime Minister’s statement came at a time when polling in the third phase of the Assembly elections in the State was under way in 69 seats across 12 districts. The elections are being held in seven phases in Uttar Pradesh. It also comes against the backdrop of the Supreme Court stating in January that seeking votes on the grounds of “religion, caste, race, community or language was not legal”.



For ex-ISRO scientist, 23 years of struggle Nambi Narayanan wants action against police oicers who allegedly framed him Krishnadas Rajagopal NEW DELHI



As the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) conquers space in leaps and bounds, one of its old hands, S. Nambi Narayanan, has been frequenting the Supreme Court for the past two years seeking justice against police officers who allegedly framed him in the infamous 1994 spy scandal. On Monday, a Bench of Justices Dipak Misra, R. Banumathi and Ashok Bhushan decided that the 76year-old Narayanan has waited long enough. The Bench refused a plea for four weeks’ adjournment made by Mr. Narayanan’s rivals in court. Justice Misra scheduled the case for final hearing on February 24. Mr. Narayanan has sought criminal action against



Nambi Narayanan



former Additional DirectorGeneral of Police Sibi Mathew and K.K. Joshwa and S. Vijayan, both had retired in senior positions, for their alleged roles. “It has been a long road to justice,” Mr. Narayanan, who lives in Thiruvananthapuram, said outside the courtroom. He is relieved that the case was not ad-



journed. It has been 23 years since his legal battle began with his arrest in the scandal. His counsel, C. Unnikrishnan, calls his client an “investigator”. “While the others gave up, he did not,” the lawyer said. Mr. Narayanan, one of the scientists who had worked on the cryogenic engine, was arrested in the espionage case in November 1994. The CBI, which got the case from the State Special Investigation Team, had recommended its closure and sought action against the police officers involved, Mr. Narayanan said in his petition.



NHRC order The National Human Rights Commission, in March 2001, ordered the government to pay Mr. Narayanan ₹10 lakh as compensation for the



mental agony, torture and social stigma he suffered. A decade after the order, the government issued a Government Order in June 2011 closing the case against the police officers, saying they have retired and 13 years have passed since the arrest of Mr. Narayanan. A Division Bench of the Kerala High Court, in March 2015, set aside a Single Judge order to take action against the police officers. Mr. Narayanan filed an appeal in the Supreme Court. In July 2015, a Bench issued notice on Mr. Narayanan’s appeal seeking action against the police officers. The court said the case fundamentally pertained to police atrocities. The court had pulled up the Kerala government for not taking action against “erring” police officials.



Europe keen on resuming trade talks EU team says bilateral treaties should be extended till a deal is reached Suhasini Haidar NEW DELHI



Warning that the impasse in the India-European Union free trade negotiations could also hurt investment into India, the Members of the European Parliament “Delegation for Relations with India” urged the government to consider a six-month extension of bilateral investment treaties until the FTA or the comprehensive BTIA (Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement) negotiations are restarted. The delegation, one of three with senior officials from the EU and European Parliament visiting India this week, met Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharaman to discuss their concerns. Nearly 11 months after Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited Brussels and spoke about the issue, EU diplomats say there has been no movement on the BTIA/



Finding synergies: Finance Minister Arun Jaitley meeting a European delegation in New Delhi on Monday. PTI



FTA talks that were suspended in 2013 after 16 rounds of negotiation. “One of the problems is the termination of the bilateral investment treaties by India. The European Union is saying, it would be very helpful if they could consider extending these by at least about six months to enable new mechanisms to be put in place,” said Member of the European Parliament (MEP) Geoffery Van Orden,



speaking to journalists in Delhi.



Need for urgency The officials said there was a need for a “greater sense of urgency”, given that BITs with most EU countries would lapse within the first half of 2017. The Bilateral investment treaty with The Netherlands, a country that is home to the second largest population of people of Indian origin in Europe, after



the UK, lapsed on November 30, and the rest are expected to follow shortly. Amongst the other arguments put forth by the delegation were that businesses in their countries would like to invest in India only once the government “guarantees” the process in India, which would follow the conclusion of the BTIA. However, while the EU is keen for either negotiations to be started as soon as possible, Minister of State for Commerce and Industry Nirmala Seetharaman is understood to have conveyed that both negotiations should be taken up together. Insurance costs would also increase significantly in the absence of the agreements. Apart from the BTIA, the MEPs said they were also concerned by “growing violence in Jammu and Kashmir” that was “hampering better ties between India and Pakistan”.



Arunachal gets a special security package



SC’s stern message to terrorists



Includes creation of new posts, equipment for police



NEW DELHI



Press Trust of India Itanagar



Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh on Monday said the Centre has sanctioned a special package for strengthening security in three eastern districts of Arunachal Pradesh to tackle the insurgency problem there. “The special package for Tirap, Changlang and Longding districts will also include creation of new posts, purchase of vehicles and equipment for police,” Mr. Singh said, addressing the 31st Arunachal Pradesh statehood day programme here. He said necessary funds would be given at the earliest for construction of over 20 police stations in the three districts and asked the State government to expedCM YK



Rajnath Singh



ite the work. Mr. Singh said his Ministry was actively considering the proposals submitted by the Arunachal Pradesh government for strengthening the security system in the State. The State government had sent a proposal for setting up an ITBP battalion here, Mr. Singh said, adding he had asked his Ministry’s officials to immediately ex-



amine it. He also promised to sanction a forensic science laboratory in the State. “We will do whatever is possible in the interest of the State for development. There is no dearth of funds. But every penny from the Centre should be judiciously utilised to maintain transparency so that nobody could point a finger,” he said.



Hydro power Referring to the hydro power potential of the State, Mr. Singh said a robust connectivity infrastructure was a must to tap this and turn it into a money spinner. Union Minister Nitin Gadkari had already announced a ₹50,000 crore project for roads and bridges in the State.



Legal Correspondent



In a tough message against terror, the Supreme Court on Monday said terrorists involved in killing innocent people better forget their own families. A Bench led by Chief Justice of India J.S. Khehar made the oral observation while rejecting the plea for bail made by a man convicted in the 1996 Lajpat Nagar blast case. Mohammed Naushad, the man in question, wanted bail to attend his daughter’s wedding fixed on February 28. “If someone is involved in heinous offence of indiscriminate killing of innocents, then it’s better he forgets his family ties. No parole or interim bail should be granted to them to attend any family exigencies,” the Bench said. ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



Trump aides push Ukraine plan A proposal submitted to govt. seeks to reach out to Kiev and Moscow to end three-year-old conlict



Mike Pence assures EU of support



Megan Twohey Scott Shane NEW YORK/WASHINGTON/KIEV



Leftist leading Ecuador vote, may face run-of QUITO



Ecuadorean leftist government candidate Lenin Moreno was set for victory in a presidential election but results still coming in on Monday meant he may face a run-of with former banker Guillermo Lasso.Mr. Moreno was close to the 40% threshold needed to avoid a second round on April 2. He had had 39.09% of valid votes versus 28.28% for Mr. Lasso, with 87% of votes counted, the preliminary count showed. REUTERS



‘Duterte operated death squad as Davao Mayor’ MANILA



Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte operated a “death squad” while he was Mayor of Davao city, giving cash and orders for police to murder criminals, said a former policeman who said he was involved in them. In remarks contradicting his denial last year of the existence of such a “death squad”, Arturo Lascanas said he was one of the ringleaders of the group that began operating when Mr. Duterte became Mayor in 1988. REUTERS



4 Russian soldiers killed in Syria MOSCOW



The Russian military says four of its servicemen were killed in Syria when their vehicle struck a roadside bomb. The Defence Ministry said the explosion happened as a Syrian military convoy, including the vehicle with Russian military advisers, was driving to the city of Homs in central Syria last Thursday from the Tiyas air base, which is close to the ancient town of Palmyra held by the Islamic State group. AP



A week before Michael Flynn resigned as National Security Advisor, a sealed proposal was hand-delivered to his office, outlining a way for President Donald Trump to lift sanctions against Russia. Mr. Flynn is gone, having been caught lying about his own discussion of sanctions with the Russian Ambassador. But the proposal, a peace plan for Ukraine and Russia, remains, along with those pushing it: Michael Cohen, the President’s personal lawyer, who delivered the document; Felix H. Sater, a business associate who helped Mr. Trump scout deals in Russia; and a Ukrainian lawmaker trying to rise in a political opposition movement shaped in part by Mr. Trump’s former campaign manager Paul Manafort. At a time when Mr. Trump’s ties to Russia, and the people connected to him, are under heightened scrutiny — with investigations by U.S. intelligence agencies, the FBI and Congress — some of his associates remain willing and eager to wade into Russia-related efforts behind the scenes. Mr. Trump has confounded Democrats and Republicans alike with his repeated praise for the Russian President Vladimir Putin and his desire to forge a U.S.-Russian alliance.



Settling conflict The amateur diplomats say their goal is simply to help settle a gruelling, three-year conflict that has cost 10,000 lives. “Who doesn’t want to help bring about peace?” Mr. Cohen asked. But the proposal contains more than just a peace plan. Andrii V. Artemenko, the Ukrainian lawmaker, who



Reuters BRUSSELS



Still in memory: A rally in Kiev on Monday to commemorate the death of Ukraine’s anti-government protesters in 2014. REUTERS sees himself as a Trumpstyle leader of a future Ukraine, claims to have evidence — “names of companies, wire transfers” — showing corruption by the Ukrainian president, Petro O. Poroshenko, that could help oust him. And Mr. Artemenko said he had received encouragement for his plans from top aides to Mr. Putin.



Russian connection “A lot of people will call me a Russian agent, a U.S. agent, a CIA agent,” Mr. Artemenko said. “But how can you find a good solution between our countries if we do not talk?” Mr. Cohen and Mr. Sater said they had not spoken to Mr. Trump about the proposal, and have no experience in foreign policy. Mr. Cohen is one of several Trump associates under scrutiny in an FBI counterintelligence examination of links with Russia, according to law enforcement officials; he has denied any illicit connections.



Malaysia promises ‘objective’ probe into death



Talks with N. Korea on the cards? Reuters Washington



Preparations are under way to bring senior North Korean officials to the U.S. for talks with former U.S. officials, the first such meeting in more than five years, The Washington Post reported. The talks would be the clearest indication yet that North Korean leader Kim Jong-un wants to The two others involved in the effort have somewhat questionable pasts: Mr. Sater (50), a Russian-American, pleaded guilty to a role in a stock manipulation scheme decades ago that involved the Mafia. Mr. Artemenko spent twoand-a-half years in jail in Kiev in the early 2000s on embezzlement charges, later dropped, which he said had



communicate with the new administration. Planning for the “Track 1.5 talks” is still in a preparatory stage, the Post reported, citing multiple sources. The State Department has not yet approved the North Koreans’ visas, the report said. A White House official later commented that the U.S. had no plans to meet with North Korea. been politically motivated. While it is unclear if the White House will take the proposal seriously, the diplomatic freelancing has infuriated Ukrainian officials. Ukraine’s Ambassador to the United States, Valeriy Chaly, said Mr. Artemenko “is not entitled to present any alternative peace plans on behalf of Ukraine to any foreign government, includ-



U.S. Vice-President Mike Pence assured the EU in Brussels on Monday that the Trump administration will develop their cooperation in trade and security and backs the EU as a partner in its own right. A month after Donald Trump caused alarm by renewing his endorsement of Brexit and suggesting others may follow Britain out of the EU, Mr. Pence told reporters he had come to “the home of the European Union” with a message from the President. Speaking of a “strong commitment ... to continue cooperation and partnership with the European Union”, Mr. Pence added: “Whatever our differences, our two continents share the same heritage, the same values and above all, the same purpose to promote peace and prosperity through freedom, democracy and the rule of law.” EU officials said they were encouraged by what they called Mr. Pence’s clear assurances.



ing the U.S. administration.” Later, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters on a conference call on Monday that Mr. Artemenko’s proposal had not previously been known to the Kremlin and that it was absurd. The only way the Ukraine crisis could be resolved was through the Minsk peace accords, said Mr. Peskov. NYT



We’re not in Iraq for your oil, says Mattis Distances himself from Trump Reuters Baghdad



The U.S. military is not in Iraq “to seize anybody’s oil”, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said, distancing himself from remarks by President Donald Trump at the start of a visit to Iraq on Monday. Mr. Mattis, on his first trip to Iraq as Pentagon chief, is hoping to assess the war effort as U.S.-backed Iraqi forces launch a new push to evict Islamic State militants from their remaining stronghold in the city of Mosul. But he is likely to face questions about Mr. Trump’s remarks and actions, including a temporary ban on travel to the U.S. and for saying America should have seized Iraq’s oil after toppling Saddam Hussein in 2003. Trump told CIA staff in January: “We should have kept the oil. But okay. Maybe you’ll have another chance.” Mr. Mattis, however, flatly ruled out any such intent. “We’re not in Iraq to seize anybody’s oil,” he told reporters travelling with him. His remarks are the latest example of his policy differences with Mr. Trump. The President has acknowledged that Mr. Mattis did not agree with him about the usefulness of torture as an interrogation tactic but, in a sign of Mr. Mattis’s influence, said he would defer the matter to his Defense Secretary. Mr. Mattis has also been more critical than Mr. Trump of Russian President Vladimir Putin, and distanced himself from Mr. Trump’s labelling of the media as “the enemy of the American people”.



Mosul campaign Mr. Mattis is finalising plans at Mr. Trump’s request to accelerate the defeat of the IS and is expected to meet
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Starvation looms



Reuters



Malaysia’s Prime Minister Najib Razak said on Monday his government’s investigation of the killing of the North Korean leader’s halfbrother, Kim Jong-nam, will be “objective”, as tension rose between the countries. Earlier on Monday, Malaysia said it has recalled its envoy from Pyongyang and summoned North Korea’s Ambassador in Kuala Lumpur, who again cast doubt on the impartiality of Malaysia’s investigation into the murder and said the victim was not Kim Jong-nam. “We have no reason why we want to do something to paint North Korea in a bad light, but we will be objective,” Mr. Najib told reporters in the Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur.



Screenshot shows Kim Jongnam talking to oicials at Kuala Lumpur Airport. AP



CCTV footage obtained by Reuters appeared to show Kim Jong-nam being attacked at Kuala Lumpur International Airport on Monday last week by a woman, who is believed to have



wiped a fast-acting poison on his face. South Korean legislators last week cited their spy agency as saying Kim Jong-un, had issued a “standing order” for his halfbrother’s assassination, and that there had been a failed attempt in 2012. Malaysian police are hunting four North Koreans who fled from the country on the day of the attack, having already detained one North Korean man, a Vietnamese woman, an Indonesian woman, and a Malaysian man. At least three of the wanted North Koreans caught an Emirates flight to Dubai from Jakarta late on the day of the attack, an immigration official in Indonesia told Reuters. Malaysia’s Star newspaper reported that all four had returned to North Korea.



Famine-hit: South Sudan on Monday declared famine in some parts, with aid agencies saying that 1,00,000 people were afected. Pictures show people carrying food in villages in the Unity State and women waiting at a health clinic. REUTERS



An Indian challenge to China in space?



Agence France-Presse



Atul Aneja



Mugla



BEIJING



Almost 50 suspects went on trial on Monday accused of plotting to assassinate Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan at a luxury Aegean hotel on the night of the botched July 15 coup. Forty-four suspects, mainly soldiers, are under arrest, while three others still on the run are being tried in absentia at the court in the southern city of Mugla. The suspects, several smartly dressed in suits and ties, were led into the court by security forces in front of television cameras, AFP correspondents said. Onlookers heckled the accused as they stepped out of the buses that took them from prison, shouting “we want the death penalty!” and “Allahu Akbar” (‘God is Greatest’).



China is clinically analysing the successful and cost-effective launch of 104 satellites in one-go by the Indian Space Research Organisation, as well as the outcome of the Aero-India show, with some media reports acknowledging that New Delhi may out-compete Beijing in the commercial space-launch business. An op-ed in the Global Times on Monday highlighted that India’s recordbreaking satellite launch could serve as a “wake-up call” for China's commercial space industry. The article diagnosed China’s inability to access components and parts from the U.S. as part of the problem. Consequently, China had to step up independent research and indigenous manufacturing in order to bypass the U.S. restrictions. China



CM YK



Pak. tightens security on Afghan border ISLAMABAD



Turkey puts 47 on trial for ‘coup plot’



Urgent action needed for Beijing to reduce the cost of putting satellites into orbit, says state media Separately, the website, Chinamil.com.cn, affiliated with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), noted that the Indian aviation industry was also undergoing a rapid transition, focusing on military exports, and technologically upgrading itself through joint ventures.



Low-price advantage: A satellite being launched by the Indian Space Research Organisation from Sriharikota last week. PTI



also has to cut costs, as it is likely to target price-sensitive customers in the developing countries. On the contrary, of the 104 satellites that were launched, 96 belonged to the U.S. “The South Asian nation’s achievements are largely driven by its lowprice advantage, a weak



senior U.S. and Iraqi officials in Iraq. His visit comes a day after Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi announced the start of the ground offensive on western Mosul, where IS militants are essentially under siege. The insurgents were forced out of the east of the city last month after 100 days of fighting. The U.S. commander in Iraq, Army Lieutenant General Stephen Townsend, has said he believes U.S.-backed forces will recapture both of the IS’smajor strongholds — Mosul and Raqqa in Syria — within the next six months. The Defense Secretary’s strategy review could lead to additional deployment of U.S. forces, beyond the less than 6,000 American troops deployed to both Iraq and Syria today. Experts say the Pentagon may also look at increasing the number of attack helicopters and air strikes and bringing in more artillery, as well as granting greater authority to battlefield commanders fighting the IS. The future for U.S. forces in Iraq, and for Iraq’s fragmented society, is unclear once the IS has been expelled from Mosul.



Press Trust of India



Video emerges of Kim Jong-nam being attacked at airport KUALA LUMPUR



U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis in Iraq. REUTERS



point for China’s commercial space sector,” the article observed. It added: “Competition with India for commercial space launches may be inevitable, and the most urgent action needed for China to expand its market share is to reduce the cost of putting satellites into orbit.”



Aero-India show Commenting on the Aero-India show that concluded in Bangalore last week, the website said: “We observed that this year’s Aero India kept a very low profile in arms purchase and Indian Defence Ministry didn’t sign any official agreement with foreign arms dealers.” On the contrary, Indian arms dealers leveraged the exhibition to tap the overseas defence market. “The Astra air-to-air missile, Pinaka multi-barrel rocket launcher and Rustom UAV independently developed by



India were popular among foreign clients,” it observed. The write-up noted that India has also made progress on aircraft and vessel technology transfer. It quoted S. Christopher, head of the Defence Research and Development organisation, as saying that India would export advanced light torpedo worth $21 million, which also involves transfer of technology. The article pointed out that India’s Reliance Defence has signed an agreement with the U.S. Navy on vessel repair and retrofitting services. The pursuit of joint ventures has improved the quality of Indian military equipment. During the show, India’s Kalyani Strategic Systems Ltd has signed an agreement with Israel Aerospace Industries. The two sides will work together on the Barak-8 air-defence missile.



Amid reports that Pakistan has moved heavy artillery towards the Afghan border, Army chief Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa on Monday said “enhanced security arrangements” in the border region were aimed at combating terrorism. After a string of terror attacks in the country, Pakistan Army has moved heavy artillery towards the Afghan border in Chaman and Torkham districts, the Express Tribune reported, citing security officials. The move came just two days after the military targeted the camps of Tehreke-Taliban Pakistan’s (TTP) Jamaat-ul-Ahrar ( JA) faction on the Torkham border opposite Mohmand and Khyber tribal regions. Pakistan alleges that the group has found “safe haven” in Afghanistan.



5 military oicers held over editor’s murder Wickrematunge was killed in 2009 Agence France-Presse Colombo



Sri Lankan police have arrested five military intelligence officers on suspicion of assassinating a prominent anti-establishment newspaper editor and orchestrating attacks on other journalists and dissidents under the former regime, a legal source said Monday. The 2009 killing of Lasantha Wickrematunge, a fierce critic of then President Mahinda Rajapaksa, sparked an international outcry. Wickrematungehad accused Mr. Rajapaksa’s Defence Secretary and brother Gotabhaya Rajapaksa of taking kickbacks in arms purchases, and was due to testify in court when he was killed. The source said the five men were taken into cus-



A mourner at the grave of Lasantha Wickramatunge on his death anniversary. AFP tody over the weekend. Free Media Movement, a rights group, gave a cautious welcome to the arrests, urging the government to ensure an independent investigation into the allegations and resist “undue influence” from the powerful military. President Maithripala Sirisena has publicly criticised police for holding military suspects for long periods. ND-ND
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market watch 20-2-2017 % CHANGE



Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 28,662 dddddd 0.67 US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 66.92 dddddd 0.13 Gold dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 29,700 ddddd -0.60 Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 56.16 dddddd 1.26



NIFTY 50 PRICE



CHANGE



ACC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1460.65. . . . . . . . . -5.05 Adani Ports. . . . . . . . . . . . . 300.30. . . . . . . . . . . 3.05 Ambuja Cements . . . . 239.40. . . . . . . . . . . 1.20 Asian Paints . . . . . . . . . . . . 975.75. . . . . . . . 14.95 Aurobindo Pharma . 669.40. . . . . . . . . . . 4.75 Axis Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 481.05. . . . . . . . . -8.05 Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2791.50. . . . . . . . 12.60 Bank of Baroda . . . . . . . 168.85. . . . . . . . . . . 2.70 Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . . 375.35. . . . . . . . . . . 5.85 BHEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153.45. . . . . . . . . . . 0.10 Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21718.30. . . . . -200.80 BPCL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700.25. . . . . . . . 21.25 Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592.75. . . . . . . . . -0.50 Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319.90. . . . . . . . . . . 3.65 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . . 2898.75. . . . . . . -13.95 Eicher Motors Ltd. . . 25139.05. . . . . . . . 98.75 GAIL (India) . . . . . . . . . . . . 524.10. . . . . . . . 13.90 Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1055.35. . . . . . . . 14.75 HCL Tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 844.00. . . . . . . . . . . 4.75 HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1393.30. . . . . . . . . -9.20 HDFC Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1409.10. . . . . . . . 32.05 Hero MotoCorp . . . . . . . 3102.10. . . . . . . . 14.90 Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183.30. . . . . . . . . -0.35 Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . . 854.45. . . . . . . . 13.20 ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 282.35. . . . . . . . . -0.65 Idea Cellular . . . . . . . . . . . 108.45. . . . . . . . . . . 2.55 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . . 1336.45. . . . . . . . . -1.60 Bharti Infratel Ltd. . 308.75. . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 Infosys. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1010.25. . . . . . . . 10.15 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266.05. . . . . . . . . -2.10 Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . 797.05. . . . . . . . . . . 0.55 L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1482.65. . . . . . . . . . . 4.65 Lupin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1464.55. . . . . . . . . . . 5.85 M&M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1315.95. . . . . . . . . -1.20 Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . . 6093.15. . . . . . 103.40 NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171.80. . . . . . . . . . . 2.05 ONGC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195.30. . . . . . . . . . . 0.90 PowerGrid Corp . . . . . . 206.45. . . . . . . . . . . 3.90 Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . . 1075.40. . . . . . . . . -0.10 State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269.65. . . . . . . . . . . 0.30 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . . 679.65. . . . . . . . . . . 4.15 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . . 455.45. . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 Tata Motors (Dvr) . . . 278.50. . . . . . . . . . . 0.50 Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.35. . . . . . . . . . . 1.25 Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487.05. . . . . . . . 18.85 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2502.20. . . . . . . . 94.30 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . . . 499.95. . . . . . . . . -3.55 UltraTech Cement. . . 3756.65. . . . . . . . 38.15 Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 475.65. . . . . . . . . . . 0.30 YES Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1429.25. . . . . . . -11.65 Zee Entertainment . 528.60. . . . . . . . . . . 7.40



EXCHANGE RATES Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at 4 p.m. on February 20



TT BUY



CURRENCY



TT SELL



US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 66.72. . . . . . . 67.04 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 70.89. . . . . . . 71.23 British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 83.21. . . . . . . 83.64 Japanese Yen (100) . . . . . .. . 58.98. . . . . . . 59.27 Chinese Yuan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.70. . . . . . . . . 9.75 Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 66.50. . . . . . . 66.82 Singapore Dollar . . . . . . . . . . .. . 47.05. . . . . . . 47.28 Canadian Dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 50.91. . . . . . . 51.16 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . . . . . .. . 14.93. . . . . . . 15.02 Source:Indian Bank



BULLION RATES



TCS board clears ₹16,000 cr. share buy-back at ₹2,850



CHENNAI



February 20 rates in rupees with previous rates in parentheses



Bar Silver (1 kg) . . . . . .. . . . 43,300. . . . (43,400) Retail (1 g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 46.30. . . . . . (46.40) 24 ct gold (10 g) . . . . .. . . . 29,760. . . . (29,800) 22 ct gold (1 g) . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2,827. . . . . . (2,831)



Decision comes shortly after Cognizant Technology okayed a $3.4-billion plan Piyush Pandey MUMBAI



The board of India’s largest software services exporter, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), approved a buy-back of ₹16,000 crore worth of shares in a bid to improve returns to its shareholders. Reacting to the news, shares of India’s most-valued firm rose 4% to ₹2,506.5 in a firm Mumbai market on Monday, valuing the company at ₹4.94 lakh crore. The buy-back decision follows close on the heels of competitor Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp.’s decision to opt for a $3.4 billion plan that includes buy-backs and dividends. The TCS board approved the buy-back of up to 5.61 crore equity shares of the company, reflecting 2.85% of the total paid-up equity share capital, for an aggregate amount not exceeding ₹16,000 crore, at ₹2,850 per equity share, said the Mumbai-based IT services firm in a filing with the exchanges, and added that the buy-back is subject to approval of members by means of a special resolution through a postal ballot.



‘Tender offer’ “The buy-back is proposed to be made from the shareholders of the company on a proportionate basis under the tender offer route using the stock exchange mechanism in accordance with the provisions contained in the SEBI Regulations, Companies Act, and rules made thereunder,” the company said in its filing.



IFC invests $47.5 mn. in Granules India Debt to fund drugmaker’s expansion Special Correspondent HYDERABAD



World Bank arm International Finance Corporation (IFC) plans to part-fund the expansion programme of Hyderabad-based pharma firm Granules India Ltd, which includes setting up of a greenfield facility for manufacturing APIs (active pharmaceutical ingredients) in Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh. The proposed investment would be the fourth by IFC in the company and in the form of debt investment of up to $47.5 million. Besides the greenfield facility, the company plans to expand existing API and PFI (pharmaceutical formulation intermediates) capacities, including constructing a new block in Bonthapally facility; invest in research and development, quality assurance and quality control and ad-



ditional warehouse capacity. The R&D investment is to improve its product mix in favour of higher value-added products.



Capital expenditure A large part of the company’s investment programme is in the form of capital expenditure in India, estimated to cost about $84 million. “It is proposed to be financed with debt of $68.5 million, including a corporate loan of up to $47.5 million for IFC’s own account and the rest through equity and internal accruals,” the Corporation said in its project disclosure. IFC had first made a debt and equity investment in the firm in 2007, followed by a Cleaner Production Lending Facility loan in 2009 and a debt investment in 2011 meant for expansion in capacity.



Centre starts IPO process for rail PSUs Press Trust of India New Delhi



Within three weeks of the Budget announcement, the Finance Ministry on Monday started the process of listing three rail PSUs — IRCTC, IRFC and IRCON. The government is considering divesting a portion of the paid-up equity share capital through an IPO and has sought Expression of Interest (EoI) from merchant bankers by March 16.
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Nadella woos India Inc. with artiicial intelligence Flipkart signs up for Microsoft’s AI capabilities on the cloud Peerzada Abrar



Moving up: Monday’s board meeting was the last for TCS CEO N. Chandrasekaran as he will step into a larger role on February 21 as chairman of Tata Sons.



The pre-buyback shareholding pattern as on February 17, 2017, showed that the Tata group owned 73.31% in the software major. Interestingly, Monday’s board meeting, which started at 1.30 p.m. and continued till 2.50 p.m. was the last board meeting attended by N. Chandrasekaran as TCS CEO before he steps into a larger role on February 21 as chairman of Tata Sons. Rajesh Gopinathan will replace Mr. Chandrasekaran as TCS CEO. TCS’ decision comes within two weeks of rival Cognizant deciding to return $3.4 billion to shareholders by way of dividends and increased buy-backs. Prominent shareholders of another competitor, In-



fosys, have also been demanding that their board consider a buy-back. TCS had cash, cash equivalents including short-term investments of $5.69 billion on its books with free cash flow exceeding $1 billion in the third quarter alone. “The buy-back of the shares is a good indication of the under-valuation of the stock in the markets,” said Sarabjit Kour Nangra, VP Research-IT, at Angel Broking. “It is good, also given that the cash yields are running low and earning yield in the IT industry has improved on the back of the under-performance of the stock. Also, the buy-back will take part of the cash out of the books; this will enhance the overall RoE, as the proportion of the



low yielding asset (i.e. cash) will be reduced in the balance sheet and hence will reward shareholders,” she said. Angel Broking maintained its ‘accumulate’ rating on TCS with a stock price target of ₹2,700 and said it believes that in the near term, the stock would exhibit significant strength around the price of ₹2,850. TCS also announced that Mr. Gopinathan has been appointed as the Managing Director on the board. COO N. Ganapathy Subramaniam has been appointed to the board as Executive Director. V. Ramakrishnan has been appointed as the Chief Financial Officer, taking over from Mr. Gopinathan.



ONGC to settle royalty row with Gujarat Oil irm to pay ₹8,392 crore, Centre may reimburse amount Mahesh Langa GANDHINAGAR



The Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) has agreed to pay ₹8,392 crore to the Gujarat government, settling a long-pending dispute regarding royalty fee for crude production in the state. “After negotiations, there is a consensus that ₹8,392 crore will be paid to the Gujarat government by ONGC,”



Gujarat Chief Secretary J.N. Singh told The Hindu. The case, pertaining to the dispute involving the Gujarat government and the oil PSU, had been pending in the Supreme Court after ONGC lost the case in the Gujarat High Court in 2013. However, both the parties decided to settle the dispute out of court. The petition challenging the high court



verdict is likely to be withdrawn. Sources told The Hindu that the Centre, which too was involved in the negotiations between the State and and ONGC, was likely to reimburse the oil company partially or in full. Of ₹8,392 crore, 15% (being the first instalment) will be paid before March 31 and the balance before July 2017.



BENGALURU



When Binny Bansal, cofounder of India’s largest retailer Flipkart was studying at IIT-Delhi, nobody at his institute was interested in the subject of artificial intelligence. “Because nothing was happening in India,” Mr. Bansal told his co-panelists Satya Nadella, chief executive of Microsoft and Infosys co-founder Nandan Nilekani during a fireside chat at an event in Bengaluru. That was 15 years ago and a lot has changed since. On Monday, Mr. Nadella, who leads the world’s largest software maker, announced a strategic partnership with Flipkart, where the e-commerce company would adopt the company's cloud computing platform, Microsoft Azure. Flipkart said that it planned to leverage artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and analytics capabilities in Azure to optimise its data for innovative merchandising, advertising, marketing and customer service. AI is the simulation of human intelligence processes by computer systems and machine learning and gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed. “We are on the right ladder this time, I don't think we are going back to AI winter,” said Mr. Nadella at the event where the audience consisted of hundreds of start-up founders, in-



Tech talk: Satya Nadella, right, and Nandan Nilekani at a press conference in Bengaluru on Monday. SOMASHEKAR G R N



vestors and industry experts. He said that the real challenge in AI is understanding of the human language, which still doesn't exist. “(We) don't have anything that says ‘we have the ability to write like Rabindranath Tagore’,” said Mr. Nadella. Last March, Mr. Nadella faced a public communication fiasco when Microsoft’s teen-girl-inspired chatbot named Tay which had been programmed to interact with Twitter users mimicked racist and misogynistic lines, which other Twitter users had prompted her to repeat. Tech entrepreneur Nandan Nilekani said that he was excited about the advent of technologies like AI and the cloud. He said that there was a challenge of taking the country from $2,000 per



capita income to $20,000 and there was also a need to fix sectors like healthcare, education and financial services. He said the classical way of getting more doctors or building education infrastructure would take time. “The only way to square the circle is by using AI and cloud to deliver personalised health, education and financial services to a billion people,” said Mr. Nilekani. Through his social enterprise EkStep, he said that he aimed to fix the learning challenges of India’s 200 million children using AI and smartphones. Microsoft also runs an accelerator in Bengaluru which counts AI startups such as Uncanny Vision, Flutura and Altizon among its portfolio companies.



Reports on Panaya acquisition false: Sikka ‘Allegations made to hurt reputations’ Staff Reporter BENGLURU



Infosys CEO Vishal Sikka on Monday wrote an email to the company’s employees stating that reports appearing in certain sections of the media on the Panaya acquisition are ‘false and malicious’. “Once again, today, some newspapers have carried false and malicious stories about our company; this time it is about the acquisition of Panaya,” Mr. Sikka wrote in his email. “These speculations and fabrications are clearly designed to tarnish our reputation, and they specifically target our employees, including myself, to the point of harassment,” he wrote. “They create a false alternate-reality out of events and dates, with embellishments that are calculated to mislead and sensationalise.” Earlier, there were media reports that a whistleCM YK



Vishal Sikka



blower had written a letter to SEBI regarding irregularities in the acquisition of Israeli firm Panaya by Infosys. Infosys had acquired Panaya in 2015 for $200 million after Mr. Sikka took charge at Infosys as the CEO. Mr. Sikka also told Infosys employees that these attacks were ‘orchestrated by people with intention to harm the reputation of Infosys and the employees.’ “These distractions are expensive, draining and time-consuming,” he wrote. ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



INTERVIEW | SURESH NARAYANAN



‘Demonetisation did take a toll’ After the Maggi crisis, Nestle India is back in business but still has some way to go, says its CMD



Eveready may spin of packet tea operations Move aimed at scaling up the business Special Correspondent



Yuthika Bhargava



KOLKATA



NEW DELHI



Canara Bank’s rights issue to open March 2 NEW DELHI



Canara Bank’s ₹1,124 crore rights issue will open on March 2 and the proceeds will be utilised to fund business growth. The bank will issue over 5,42,99,105 equity shares of face value of ₹10 each for cash at ₹207 per scrip. PTI



M.K.Bhattacharya takes over as Indian Bank ED CHENNAI



Public sector Indian Bank on Monday announced the appointment of M.K.Bhattacharya as its Executive Director with immediate efect. He took charge on February 18, the bank said in a BSE iling. PTI



Lloyd Electric slides 17% on Havells deal news NEW DELHI



Shares of Lloyd Electric & Engineering plunged almost 17% after Havells said it would acquire the consumer durables business of the irm for about ₹1,600 crore. At NSE, the shares lost 16.59% to close at ₹273.20. The company’s market valuation fell by ₹221.13 crore to ₹1,100.87 crore. PTI



Balance Hero gets funds from Softbank Ventures NEW DELHI



Mobile balance management service irm Balance Hero has raised ₹100 crore from Softbank Ventures Korea and other investors. The South Korean irm owns and operates the True Balance app in India that allows users to check their mobile call and data balance. The app has seen 30 million downloads in 24 months since launch. PTI



CM YK



It has been a bumpy year-anda-half for Nestle. Even as it was recovering from the Maggi crisis, demonetisation of high-value currency notes came as a bolt from the blue that dented demand. Suresh Narayanan, the first Indian to head the company’s Indian operations in 16 years, and who was brought in especially to bring Nestle India back on track, said “volatility and uncertainty are part of the lexicon” and company is now “back in business”. Edited excerpts from an interview with Nestle India’s CMD:



You were just recovering from the Maggi crisis, when demonetisation was announced last November. What was the impact? 쐍 Volatility and uncertainty are part of the lexicon. I cannot expect any week or month to go without a minor crisis somewhere or the other. As leaders, we have to be built with that inoculation that you will face either big or small crises during your career. Some of us seem to attract crises… I am one of them. Either I walk into a crisis or I create one. But that is fine. Yes, what happened (demonetisation) was certainly unanticipated and it did take a toll on our results and though we saw a positive growth of over 16%, of course, there was a little bit of base effect… it did take a blip for about a month but then it started to come back. Now we are getting back to what would be our normal pace as a company. How has the perspective of India changed for Nestle Global amid all the volatility and uncertainty? 쐍 Nestle operates in almost 200 other countries. So we



are in different levels and scale of volatility. We are in Venezuela, Zimbabwe, China, India and in parts of Africa... all of whom have a whole host of volatile issues. We are a 150 year-old company. We are not a new kid on the block to not be able to take the rough with the smooth. There is a lot of resilience in the company. The way in which we came out of the crisis only reinforced the belief in the company and team in India. Ultimately you bet your money not so much on strategy but on people. The level of engagement in India has certainly gone up. We have a new CEO Mark Schneider. He also shares similar perception about India in terms of what the team has achieved. So, I don’t really



have any concerns on that front. And in any case, for me, the immediate point of contact is our local board. They have been completely supportive of what we do. That degree of confidence is there in the system and the fact that the company was able to weather and withstand the storm. I don’t say this in arrogance, but very few companies will be able to face this. Many would have shrivelled or probably shrunk or shut shop due to the kind of blast Nestle took.



Would you say the Maggi crisis is totally behind you and you are now at precrisis levels? 쐍 No. In terms of market share we are at 60% now, which was about 80% before



terms of market share, we are at 60% < > In now, which was about 80% before the Maggi crisis. So, clearly, there is a journey there to get to pre-crisis levels. the crisis. So, clearly there is a journey there. Are we fully out of the woods? No, because there are still matters in the Supreme Court, they are sub judice. Till that is finally disposed, I don’t think as an organisation, we will consider we are completely out of the crisis. Yes, we are back in business and we are back in the leadership position.



The recent flurry of new launches suggests a shift in approach. Is it a learning from the Maggi crisis to not bank too much on one product? 쐍 It’s more than learning. Maggi was incidentally 30%



of the portfolio, so it’s not that the whole company depended on Maggi but it has been the most visible face of the company. I always say crisis is an opportunity. There was a kind of pentup energy in the organisation to prove to ourselves and the world outside that we can be a nimble, savvy and innovative company. For us in India, the challenge is not what to launch but when to launch. Unlike many food companies, we are not stuck to one or two categories. There is so much worldwide that we don’t even have here.



Eveready Industries India Ltd., is planning to re-organise its packet-tea business. The options being explored include spinning off the business to a wholly-owned subsidiary or forming a special purpose vehicle with a strategic partner. The EIIL Board on Monday approved this reorganisation, subject to the finalisation of a suitable modality for the same, the company said in a regulatory filing. The Board also authorised Amritanshu Khaitan, Managing Director, to examine and evaluate all aspects and alternatives. Best known for its flashlights and dry-cell batteries, EIIL is now marking an increasing presence in the lighting (LED, CFL and GLS) and home appliance segments. It unveiled the small home appliance business last year. “These are our core businesses,” Mr Khaitan said. EIIL sells about 1.2 billion batteries and 25 million flashlights annually. It had entered the tea business in 2000. It now has two brands — Tez and Premium Gold — which sell mainly in the north and east parts of India.“The main objective is to provide sharper focus and scale up the tea business through either the organic or inorganic route,” he told



The Hindu. The packet tea business contributed ₹80 crore to EIIL’s annual turnover of ₹1,323 crore for the year 2015-16. “While contributing 6% to the top line, it was virtually a zeromargin business,” he said, adding that the current exercise would bring clarity to EIIL’s tea business. Industry watchers said that the decision paved the way for tie-ups with another B.M. Khaitan group company Mcleod Russel India Ltd. which is into bulk tea production with estates in India, Vietnam and Africa.



‘Fragmented market’ “Packet tea is a ₹10,000 crore market which is very fragmented. We would like to work towards positioning ourselves into a prominent national position, leveraging on the company’s widespread distribution network, especially in the rural areas,” he said. EIIL said that its 4,000-strong distributor network reaches large and even small towns with populations of about 5,000. The scale-up will need an annual investment of about ₹15 crore over the next three years. As it battles the impact of battery imports from neighbouring countries (the third quarter turnover for the battery business was flat), margins were hit by hardening prices of zinc (a critical input) and a firm dollar.



Refreshing brew: The irm will scale up the tea business through either the organic or inorganic route. REUTERS



ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Stokes strikes it rich at IPL auction Memorable day for Afghanistan’s Mohammad Nabi and Rashid Khan Shreedutta Chidananda Bengaluru



Azhar slams RPS for sacking Dhoni NEW DELHI



Former India skipper Mohammad Azharuddin on Monday termed the removal of M.S. Dhoni from Rising Pune Supergiants captaincy as “third rate and disrespectful.” “I feel angry and sad as a former cricketer,” Azharuddin told Aaj Tak. PTI



Mills was a great buy BENGALURU



RCB Chairman Amrit Thomas was thrilled to have acquired the services of Tymal Mills after having parted ways with Mitchell Starc. “Bangalore is a small ground. We really needed bowlers with Starc not available,” he noted. “Tymal Mills was a great buy.”



Even before auctioneer Richard Madley had raised his head to formally invite bids for Ben Stokes, the paddles had gone up. What followed was an intense scramble for his services, eventually making the English all-rounder the most expensive overseas signing at an IPL auction. Stokes was sold to Rising Pune Supergiants for ₹14.5 crore here on Monday, with compatriot Tymal Mills not far behind, joining Royal Challengers Bangalore for ₹12 crore. Mohammad Nabi and Rashid Khan Arman became the first Afghan players in the IPL, the latter earning a hefty ₹4 crore, while Trent Boult and Kagiso Rabada both hit the 5-crore mark. Karn Sharma emerged the most expensive Indian player of the tenth IPL auction, heading to Mumbai Indians for 3.2 crore. There was ample reward for uncapped domestic talent: Tamil Nadu’s T. Natarajan sold for 30 times his base price of 10 lakh, Hyderabad’s Mohammed Siraj was acquired for 2.6 crore, Ra-



MI picks up Karn Sharma, the most expensive Indian player at ₹3.2 crore



land’s ODI engagements. Mumbai opened the bidding at 50 lakh, showing no signs of backing down, before Punjab and Delhi joined the battle. RCB and KKR, though, took it beyond 10 crore, and the former eventually sealed the deal at 12 crore, 24 times the player’s base price.



jasthan’s Aniket Choudhary 2, and Karnataka’s K. Gowtham 2. It is fair to say none of the three players expected such numbers.



Frenzy A hitherto quiet morning was suddenly enlivened when Stokes’ name came up for auction, in the second lot of names. The Mumbai Indians and RCB tables had already raised their paddles, and Delhi Daredevils joined the bidding at 4.5 crore. Mumbai carried on, seemingly prepared to exhaust its purse of 11.55 crore purse, before the price soared past that figure. Sunrisers Hyderabad also jumped in before Rising Pune Supergiants, the last suitor, succeeded. It did not matter to Sanjiv Goenka, owner of the Pune franchise, that it had nearly reached the bottom of its 17.5 crore purse, or that Stokes was a doubt to stay for the full duration of the tournament. “Ben Stokes was our No.1, 2, and 3 preference,” he said. Delhi, which entered the hall in the morning with a purse of 23 crore, bought big



High stakes: An intense scramble for Ben Stokes made the English all-rounder the most expensive overseas signing at an IPL auction. REUTERS



and early, securing the services of Angelo Mathews (2 crore), Corey Anderson (1 crore), Rabada (5 crore), and Pat Cummins (4.5).



RCB’s first player of the day was Pawan Negi (1 crore), the heaviest earner from last year’s auction. In search of a replace-



ment for left-arm quick Mitchell Starc, RCB pursued England’s Tymal Mills, who as a T20 specialist is not expected to be part of Eng-



‘We can make our presence felt’



Siraj loored by bid



‘Watch out for Rovman Powell’



Afghan duo keen to compete with the big names



Determined to prove a point or two



BENGALURU



Shayan Acharya



V.V. SUBRAHMANYAM



KKR will have been relieved to get English all-rounder Chris Woakes. Little was known about Rovman Powell before KKR signed him for 30 lakh, but KKR Chief Venky Mysore hailed the 23-year-old Jamaican all-rounder’s abilities. “People in Jamaica call him Junior Russell. Look out for him.”



CHENNAI



HYDERABAD



When the Afghanistan players returned to the team hotel in Harare on Sunday evening afer beating Zimbabwe by 54 runs, there was a sense of disbelief in the camp. The fact that they had literally toyed with the host, was yet to sink in. But on Monday, they were in for a bigger surprise when two of their teammates Mohammad Nabi and Rashid Khan were picked up by the Indian Premier League (IPL) franchise Sunrisers Hyderabad for the forthcoming season. While the vastly experienced Nabi was bought for Rs. 30 lakh, the 18-year-old Rashid was picked up for a whopping Rs. 4 crore. And, a few minutes later, when Sportstar spoke to the players in Harare, they were yet to come to terms with the fact that in a couple of months, they would actually be a part of the IPL.



It is not just the huge opportunity to play for Sunrisers Hyderabad which has pacer Mohammad Siraj delighted. The price he fetched (₹2.6 crore) seems to have floored him as well. “I was expecting to be picked by some franchise in the IPL auction. But, the price which Sunrisers bid for me is unbelievable. This is the biggest day of my career,” said a visibly delighted Siraj. “Definitely, my dad (Md. Ghouse) will not drive the auto now which he has been doing for three decades. That’s it. “He has sacrificed so much and it is my turn to take care of him and my family,” said the fast bowler who took 41 wickets in the Ranji Trophy this season.



‘Not disappointed to miss out on Stokes’ BENGALURU



Mumbai Indians opened the fierce bidding for Ben Stokes and Tymal Mills but eventually missed out on both players. However, the team’s owners denied that they were disappointed with the outcome. “We are not disappointed. We’re very happy with the players we have.”



KKR will not release Russell BENGALURU



Andre Russell is serving a one-year ban for a doping whereabouts violation, but the KKR management has no intention of letting him go. “He has received a sanction for what I would describe as an administrative error regarding the whereabouts clause,” said KKR CEO Venky Mysore.



Big thing “Being a part of the IPL is a big thing for any cricketer, and if you are an Afghan, the excitement just doubles up. Throughout the year, we don’t get to play with the big names. At least, this way, we too can make our presence felt,” the 30-year-old Nabi said. When he made his international debut eight years ago, Nabi could only dream of making it to the big league someday. “But then, it took eight long years to be here. It is definitely a big moment for all of us,” a rather emotional Nabi said.



Mohammad Nabi.



AP



The former Afghanistan captain, however, believes that the experience of playing in the Bangladesh Premier League (BPL) and the Pakistan Super League (PSL) will come in handy for both him and Rashid. “IPL is a big-ticket league and you have to be at your best. So, the experience of the PSL and BPL will certainly help us,” he said. Becoming the first Afghan player to make it to the IPL, Nabi also feels that this would encourage the youngsters to take up cricket. “Back home in Afghanistan, the game is still not very popular. But things have started changing after the World T20 last year. This, definitely, will add to the gloss,” the senior allrounder said. At 18, Rashid was only learning the basic nittygritty of international cricket from his seniors. But now, even the young leg-spinner knows that his world will change soon. “To be a part of the IPL is a big honour. It’s too good to be true,” Rashid joked. Hailing from the Nangarhar Province, cricket didn’t



Rashid Khan.



FILE PHOTO



come easy. With the other members at home involved in family business, not many wanted him to pursue his passion. But then, the young gun ensured that he played cricket. So, when he was selected for the Zimbabwe series last year, even the family members thought it was a rumour. “But they have always been supportive. Once they realised that cricket is where I belong, the family has always been by my side,” he said.



Staying grounded Even as his inclusion in the Sunrisers squad has taken the cricketing world by storm, Rashid wants to stay grounded and study further. “After completing graduation, I took a break from studies to focus on cricket. But now, I want to enrol myself in the university,” the youngster said. But then, that’s for next year. At the moment, the youngster is looking forward to a new beginning. After all, it’s not every day that you get picked up for the IPL!



Target “Well, the first target was to play for India-A and now I will use this IPL platform to come up with good performances to stake my claim for a slot in the Indian team. “With the Champions Trophy coming up, I am determined to come good and prove a point or two,” he said. “When I look back I think my bowling against Mumbai in the Ranji knockout game when I picked up nine wickets changed the course of my career,” said Siraj. “Yes, I have to make some adjustments to be a different bowler in the T20 format though I am not new to this, having experienced the tough challenges in the re-



From dusty lanes to dazzling lights TN speedster Natarajan’s journey to the IPL riches is a remarkable one S. Dinakar Chennai



His is a remarkable tale — from the dusty lanes of Chinnappampatti, a hamlet near Salem to the gilded highway of the Indian Premier League, from breaching defences with tennis ball to shattering stumps with the hard leather sphere, from obscurity to making headlines. For Thangarasu Natarajan, the events of the last few years might even appear bizarre. Even as he followed the IPL auction on television here on Monday, the leftarm paceman had to pinch himself to believe all that was happening before him. There was a period when ₹30 was hard to come by, but now he is among the top domestic picks in the IPL, snapped up by Kings XI Punjab for ₹3 crore. “The first thing I want to CM YK



lakh before it picked up again!” He said, “The news of my auction is trending in Salem and my village and there are celebrations there. My close friend called me from home, my parents too came to know about it though I suspect my mother would not have understood the auction!”



do with the money is to build a nice house for my parents. They have worked all their lives. I do not want them to work anymore,” the 25-year-old Natarajan said to The Hindu. Thangarasu, his father, a daily wager in a saree manufacturing factory, is struggling with his work these days because of failing eyesight. And his mother, Shantha, sells snacks on the highway, a demanding job with meagre returns. T. Natarajan.



Family commitments Natarajan said, “Now, I want them to stay at home, enjoy life. One of my sisters is married. I have two more sisters and I want them to pursue education before they get married. My younger brother is in college. I have to take care of my family.” The lively left-arm pacemen with a mean yorker ad-



FILE PHOTO



mitted being tense while watching the auction alone in his Chemplast guest house room. “There was silence for a while after my name came up and I thought this was it. I couldn’t bear to watch. Then the bidding started and I was relieved. Then there was a pause at Rs. 95



Ample reward for uncapped domestic talent



Full circle Life, indeed, has turned a full circle for Natarajan. “Not long ago, I was down and out. I was out of cricket because they found a problem with my bowling action. I did not know what the future held for me.” Natarajan got his action fixed and swung games around with his speed and the ability to send down yorkers at will in the Tamil Nadu Premier League. “I want to thank the TNPL and



I want to do < > What with the money is build a nice house for my parents. They have worked all their lives. the TNCA for providing me a platform.” The seamer added, “Bowling yorkers is something that came naturally to me while playing tennis ball cricket. I used to bowl them slightly wide with the tennis ball because the batsmen would take a swipe at the straighter deliveries. The yorkers outside off-stump worked for me in TNPL too since they are hard to score off.” Significantly, Natarajan impressed for Tamil Nadu in the Ranji Trophy, combining well with Aswin Crist and K. Vignesh. And now IPL beckons Natarajan. What a story!



Excitement The advent of the uncapped players in the afternoon brought some excitement. RCB snapped up 27-year-old Aniket Choudhary, whose price spiralled to 2 crore. The left-arm seamer took four for 26 for India-A against Bangladesh recently, and is now bowling in the nets as the Indian Test team prepares for the Australia series. Another left-armer, Natarajan, had attracted considerable interest in the lead-up to the auction following his exploits in the TNPL. He was chased by Punjab, RPS and SRH before the first of those sides secured his services for 3 crore. KKR had had a quiet morning, save for the buying of Boult, but it found a replacement for Andre Russell



in England’s Chris Woakes (4.2 crore). Mumbai’s owners rejoiced in the return of Mitchell Johnson at base price (2 crore), and were visibly surprised that there was no competition for Asela Gunaratne (30 lakh), the architect of Sri Lanka’s seriesclinching victory over Australia on Sunday. Punjab spent under 10 crore, well inside the 23.35 it was permitted to use. Gujarat Lions was even more careful with its funds, exhausting less than 4 crore. Its purchases included Chirag Suri, who becomes the first player from the UAE in the IPL. A total of 66 players were sold (there were 77 slots available for teams to fill), with 91.15 crore (of the permitted 148.33) spent on the day.



No takers Ishant Sharma (base price of 2 crore) was the most highprofile player to go unsold, and was joined by the likes of Irfan Pathan (50 lakh), Jonny Bairstow (1.5 crore), Imran Tahir (50 lakh), and Cheteshwar Pujara (50 lakh). Delight for some; disappointment for others.



Mohammad Siraj.



cent Mushtaq Ali Trophy. I have to improve my skills with those slower ones and yorkers to be more effective,” he said. “I must give credit to Bharat Arun Sir (Hyderabad Ranji coach) and captain Badrinath for the faith they had in me right from the start of the Ranji season. They have been my great source of strength and inspiration. “I am also grateful to fellow Hyderabad fast bowlers Chama Milind and Ravi Kiran for always encouraging me,” said the speedster who was spotted by Jyothi Prasad, chairman of the Hyderabad selection panel and a former Ranji fast bowler himself. Siraj picked the contest against Royal Challengers Bangalore as the one he is eagerly waiting for when he gets a chance to bowl to the likes of Chris Gayle, Virat Kohli and A.B. de Villiers. “That is one game I am really excited about,” he added.



‘Starc’s exit not last-minute’ Special Correspondent Bengaluru



Mitchell Starc’s exit from RCB and his withdrawal from the 2017 IPL on the eve of the auction left the franchise with a big hole to fill on Monday. However, RCB Chairman Amrit Thomas stated that he understood Starc’s decision and that he bore the Australian no ill will. “This was in the best interests of everybody given the kind of workload fast bowlers have. We love Starc. I hope he’ll be part of our plan as we go forward. Given the workload fast bowlers undergo, it’s hard. If we had insisted, he would’ve come in with that workload and increased the risk [of injury]. We did everything as per the regulations.” ND-ND
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A battle for supremacy



IN BRIEF



Having booked WC slots, S. Africa and India play for pride Press Trust of India



Special Correspondent



Colombo



Kolkata



Having already booked their berths in the ICC Women’s World Cup, India and South Africa will have a chance to assert their supremacy when they clash in the final of the qualifying tournament here on Tuesday. The two teams clinched their World Cup slots with a round to go, in the Super Six stage of the tournament. India and South Africa were a few notches above the other sides in the 10-team tournament. Sri Lanka and Pakistan are the other teams to have qualified from this tournament to join Australia, England, New Zealand and the West Indies, which had earned their entries by finishing in the top four in the ICC Women’s Championship. India is the only unbeaten team in the tournament while South Africa’s only loss has been against India. India had defended a total of 205 with ease in their Super Six game at the P. Sara Oval, which is also the venue for the final. India captain Mithali, who heads the list of run-scorers with 207 in ODIs in this tournament (matches against teams without ODI status do not classify as ODIs), had led her side’s charge with a fluent 64. But India will also take confidence from the fact that both the pace and spin bowlers did the trick in defending the target. New-ball bowler Shikha



Dustin Johnson’s triumph takes him to World No. 1 PACIFIC PALISADES (USA)



Dustin Johnson powered to a five-shot victory in the Genesis Open on Sunday, his long-sought first win at the Riviera Country Club propelling him to No. 1 in the world. Pulling double duty in the weather-disrupted US PGA Tour event, Johnson used his formidable length off the tee and a sure putting stroke to build a big lead and held on down the stretch. On a marathon final day he produced a third-round 64 and a final round of even-par 71 for a 17-under par total of 267 to win the title. AFP



Andhra restricts Gujarat to 256 VALSAD



Andhra, after restricting Gujarat to 256 in 104.2 overs, was 162 for four in 73 overs at draw of stumps on day two of the semifinals of the Col. C.K. Nayudu Elite Trophy (under-23) here on Monday. The scores: At Valsad: Gujarat 256 in 104.2 overs (Kathan 74, Prithviraj five for 72) vs Andhra 162 for four in 73 overs (Jayavardhan 59, Harsha Naidu 47). At Mysuru: Karnataka 228 & 192 in 59 overs (D. Nischal 51, Shreyas Gopal 39 n.o., Vishal Choudhary three for 68) vs. Uttar Pradesh 127 in 42.2 overs (Shivam Chaudhary 30, Shubham Agarwal 43, J. Suchith four for 26, T. Pradeep five for 27) & six for two in 7.1 overs. SPORTS BUREAU



Who will take it home? Mithali Raj, left, and Dane van Niekerk with the ICC Women’s World Cup Qualiier Trophy. AP



Pandey took four wickets while left-arm spinner Ekta Bisht grabbed three wickets in that match. “Our bowling looks good, especially the spinners. But, in batting, our concern is the opening partnership, especially in the first 10 overs — whether we bat or field, we need to get a good start... it is also imperative that the middle-order scores some runs,” Mithali said. These wickets test a batter’s skill of playing turn and it’s also about building momentum.” For South Africa, 17-yearold opener Laura Wolvaardt and Chloe Tryon have come up with crucial performances while the leg-spin pair of captain Dane van Niekerk and Sune Luus have had success.



Pace bowlers Shabnim Ismail and Marizanne Kapp too have been effective. But South Africa’s challenge will be against the India spinners — Bisht, Rajeshwari Gayakwad, Poonam Yadav and Deepti Sharma. The squads: India: Mithali Raj (capt.), Ekta Bisht, Rajeshwari Gayakwad, Mansi Joshi, Harmanpreet Kaur, M.D. Thirush Kamini, Veda Krishnamurthy, Mona Meshram, Shikha Pandey, Deepti Sharma, Sushma Verma, Devika Vaidya, Poonam Yadav, Soni Yadav. South Africa: Dane van Niekerk (capt.), Trisha Chetty, Moseline Daniels, Yolani Fourie, Lara Goodall, Shabnim Ismail, Marizanne Kapp, Ayabonga Khaka, Marcia Letsoalo, Lizelle Lee, Sune Luus, Mignon du Preez, Chloe Tyron, Laura Wolvaardt.



Amol Karhadkar PUNE



Aniket Choudhary. ing to the team hotel. “I love the way Virat Kohli approaches the game. I just love the way he presents himself, his attitude and his focus on the game. If I can continue to learn these things in the IPL, it would be great.” Since making his First Class debut in the 2011-12 Ir-



ani Cup, Choudhary has been considered a skilful left-arm pacer. With the Rajasthan team going through uncertain times due to the State association’s long-standing feud with the BCCI, Choudhary — along with his pace mentor Pankaj Singh — were unsure of whether their exploits on the domestic circuit were being noticed. However, he received a boost when the Test team requested for him for net practice ahead of the home series against New Zealand last year. “That was a big boost. [It] gave me a sense that at least I was in the eyes of the selectors and the team,” he said. “When you know that you are



The Mohun Bagan fans paid rich tributes to one of their favourite players, Shibaji Banerjee, who passed away late on Sunday evening following cardiac arrest. The fans fondly remember one of Banerjee’s finest moments. The former India goalkeeper stopped world’s greatest footballer Pele’s effort when the latter visited the country with the New York Cosmos team in 1977. He charged out to save an attempt from Pele in that exhibition match watched by thousands who filled up the Eden Gardens to its capacity. Many of his contemporaries like Subrata Bhattacharya, Prasoon Banerjee, Goutam Sarkar, Prasanta Banerjee, Sisir Ghosh, Chinmoy Chatterjee and Monoranjan Bhattacharya paid their last respects.



Shabbir leads Principal Correspondent BENGALURU



Former National Champion and Elite Squad member Shabbir Dhankot of Tamil Nadu took a slender lead of one pin over defending champion Dhruv Sarda of Delhi at the end of the first block of six games at the National Tenpin Bowling Championship here on Monday.



Tootsie Roll bags main event



State bodies move SC Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



HYDERABAD: Tootsie Roll (P. Trevor up) won the Bhagyanagar Novice Handicap Million, the main event of the races held here on Monday. The winner is trained by L. D’Silva and owned by Mr. M. Yugandhar, Mrs. Rajini Meka & Ms. Meka Ahalya.



(Akshay Kumar) 4. Hd, 1-1/2, 1-1/4. 1m 24.81s. ₹15 (w), 6, 8, 7 (p), SHP: 21, FP: 50, Q: 28, Tanala: 91. Favourite: Mangalyaan. Owners: M/s. T. Rakesh Reddy & Hanumantha Rao Yerramsetty. Trainer: Anupam Sharma.
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BLUE STRATOS PLATE (1,400m), Cat. III, 4-y-o & over, AMBITIOUS APrated 26 to 50: PROACH (P. Sai Kumar) 1, Gorgeous Lady (Deepak Singh) 2, Raja Hindustani (Imran Chisty) 3, Newcomer (P. S. Chouhan) 4. 6, 3, 3. 1m 25.55s. ₹6 (w), 6, 9, 8 (p), SHP: 18, FP: 35, Q: 25, Tanala: 98. Favourite: Ambitious Approach. Owners: M/s. P.S. Ranganathan & A.V. Jayaprakash. Trainer: R.H. Sequeira.
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BHAGYANAGAR NOVICE HANDICAP MILLION (1,200m), 3y-o only: TOOTSIE ROLL (P. Trevor) 1, Clarisa (Beuzelin Louis) 2, Meritocracy (P.S. Chouhan) 3, Top Starchy (Mukesh Kumar) 4. Shd, 3/4, 6-1/4. 1m 12.85s. ₹23 (w), 10 and 7 (p), SHP: 15, FP: 71, Q: 34, Tanala: 89. Favourite: Meritocracy. Owners: Mr. M. Yugandhar, Mrs. Rajini Meka & Ms. Meka Ahalya. Trainer: L. D’Silva.
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WILKINSON PLATE (D. I), (1,200m), Cat. II, maiden 3-y-o only (Terms): MONEY TIME (Akshay Kumar) 1, Bayrd (Beuzelin Louis) 2, Takisha (Deep Shanker) 3, All Star General (P. Trevor) 4. Not run: Fabulous Art, Snow Castle. Nk, 1-1/2, 2-1/2. 1m 13. 56s. ₹13 (w), 7, 6, 8 (p), SHP: 18, FP: 29, Q: 15, Tanala: 56. Favourite: Bayrd. Owners: M/s. N. Prashant Reddy & Gajender Singh. Trainer: L.V.R. Deshmukh.
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WILKINSON PLATE (D. I), (1,200m), Cat. II, maiden 3-y-o only (Terms): MAHATEJI (Imran Chisty) 1, Arc Of History (Akshay Kumar) 2, Desert Moon (P. Trevor) 3, Dean’s Gal (S. Sreekant) 4. 1, 3, 4-3/4. 1m 12.48s. ₹16 (w), 8, 9, 7 (p), SHP: 28, FP: 78, Q: 53, Tanala: 188. Favourite: Mahetji. Owners: M/s. Rakesh R. Jhunjhunwala, Berjis Minoo Desai & Ashok Kumar Gupta. Trainer: M. Srinivas Reddy.
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DELHI RACE CLUB TROPHY (D. II), (1,400m), Cat. II, 4-y-o & over, rated 66 to 90: MANGALYAAN (B.R. Kumar) 1, Batur (Imran Chisty) 2, O Ms Akilah (P.Trevor) 3, Vallee Secrete



CARIBBEAN PLATE (1,600m), Cat. III, 4-y-o & over, rated upto 30: TA TA (Akshay Kumar) 1, Prep One (Deepak Singh) 2, Whisper (Abhishek S. Pawar) 3, Princes (Kuldeep Singh) 4. 1/4, 8-3/4, 1/2. 1m 40.96s. ₹14 (w), 7, 14, 10 (p), SHP: 41, FP: 91, Q: 41, Tanala: 507. Favourite: Ta Ta. Owner: Mr. Mirza Ayub Baig. Trainer: S.S.F. Hassan.
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TARAMATI CUP (1,600m), Cat. III, 5-y-o & over, rated 26 to 50: DHOOL KA PHOOL (P. Trevor) 1, Jem Star (Ajit Singh) 2, Man of the Series (Akshay Kumar) 3, Sea Change (Rohit Kumar) 4. Not run: Royal Hero. 3/4, hd, 3/4. 1m 40.65s. ₹17 (w), 7, 16, 7 (p), SHP: 52, FP: 171, Q: 113, Tanala: 336. Favourite: Dhool Ka Phool. Owner: Mr. Gulam Hussain Gulabi. Trainer: Anupam Sharma.
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DELHI RACE CLUB TROPHY (D. I), (1,400m), Cat. II, 4-y-o & over, rated 66 to 90: AIKA AIKA AIKA (P. Trevor) 1, Sea Castle (Imran Chisty) 2, Ashwa Raftar (B.R. Kumar) 3, Flower Roll Up (Beuzelin Louis) 4. 1-3/4, 2, 3/4. 1m 24.47s. ₹9 (w), 6, 8, 7 (p), SHP: 22, FP: 27, Q: 19, Tanala: 45. Favourite: Aika Aika Aika. Owner: Mr. M. Ramachandra Rao. Trainer: R.H. Sequeira.
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STALLION PLATE (1,200 m), Cat. II, 4-y-o only, rated 46 to 70: SEVEN COLOURS (P. Trevor) 1, Negress Pearl (Akshay Kumar) 2, Mirfield (Gopal Singh) 3, Big Flash (Beuzelin Louis) 4. Hd., 1/4, 1/4. 1 m 11.74 s. ₹50 (w), 15, 13, 9 (p), SHP: 32, FP: 411, Q: 204, Tanala: 1898. Favourite: Big Flash. Owners: M/s. Rammohan Belde, G. Narasa Reddy, Satyanarayana Reddy Pannala & Premanand Sugandhi. Trainer: Anupam Sharma. Treble: (i): ₹107 (199 tkts.), (ii): 256 (198 tkts.), (iii): 156 (663 tkts.) Consolation: (i): ₹111 (427 tkts.), (ii): 1126 (99 tkts.) Jackpot: (i): ₹88 (2480 tkts.), (ii): 1261 (407 tkts.).



State cricket associations on Monday moved a plea in the Supreme Court for clarification on their status following a Jan. 2 order that office-bearers of the BCCI and its affiliated State associations who failed to meet the norms recommended by the Justice R.M. Lodha panel should forthwith demit and cease to hold office. Senior advocate Kapil Sibal, who appeared for the State bodies, said they needed some clarifications about their status. He said a crucial ICC meeting on revenue sharing was also coming up and some suggestions needed to be given.



Sasi downs Shahbaaz Our Correspondent New Delhi



Sasi Kumar Mukund beat Shahbaaz Khan 7-6(4), 6-2 in the first round of the $15,000 ITF Futures tennis tournament at Jorhat on Monday. Dalwinder Singh and Mohit Mayur were the other Indian players to progress in singles, and did so at the expense of fellow Indian players. The results: First round: Dalwinder Singh bt Parikshit Somani 6-2, 4-6, 6-2; Timur Khabibulin (Kaz) bt Jui-Chen Hung (Tpe) 7-6(5), 7-5; Sasi Kumar Mukund bt Shahbaaz Khan 7-6(4), 6-2; Moht Mayur bt Abhinav Sanjeev Shanmugam 6-2, 6-1.



Indian blind team felicitated



I always wanted to play for RCB: Aniket While the IPL auctions were on in Bengaluru, left-arm seamer Aniket Choudhary was busy with what he considers one of the biggest opportunities of his career so far: bowling to the likes of Virat Kohli and Ajinkya Rahane in the India nets. When the lanky left-arm pacer from Rajasthan took a breather, a member of the Indian team’s support staff came up to him to inform him that he had been bought by Royal Challengers Bangalore for ₹2 crore. “I was thrilled. Not by the price tag, but more so because I have always wanted to play for RCB,” Choudhary told The Hindu after return-



Shibaji Banerjee passes away



recognised as one of the best left-arm pace bowlers in domestic cricket, it gives you an additional reason to keep working hard.” With the Indian batsmen set to take on Australian spearhead Mitchell Starc, a left-arm quick, Choudhary’s services will be requisitioned right until the eve of the first Test. Did he have a word with Kohli — who is understood to have insisted on Choudhary’s inclusion especially with Starc opting to sit this season out — about the IPL auction? “Oh, yes! After the nets, I thanked him for showing faith in me. All he said was ‘most welcome’,” said Choudhary.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



The Union Sports Minister, Vijay Goel, felicitated the Indian team that won the Blind T20 World Cup at Bengaluru recently, with a cash purse of ₹10 lakh here on Monday. Goel commended the performance of the Indian team that had won the title for the second time and also recalled the four medals won by India at the Paralympics last year. Assuring all support for the blind and differentlyabled athletes, Goel said the ministry would consider the option of recognising the Cricket Association for the Blind India. He has already sanctioned a sum of ₹30 lakh to the association.



Heroes: Union Sports Minister Vijay Goel felicitates the Blind T20 World Cup winning Indian team in New Delhi on Monday. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



National shooters will attempt to have a strong start in the World Cup starting on Feb. 24 Special Correspondent



The fact that the World Cup Finals for both pistol and rifle, apart from shotgun events, are slated to be held at the same range by the end of the season in October, would mean that the Indian shooters should be at their best to secure their positions.



NEW DELHI



The non-Olympic year with no Olympic quota places at stake may not tune the shooters to their intense best, but the Indian squad will attempt to have a strong start for the season in the World Cup to be staged at the Dr. Karni Singh Range, Tughlakabad, from February 24.



Having hosted the Asian Olympic quota event suc-



cessfully around the same time last year, the president of the National Rifle Association of India (NRAI), Raninder Singh, was quite unperturbed about hosting a World Cup featuring about 50 countries.



need to spend much. We will be incurring expenses for the World Cup Finals. However, the whole idea is to win the confidence of the ISSF and get another Olympic quota event,” said the NRAI president.



“Unlike the Olympic quota event last time, the shooters take care of their stay and other expenses. So, we don’t



Some of the leading shooters Gagan Narang, Jitu Rai, Heena Sidhu and Kynan Chenai interacted with the



media on Monday and expressed confidence about their strong preparation. “It is a great opportunity for the shooting fraternity to watch us live at home in such a world class competition. The rule changes are aimed towards making the sport more interesting,” said Narang, who will be competing only in the rifle prone



event. World Championship and Olympic medallist Narang said he would soon intensify his training for the air rifle and 3-position events and find his way back into the Indian squad, the way he has done over the years, including the Rio Olympics. While pistol ace Jitu Rai, who has won every interna-



tional medal worth the attention, except the ones in Olympics, observed that it would be an important event for him. Heena Sidhu pointed out that the newly introduced mixed doubles events could catch the interest of fans, as she had noticed during the European championship. Heena who holds a World



record in air pistol, said she wanted to focus on one event at the start of the season. Trap shooter Kynan Chenai who had won the Olympic quota for the Rio Games, but was in the eye of a storm during the Games, said he was working peacefully with National coach Marcello Dradi and personal coach Mansher Singh.
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THE HINDU CROSSWORD 11936 1



2



3



7



4



8



5



6



9



10



(set by Gridman)



12 Believed to be kept in custody (4)



3 Wasn't upright about large sheds (4-3)



14 You can't get any purchase from such a store (6,4)



4 Stare at what may be on computer screen as old girl backs out (4)



11



16 Mother's stiff (5) 12



13



14



17 Using some utterly repugnant policy, leaders get to overthrow (5)



15



16



17



18



19



21



20



21 Ill, you, always? Certainly not! How dare you? (4,1,5)



22



22 Some Japanese philatelist's purchase (4) 23



24



26



25



27



23 Drink noisily, throw off a bit of payasam and talk indistinctly (4) 24 Fatness of heart of pucca royal surrounded by wealth (10)



■ ACROSS 7 Blind Henry left jailhouse in a riot (8) 9 Soldiers holding sailor back for nothing (6) 10 Clairvoyance shows there's ghost around heart of Sicily (10) 11 Mentioned citation of farm shelter (4)



CM YK



26 Quietly run out and bring every other quid to hide from view (6) 27 Final showdowns in mega dens broken up (8) ■ DOWN 1 One might spread disease in vessel (7) 2 Pulls little piggies, say (4)



FAITH



SUDOKU



Reunite with Reality



5 Notice disparate parts that may be on one's hand (10) 6 I substituted for ace in group? Not true (7) 8 Transfer fellow as a railway transport worker (9) 13 Couple's choice in hotel booking, obviously (6,4) 15 Relax! No good reason for one to lose this part of a game (4,5) 18 Rich rationale to describe dirty tale (7)



Solution to puzzle 11935



19 Where the bishop's concern is — what the manager is expected to do (7)



C O Y E Q F U A B L



20 Fault-inder's means to gain entry into house (7) 24 Oddly crowd set rules (4) 25 Upper limit raised for engineering test (4)



P U O R V F I E W



L A S S S T R L U H T I C R E D B C P T I L E L O E O I N D D A T E O T U N Y S H E P I I G A S M I C R P K R E E A T E R I I N E L L R E S P



U G G L E N R O I T A B L E S V I O K I N T O N T H P A S S T L T E R E D O X O F F I C E K E I S I O T A E N E E CT E D



Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku



Worldly knowledge can make an individual smart, intelligent, professionally qualified and skilled, etc, helping him to be a successful person in life. But the true essence of any individual is not any of these externally manifest parameters is what Krishna emphasises in the Gita, pointed out Srimati Sunanda in a discourse. Primarily, the Gita insists upon knowledge of the self or God, as the only goal of life. The word yoga is derived from the Sanskrit root ‘yuj’ meaning to join or unite. It literally means union, that is, union with God. The very fact that there is an effort to get united means that there is separation from one’s true self. Arjuna’s restlessness is symbolic of the eternal yearning of the human race to be united with the true nature of the self. Krishna as Jagadguru speaks to each one to look inwards and discover the essential nature that is the core all existence, individual as well as universal. The Gita begins with the word ‘dharma’ and ends with the term ‘mama’ meaning my. The word dharma connotes the true nature of any object or being, that which makes one what it is. Just as sweetness is the essential nature of sugar, or heat is integral to fire, the nature of the individual is the inner self or reality without which it cannot exist. But the individual self is hidden by the limitations imposed by its external form and function which give it a separate identity. A river is known as a Ganga, or a Nile or an Amazon only as long as it flows on land. But once it reaches the ocean, it merges with the vast sheet of water. Once the limitations that bind the self are cleared, there is no obstacle to reunite with the Reality. ND-ND
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Smith has always been Expect some sparks to ly when India meets Australia India’s bugbear



IN BRIEF



Both teams have enough hard men who are willing to have a go at the opposition



He underlines the importance of occupying the crease G. Viswanath Mumbai



However, going by the conditions, the visitors will be hard pressed to prove themselves against an onsong Indian team. Australia’s performances in the recent past on Asian wickets, even on those that are not dustbowls, have been mediocre, and it will take a huge effort for Steven Smith and his men to stretch India.



Amol Karhadkar PUNE



Ryan Harrison captures first title LOS ANGELES



American Ryan Harrison captured his first ATP title, winning all 12 break points he faced to defeat Georgia’s Nikoloz Basilashvili 6-1, 6-4 and win the Memphis Open. Harrison, ranked 62nd, will jump into the world top 50 for the first time since July 2012 by taking the matchup of unseeded 24-year-olds who had not dropped a set all week at the indoor hardcourt event. AFP



Nishikori suffers sixth final loss BUENOS AIRES



Japanese top seed Kei Nishikori (left) lost a sixth successive final on Sunday when he was defeated by Ukraine’s Alexandr Dolgopolov 7-6(4), 6-4 in the Buenos Aires clay-court title match. Nishikori was seeking a 12th career crown but he will get another opportunity next week when he plays as top seed at the Rio clay-court tournament. AFP



“Give it back to them.” That seemed to be the mantra adopted by the combination of team director Ravi Shastri and captain Virat Kohli during India’s last tour down under. Shastri has since passed on the team’s charge to Anil Kumble. And Kohli seems to have sobered down when it comes to expressing himself on the field. Apparently, that does not really mean that Kohli and Co. will shy away from reacting to ‘verbals’ thrown their way by the Australian team during the upcoming Test series. In fact, Ajinkya Rahane — who is assumed to have slotted back in as vicecaptain with his comeback into the team during the one-off Test against Bangladesh — had no qualms in spelling it out. “We don’t know whether they will sledge us or not. For us, we have a plan for everything against them,” Rahane said after training with his team-mates at the Maharashtra Cricket Association’s stadium at Gahunje on Monday. “We cannot reveal what the plan is, whether skillwise or sledging-wise. But we know that the Australians are pretty good at playing mind-games. Let them do whatever they want to on the field. Our objective will be to dominate them in every as-



Despite the tag of underdogs, the Australians are not expected to hold themselves back when it comes to sledging. Smith has already clarified that he will not restrain his players from expressing themselves on the field. Shreyas Iyer, who hit a double-century for India-A in the tour game, copped a fair bit of it.



Standing his ground: Virat Kohli will not be averse to saying a word or two on the ield to the Australians. FILE PHOTO pect on the field.” While the earnestness of Rahane’s remark reflects the confidence of his generation, it is indicative of the fact that India is rank favourite to pull off a whitewash, in a repeat of what happened when Australia last toured India for a



Test series. After seeing itself at the nadir when it was blanked by South Africa at home, Australia’s rebuilding process yielded immediate result as it won the series against Pakistan that followed.



Sledging is not necessarily about just insults, and the Australians have, over the years, mastered the art of engaging the opposition in mind games and forcing them into mistakes. Shreyas, for instance, spoke of remarks questioning his technique from the likes of David Warner and ’keeper Matthew Wade during the course of his innings. From the spectators’ perspective, even if both the teams do not match each other in terms of skills on the field, it seems like there will be no dearth of firecrackers when it comes to players having a go at each other.



Australia captain Steve Smith — his middle names are Peter Devereux — highlighted the importance of batting for long periods in order to compete with India in the four-Test series for the Border-Gavaskar Trophy. Smith has an outstanding record in the six Tests he has played against India: 930 runs, four centuries (162 n.o. at Adelaide, 133 at Brisbane, 192 at Melbourne and 117 at Sydney) and three half-centuries, for a phenomenal average of 93, scored at 3.63 runs an over.



The X factor It was his four first-innings centuries that resulted in Australia scoring a 2-0 victory over India in the 2014-15 series. It was two years ago that he proved to be a thorn in the flesh for the Indians at



home, but he had given glimpses of his batting wherewithal in the Mohali and Delhi Test of the 2012-13 series in India.



Grabbing the chance Thrashed by India at Chepauk (by eight wickets) and at Hyderabad (by an innings and 135 runs), Australia — led by Michael Clarke (in the first three Tests) and by Shane Watson (in the Delhi Test) — gave Smith a chance to bat at No. 5 in Indian conditions and he grabbed it with both hands. He batted for four minutes short of four hours to score 92 in his first Test innings at Mohali and thereafter spent a little over two and half hours in the first innings at the Kotla to make 46. With Michael Clarke out of the scene now, Australia would expect opener David Warner (145 and 102 in the



Adelaide Test of 2014-15 and 101 at Sydney) to take on India’s new ball attack and the spinners, but it will depend on its captain to provide the stability in the middle order. Smith showed — at Mohali and Delhi — that occupying the crease would not be a task and in the home series, he made the Indians wait. He batted for 298 and 103 minutes at Adelaide, 301 and 75 minutes at Brisbane, 423 and 47 minutes at Melbourne and 268 and 92 minutes at Sydney. So it was not for nothing that Smith said “batting for long periods of time” to counter the Indian seamers and spinners. He has been a regular feature in the IPL from 2012, playing in all 54 matches for Pune Warriors, Rajasthan Royals and Rising Pune Supergiants of which he has been named the captain this season.



CHESS



Harika punishes Dzagnidze TEHRAN: Capitalising on a blunder by Nana Dzagnidze, D. Harika pulled off clinical victory to move 1-0 ahead in the two-game mini-match of the Women World chess championship quarterfinals here on Monday.



Harika now needs to stay



undefeated with black pieces on Tuesday to advance to the semfinals. The day’s only other winner was Ukrainian Anna Muzychuk who defeated former champion Bulgaria’s Antoaneta Stefanova in 39 moves.



The results (quarterfinals): Game One: D. Harika bt Nana Dzagnidze (Geo); Anna Muzychuk (Ukr) bt Antoaneta Stefanova (Bul). Ni Shiqun (Chn) drew with Alexandra Kosteniuk (Rus); Tan Zhongyi (Chn) drew with Ju Wenjun (Chn). OUR CORRESPONDENT



Warriors beat Wizards, but fail to make it to knock-out UTHRA GANESAN NEW DELHI



Jaypee Punjab Warriors ended its campaign with a 1-0 win against Uttar Pradesh Wizards, but the narrow win was not enough to keep it in the race for the Hockey India League (HIL) play-offs as the defending champion bowed out of the competition here on Monday. Punjab had all but given up on advancing after losing its penultimate match and Monday’s game was more about playing for pride than anything else.



Given the permutations of the leaderboard, JPW knew it needed a big win to stay in the race by virtue of more wins. And even though it knew there was little chance, it tried its best, playing an attacking game and creating several chances upfront. With most of its moves orchestrated from the right, S.V. Sunil had a busy day. Everyone who had the ball for JPW tried to set up a goal. Sunil, Mirco Pruijser, Sardar Singh and Mark Knowles took shots at goal but hit wide even as UPW goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh



Stretched: Wizards’ goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh and defender pull of a stop against Jaypee Warriors. SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



tried to foil the moves. V.R. Raghunath and Arthur van Doren beefed up the defence. UPW had a lot more



possession — at one point, it was almost 60% — but the Punjab midfield of Sardar and Knowles and Jake



Whetton ensured the ball did not reach the shooting circle or get dangerous. Wizards, though, gradually grew in the game after a cautious start. Ramandeep Singh, Akashdeep Singh and Agustin Mazzilli kept shooting at the goal, only to find the ball hitting Clemons’ pads or gloves. The desperation was compounded by neither team managing to even stop the ball properly during penalty corners. In fact, the only time it was done, Mink van der Weerden slammed the ball in for the only goal of the



match in the 35th minute. The result makes the four semifinalists all but confirmed with two league matches yet to be played. Even though Ranchi is still in with a chance to go level on points with Delhi Waveriders and UPW, the goal difference of -5 means it would have to score big and expect UPW (+9 GD) to lose by an even bigger margin to make the cut. Right now, that doesn't seem possible. The result: Jaypee Punjab Warriors 1 (Mink van der Weerden 1 PC) bt Uttar Pradesh Wizards 0.



FOOTBALL



Spotlight shifts to teams with less CL pedigree Associated Press PARIS



Leverkusen’s inconsistent season the team is 20 points behind Bayern Munich after 21 Bundesliga games has led to persistent speculation on the future of coach Roger Schmidt, now in his third season at the club. Two victories have eased the pressure on Schmidt somewhat, while the emergence of 17—year—old Kai Havertz has also provided a welcome distraction. Leverkusen’s



youngest



Aizawl ends East Bengal’s unbeaten run



ever player in the Bundesliga, Havertz provided three assists in the last two games and displayed technical ability and maturity. At the Etihad Stadium, City’s top priority will be to keep attacking midfielder Bernardo Silva quiet. Diminutive in stature, but extremely quick, the skilful Silva also has an eye for goal, a lethally accurate shot from outside the penalty area and makes great runs into the box to score with his head. Silva has already scored against PL opposition this



Messi penalty rescues Barcelona Reuters Barcelona



AIZAWL: Aizawl FC ended



East Bengal’s unbeaten run in the I-League with a solitary goal win in a 10th round match here on Monday. R. Laldanmawia struck in the 58th minute to hand Aizawl three points from the win. Aizawl rose to 20 points, one point shy of joint leaders East Bengal and Mohun Bagan. PTI CM YK



season, when Monaco won 2-1 against Tottenham at the Wembley Stadium. “He’s our little phenomenon,” Monaco fullback Djibril Sidibe said. City, in Pep Guardiola’s first season in charge, is equally unpredictable. Having established a four—point lead early in the season, it is now eight points behind Chelsea. City also experienced a setback in the FA Cup on Saturday, when it was held by Huddersfield, although Guardiola made eight changes for the game as he rested players.



Lionel Messi’s late penalty saw bedraggled Barcelona scrape a 2-1 victory over Leganes on Sunday at a divided Nou Camp as the La Liga champion looked as if it had still not recovered from its harrowing midweek defeat to Paris St. Germain. Messi scored both the goals, slotting home the crucial 90th minute spot kick to earn an undistinguished vic-



tory that keeps its title hopes alive. The results: La Liga: Celta Vigo 3 (Sisto 23, Jozabed 87, Aspas 89) bt Osasuna 0; Barcelona 2 (Messi 4, 89-pen) bt Leganes 1 (Unai Lopez 71). Serie A: Chievo 1 (Meggiorini 72) lost to Napoli 3 (Insigne 31, Hamsik 38, Zielinski 58); Udinese 1 (Fofana 7) lost to Sassuolo 2 (Defrel 70, 79); Roma 4 (Dzeko 10, Salah 17, Paredes 65, Nainggolan 90+1) bt Torino 1 (Lopez 84); AC Milan 2 (Kucka 17, Deulofeu 31) bt Fiorentina 1 (Kalinic 21). ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Welcome to ‘Hotel Rwanda’



Tech giants to tackle piracy sites Press Trust of India London



Over 2,000 people found refuge at the Kigali hotel during 1994 genocide Nistula Hebbar KIGALI (RWANDA)



Los Angeles is world’s most clogged city DETROIT



When it comes to getting stuck in traic on the way to and from work, Los Angeles leads the world. Transportation analytics irm Inrix says drivers in the car-crazy California metropolis spent 104 hours last year in congestion. That beat second-place Moscow at 91 hours and third-place New York at 89. The U.S. had half of the top 10 most congested cities in the world. The U.S. was the most traic-clogged developed country with drivers nationwide averaging 42 hours stuck in traic last year. AP



SRK thanks Ittefaq team for recreating ilm MUMBAI



Superstar Shah Rukh Khan visited the set of Ittefaq on the irst day of shooting and thanked the team for recreating his favourite Yash Chopra movie. The 51-yearold took to Twitter to share a picture from the set along with the lead actors of the ilm — Sonakshi Sinha and Sidharth Malhotra. The ilm is directed by B.R. Chopra’s grandson Abhay. PTI



Using mice to make strides in gene therapy WASHINGTON



Scientists from Stanford University have successfully developed glow-in-the-dark mice using compounds that create proteins responsible for lighting up irelies, an advance that may pave the way for new gene therapies. Unlike traditional gene therapy that permanently alters the genetic makeup of the cell, the efect of the scientists’ technique is temporary. Gene therapy is a decades—old ield of research that usually focuses on modifying DNA, the fundamental genetic code. PTI



‘Spiderman’ thief jailed for art heist PARIS



A thief nicknamed “Spiderman,” who stole ive masterpieces from a top Paris museum, was sentenced to eight years in prison on Monday for one of the most daring art heists in recent years.Vjeran Tomic and two accomplices were also ined a whopping €104 million over the theft of ive paintings by Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque, Ferdinand Leger and Amedeo Modigliani from the Musee d’Art Moderne in 2010. The artworks, which were estimated to be worth €109 million, are still missing. Tomic, 49, was arrested in May 2011 and admitted carrying out the heist. AFP



For a large part of the world, the humanitarian crisis brought about by the 1994 Tutsi genocide in Rwanda is best exemplified by the 2004 film Hotel Rwanda, based on true events that took place at the Hotel des Mille Collines in Kigali. More than 2,000 people were saved after the hotel opened its doors for them to shelter. As a possible nod to the importance of the hotel in bringing home the horrors of the Tutsi genocide to the wider world, Vice-President Hamid Ansari, on a visit to Rwanda, made it a point to have a meal there. That it remains in business, with a decent number of bookings, is also a symbol of the African country’s recovery from those dark days. According to Paul Kato, head of marketing and sales at the hotel, there was never any question that, having survived the genocide, the hotel would shut down its operations. “We started to renovate, hire more employees in a sort of continuous process between 1994-2012. In 2012, the Kempinski group signed on to help us with the management. That contract got over last year,” he says. The last employee,



For the first time, global tech giants Google and Microsoft have agreed to tighten up their search engines as part of a crackdown on piracy sites illegally streaming events and films. Google and Bing, Microsoft’s search engine, have



signed up to a voluntary code of practice and will ensure offending websites are demoted in their search results. The entertainment industry reached the agreement with the tech giants after talks brokered by the U.K. government. The initiative will run in parallel with existing anti-



piracy measures. The code, the first of its kind in the world, is expected to be in operation by the middle of this year, BBC reported. Google has indicated that the effort would provide a way to check that its existing efforts were effective, rather than committing it to adding new measures.



Nobel panel chairwoman passes away Agence France-Presse Oslo



Harrowing past: Hotel des Mille Collines in Kigali is a symbol of the African country’s recovery from the dark days of 1994 that left an estimated 8,00,000 people dead. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT from those days in 1994 when thousands of people took refuge in the hotel to escape the massacre by the Interahamwe — the Hutu militia — retired in 2015. But Mr. Kato says new employees have all been made aware of the hotel’s history. “We still get many guests who ask to see specific places in the hotel that stand out in the plot of the movie. The swimming pool is especially asked after as it was the only source of drinking



water during that period,” he says.



Remembering the past Looking at the serene blue waters of the pool today it is difficult to believe the ghoulish tale. A small commemorative stone has also been put in a corner of the hotel’s parking lot. The sales brochure of the hotel acknowledges the events of 1994, with a picture of the former director of engineering of the hotel, Abias Musonera,



whose son Moise was born in April 26, 1994, in the hotel, at the height of the troubles. “We give guests some information when they ask, but don’t go into the substantive aspects of what happened during the genocide,” says Mr Kato. “We are still the Mille Collines, and here to serve our customers,” he adds, an attitude that Rwandans, committed to reconstruction, seem to have taken to heart.



Kaci Kullmann Five, the chairwoman of the Norwegian Nobel Committee, which selects the Peace Prize laureates, has died aged 65 after a long illness, the organisation said on Monday. Kullmann was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2014 and underwent treatment. But her condition worsened, and she was forced to cancel several appearances last year. “She was a role model for many young women,” Norway’s Conservative Prime Minister Erna Solberg wrote on Facebook. Kullmann became a member of the Norwegian Nobel committee in 2003, and was elected chairwoman in 2015.



Adolf Hitler’s phone sells for $243,000 He had his name engraved on it Agence France-Presse Washington



Adolf Hitler’s personal telephone, which the Fuehrer used to dictate many of his deadly World War II commands, sold at auction on Sunday for $243,000, the U.S. house selling it announced. Originally a black Bakelite phone, later painted crimson and engraved with Hitler’s name, the relic was found in the Nazi leader's Berlin bunker in 1945 following the regime's defeat. The auction house Alexander Historical Auctions, which did not reveal the winning bidder’s identity, had estimated its worth between $200,000 and $300,000. The starting bid was set at $100,000. The Maryland company auctioned off more than a thousand items including the phone and a porcelain sculpture of an Alsatian dog for $24,300. Both winners bid by telephone. More than 70 years old, the Siemens rotary telephone is embossed with a swastika and the eagle symbolic of the Third Reich.



Alexander House dubbed the phone — which Hitler received from the Wehrmacht, Nazi Germany’s armed forces — as "arguably the most destructive ‘weapon’ of all time, which sent millions to their deaths.” It said Hitler used it to give most of his orders during the last two years of World War II. Russian officers gave the device to British Brigadier Sir Ralph Rayner during a tour of the bunker shortly after Germany’s surrender. Rayner’s son, who inherited the phone, put it up for sale, its paint now peeling to reveal the original synthetic black resin surface. Andreas Kornfeld of Alexander House told AFP its estimates were based on a number of factors, including "rarity and uniqueness." “It would be impossible to find a more impactful relic than the primary tool used by the most evil man in history,” the auction house said in a statement. “This was not a staid office telephone.” “This was Hitler's mobile device of destruction.”



Want to study in Oxford? Go to France Varsity considering post-Brexit options Press Trust of India London



In a break from its 700year-long history, the U.K.’s University of Oxford is considering opening its firstever foreign campus in France in order to continue receiving funds from the European Union (EU) postBrexit, a media report said on Monday. One of the world’s oldest and best-known educational institution is reportedly considering the plans as a direct result of Britain’s referendum in favour of an exit from the EU, which could impact funding. Oxford University has been told that any campus opened in France could have French legal status and would continue to receive funds from the EU, The Daily Telegraph reported. As part of the plans, the British university would “relocate” degree courses and study programmes and create joint degrees and research laboratories.



‘Nothing decided’ A spokesperson for the University said no decision has been taken, adding, “OxCM YK



Oxford does not want funding from the European Union to stop after Brexit. ford has been an international University throughout its history and it is determined to remain open to the world whatever the future political landscape looks like.” French officials met senior staff at Oxford University last week to discuss a so-called “satellite” base in Paris. Other universities, including the University of Warwick, have also been approached with the idea to build a new campus in Paris in 2018. Jean-Michel Blanquer, the former director-general of the French ministry for education, confirmed that efforts were under way to attract Britain’s best universities on to French shores. ND-ND
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DMRC unveils park of a kind



Two charred to death



Work slow on Dwarka e-way



On a diferent plane



The DMRC has unveiled a one of a kind park, designed using waste from its construction sites Page 2



Two workers were charred to death after a ire broke out in Rewari’s Industrial Model Township Page 3



Flat owners of housing projects coming up near the Dwarka expressway move the High Court Page 4



Dylan Parker and James Norton show how one can create infotainment with a sheet of paper Page 5
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IN BRIEF



Inauguration overdrive ahead of civic polls Elections due in April, BJP and Congress leaders ramp up eforts to complete projects, inaugurate long-pending ones Damini Nath



MP seeks probe into death at Noida school Purusharth Aradhak



NEW DELHI



Greater Noida



Won’t issue prospectus till March 1: JNU NEW DELHI



The JNU Registrar has given an oral undertaking that no prospectus will be issued till March 1, the next date of hearing on matter concerning limiting of seats for M.Phil and Ph.D programmes. CITY



쑺 PAGE 2



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Bhojpur encounter: Four cops convicted of murder GHAZIABAD



Over 20 years after the Uttar Pradesh Police claimed to have gunned down four criminals in an encounter in Bhojpur, Ghaziabad disrict, a CBI court here on Monday held four policemen guilty of murder, destruction of evidence and giving false evidence. CITY



Shopping centre at hospital site: AAP NEW DELHI



The AAP has accused the BJP-ruled North Delhi Municipal Corporation of “stealing the rights of women” by “planning to construct a shopping centre” on the premises of a maternity and child welfare centre at Rani Bagh. The party termed it a bad move to generate revenue. 쑺 PAGE 4



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Bill on timely delivery of services returned NEW DELHI



President Pranab Mukherjee has returned an amendment Bill cleared by the Delhi Assembly seeking time-bound delivery of services by government departments. He has sought clariication on some issues in it. CITY



Feb 17: SDMC Mayor Shyam Sharma declared open the 405-car capacity Kalkaji multi-level parking facility.



Rajeev Chandrasekhar, a Rajya Sabha MP and vicechairman of the NDA in Kerala, has written to Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar, Women and Child Development Minister Maneka Gandhi and Gautam Budh Nagar Superintendent of Police (rural) Sujata Singh, seeking an investigation into the death of Ghazal Yadav, an 8-year-old student of DPS World School in Noida Extension. Lack of safety guidelines related to the responsibility and accountability of schools should be questioned, said Mr. Chandrashekhar.



Feb 18: Moti Nagar councillor Bharat Bhushan inaugurated a walking track and a newly repaired road in Sudarshan Park.



Questions of safety According to the MP, Ghazal Yadav’s case had raised questions about the physical safety of children in educational institutions. He has now called for a probe to examine negligence on the school’s part, besides seeking an impartial investigation to identify those responsible for her death.



쑺 PAGE 3



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



CITY



A ribbon-cutting here, a break of a coconut for good luck there and photo-ops all round are keeping the municipal councillors busy these days. With elections to the municipal corporations of Delhi slated for April, the councillors and leaders of the BJP and Congress have ramped up efforts to complete projects or inaugurate long-pending ones before the model code of conduct is put in place. Within a span of four days ending Monday, the North, South and East Delhi corporations have held nine different inauguration ceremonies. From a much-delayed parking facility in Kalkaji to inaugurating a walking track in a municipal park in Moti Nagar, the councillors and office-bearers of the BJP-ruled corporations have launched a variety of projects.



쑺 PAGE 4



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Robbery at post oice; two held



Multi-level parking open The ‘biggest’ project to be opened recently was the Kalkaji multi-level parking facility of the South Delhi Municipal Corporation on February 17. Inaugurated by Mayor Shyam Sharma, the parking lot was yet to become fully operational as on Monday. Subhash Arya, the Leader of the House of the SDMC, said that the civic body would open all of its seven multilevel parking lots to the public in the next few weeks, starting with the one in Rajouri Garden on February 27. However, it won’t be the first time that the multi-level parking facility at Hauz Khas has been ‘opened’. The park-



BJP has to face < > The the electorate soon with nothing to show for their 10 years in power Farhad Suri Leader of the Opposition in the SDMC



Feb 19: Vijender Gupta, leader of Opposition in the Delhi Assembly, opened ‘Balaji Maharaj Marg’ in Rohini.



Feb 20: Former Delhi Minister and MLA Arvinder Singh inaugurated a toilet complex in Chand Mohalla.



ing lot in E-Block, Hauz Khas, has been inaugurated twice officially — first by then Leader of Opposition in Rajya Sabha Arun Jaitley on Februray 26, 2012, and then by former Mayor and BJP leader Arti Mehra on September 16, 2013. Both these inaugurations were organised before elections in Delhi, first municipal polls and then Assembly polls.



projects pending, the EDMC has seen its two inaugurations. On Monday, former Congress Minister and MLA Arvinder Singh inaugurated a public toilet in Chand Mohalla. On Sunday, BJP’s East Delhi MP Maheish Girri inaugurated a medical centre in west Azad Nagar.



‘Pushed to inaugurate’ The Leader of the Opposition in the SDMC, Farhad Suri, said that the BJP dispensation had been pushed to inaugurate projects that were still incomplete. “Half-baked projects are inaugurated because the BJP has to face the electorate soon with nothing to show



for their 10 years in power,” said Mr. Suri. Not just big infrastructure projects, but smaller facilities too are being inaugurated. The North Delhi Municipal Corporation has seen the Moti Nagar councillor inaugurate a walking track in a park and a re-laid galli in Sudarshan Park on February 18. The Leader of the Opposition in the Delhi Assembly, Vijender Gupta, opened two roads in Rohini that were renamed Balaji Maharaj Marg and Baba Banda Singh Bahadur Marg on Sunday and Monday, respectively.



EDMC not far behind While it has been undergoing a financial crisis for years now and does not have any major



More launches lined up According to leaders and officials of the North and South corporations, more such inaugurations are lined up over the next two weeks. With the Aam Aadmi Party contesting the municipal polls for the first time, the BJP and the Congress councillors are hoping that their experience as sitting councillors will help in the campaign ahead.
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Bye-bye winter



Staff Reporter



Detained at ISBT According to the police, the accused attacked the two guards around midnight. They allegedly took away 17 bags full of cash and high-value stamp paper, said sources. “A PCR call was received around 1 a.m. A few minutes later, two policemen spotted a man at Anand Vihar ISBT carrying a bag with a GPO seal and ‘movement order’ written on it. He was detained and at his instance, another person was picked up,” said the officer. The post office staff said the building houses the main office of the transYamuna region and cash from 32 post offices from East Delhi are deposited there. The cash is usually stored in two lockers. CM YK



City feels the heat on hottest February day since 2006 Maximum temperature settled eight degrees above normal



NEW DELHI



A gang of robbers chose an unusual target when they struck at a post office in Shahdara’s Krishna Nagar in the early hours of Monday and decamped with ₹15.5 lakh cash besides cheques and stamps. Their idea, however, did not meet with success as two of the six accused were arrested within hours. A senior police officer said they were probing if an insider facilitated the robbery, which was carried out by threatening two guards at gunpoint. The officer added that the stolen stamps and cheques were worth ₹74,000. The robbers could not target the main cash chest, which had a higher amount.



‘Parents are devastated’ Mr. Chandrashekhar told The Hindu, “I consider issues related to safety of children as deeply important. Ghazal’s parents, who are devastated, have approached me to ensure justice for their child.” “I have written to SP Sujata Singh asking her to conduct an investigation in a fair and impartial manner into the unnatural death and not let the influence of the owners of the school impede her,” he said. “I have also written to WCD Minister Maneka Gandhi and urged her to take an interest in this tragic matter,”he added.



ade, but the heat will not last long as temperatures will fall by a few notches soon. This is happening due to an active western disturbance,” said an official from the MeT department.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



The last time February was this warm was more than a decade ago in 2006. Back then, the maximum temperature had touched 34.1 degrees Celsius. However, Monday’s maximum of 32.4 degrees Celsius beat this, making Delhiites feel the heat quite early in the season. The maximum temperature settled eight degrees above normal, while the minimum at 16.4 degrees Celsius was five degrees above normal.



Taking a tour :Tourists at the Lodhi Gardens on a hot Monday afternoon.



Gurugram fares worse Humidity remained high and oscillated between 90%



PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



and 36%. Gurugram was even hotter than the Capital with the maximum temperature here touching 33.7 degrees Celsius. “This is possibly the hottest day in February in a dec-



Temperature dip likely The maximum and minimum temperatures are expected to settle around 28 and 15 degrees Celsius, respectively, on Tuesday. The forecast reads mainly clear skies for Tuesday with the possibility of mist or haze in the morning. On Sunday, maximum and minimum temperatures were recorded at 30.8 and 15.6 degrees Celsius, respectively.
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State-of-the-art lounge on the cards at Old Delhi railway station Lounge will ofer facilities like sitting and dining areas, napping and entertainment zones and health centres Sidhartha Roy NEW DELHI



The Old Delhi railway station, which is more than 150 years old and is currently undergoing a revamp, will soon boast a state-of-the-art executive lounge. At present, only the New Delhi railway station has an executive lounge among all major stations in the Capital, which is maintained by the Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC). Arun Arora, Divisional



Railway Manager (Delhi), said that the executive lounge at the Old Delhi station would be modelled after the one at New Delhi railway station. The New Delhi railway station was the first in the country to come up with a lounge with a ‘napping zone’, a massage centre, a small 5D movie theatre, family rooms, a business centre, sitting areas with complimentary drinks, a buffet, and a health centre. “The facilities we offer at



railway stations are better than what you get at many airports, that too at just 20% of the price you have to shell out at an airport,” said a senior IRCTC official on condition of anonymity. “We are coming up with executive lounges at railway stations across India, of which the Old Delhi railway station is one,” he said.



Nominal charges The executive lounge will be open to all railway travellers at an entry fee of ₹150 for



two hours. This will allow passengers access to an air-conditioned lounge and complimentary drinks, which will include tea, coffee, lemonade, ice tea, etc. This, besides free Wi-Fi and a clean toilet.



Swipe cards for everyone After the first two hours, passengers have to pay ₹50 for each subsequent hour. Access to the lounge will be through a swipe card, which will be issued to each passenger at the time of



check-in. The smart card will also keep track of the time spent at the lounge. Children up to three feet tall will be allowed free entry. The New Delhi railway station lounge has a common entry fee of ₹150, while charges for other facilities are separate. Those who want to relax in the napping zone are required to shell out an extra ₹400 for two hours, while those opting for a buffet breakfast have to pay ₹100 extra. A lunch or dinner cost ₹200.



Facelift: The lounge at the Old Delhi station would be modelled after the one at New Delhi railway station. FILE PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



JNU won’t issue prospectus till March 1, HC told The Registrar gave an oral undertaking in court during the hearing on matter concerning limiting of seats for M.Phil and Ph.D programmes



JNU students, teachers encouraged by HC hearing



Akanksha Jain New Delhi



NGT sees red over delay in Shimla ecology report NEW DELHI



The National Green Tribunal has rapped the Himachal Pradesh government over inordinate delay in finalising a report on rapid construction activity and its adverse affect on the ecology of Shimla. The matter has now been listed for February 22.



Green panel notice to Haryana over noise NEW DELHI



A Gurugram resident on Monday moved the National Green Tribunal alleging noise pollution in the area where she resides, prompting the green panel to seek replies from the Centre and the Haryana governments. The matter has been posted for next hearing on March 20.



4 pollution checking centres sealed GURUGRAM



The Regional Transport Authority (RTA) in Gurugram on Monday sealed four pollution checking centres in the district as they were allegedly found issuing certificates without examining the vehicles. Notices were also issued to some other centres.



SDMC school gets 3D theatre, museum Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Jawaharlal Nehru University ( JNU) Registrar on Monday gave an oral undertaking that the varsity will not issue prospectuses till March 1, the next date of hearing on matter concerning limiting of seats for M.Phil and Ph.D programmes. The Registrar gave an oral undertaking before Justice V. Kameswar Rao, who was hearing two related petitions, including the petition by some JNU students seeking copies of their mark sheets and certificates to pursue further studies or apply for jobs.



Administration building The students had said that they were not able to get their documents as the administration building was blocked by the protesting students. The court first asked JNU about the time around which the prospectus are out. The university replied that they generally come out around mid-February. Thereafter, the Registrar gave an undertaking. The court wanted the students named in the FIR to be made a party to the matter before it, as it was of the view



Petition challenges changes to university admission policy New Delhi



Reacting to a writ plea filed before the Delhi High Court by five Jawaharlal Nehru University ( JNU) students challenging changes to university admission policy, the JNU Teachers’ Association ( JNUTA) said the entire community was extremely encouraged by the outcome of the first hearing.



Big issue: A group of Jawaharlal Nehru University students have been blocking the administration building since February 9 in protest against the UGC notiication. FILE PHOTO



that they would be affected by any order passed in the petition.



‘JNU intimidated?’ During the hearing, senior advocate Aman Lekhi, appearing for the petitioners, contended that the varsity appeared to be intimidated by the protesting students. “They [ JNU] are afraid. It



Experts consulted He said scientists and experts were consulted to design the museum, which includes an auditorium and three multi-purpose halls. The students would be able to “get close to nature and space” through educational sessions, he added. The facility, which cost the SDMC ₹3.33 crore, would be able to accommodate 300 children at one go. Meeta Singh, the director of the SDMC Education Department, said the civic body was considering converting the 3D theatre to 7D. Apart from that, a science and computer library would also be added to the complex. The building, which has rainwater harvesting and energy-efficient appliances installed, is earthquake-resistant.



is clear,” he said. He said the protesters had no right to agitate at the administration building as there’s an appropriate place and time for such activities. Around 150-200 students have been blocking access to the block since February 9 in protest against a May 2016 University Grants Commission notification, which set a



limit of eight students per professor for M.Phil and Ph.D courses, the petitioners have claimed.



Removal of protesters Apart from their documents, the petitioner students have also sought removal of protesters and restoration of the functioning of the administration block.



‘Open to dialogue’ “Although we shall have to wait for the reply that JNU files, the university’s sincerity [admittedly, somewhat belated] vis-à-vis the statements made by the Registrar in court on Monday, the JNUTA’s doors for dialogue with the V-C and his team are wide open. We hope that the hearing would’ve kindled an impulse towards self-reform in the JNU administration,” stated a JNUTA statement. JNU Students’ Union president Mohit Pandey said,



there was ample time for discussion on the draconian clauses of the UGC gazette, but JNU kept us in the dark Mohit Pandey JNU Students’ Union president



“It’s important to know who invited this situation in JNU and jeopardised the lives of students. Interestingly, the UGC Notification was notified in July 2016 and was supposed to be implemented in every varsity. From July to December, there was ample time for discussion on the draconian clauses of this gazette, but the administration kept us in the dark.” He said the issue was never placed for discussion at the Academic Council (AC) meeting in October or before the Standing Committee. Despite knowing about faculty crunch, JNU didn’t



Nine suspects in Najeeb case not being singled out: police



Soumya Pillai



Chief Metropolitan Magistrate.” Meanwhile, the counsel for Najeeb’s mother Fatima Nafees said the nine suspects simply have to simply give their clear consent or refusal before the magisterial court for the lie-detector test.



Akanksha Jain



The Delhi Police on Monday proposed conducting simultaneous lie-detector tests on the room-mate of missing JNU student Najeeb Ahmed, other persons and the nine suspects so that the probe is not left in limbo and the suspects do not feel that they have been singled out.



‘Investigation in limbo’ Advocate Rahul Mehra, appearing for the Delhi Police, told a Bench of Justices G. S. Sistani and Vinod Goel that the proposal is being put forth to the nine suspects who are keeping the investigation in limbo by not responding with a clear yes or no to the lie-detector test. Mr. Mehra told the court that the suspects have to get their consent or refusal to take the polygraph test recorded before a magisterial court. However, he added, they are engaging in all sorts of legal arguments, including seeking more time saying they have examinations and will first need to check the date-sheet. “Their intention seems very clear — that they don’t



Seeking justice: Missing JNU student Najeeb Ahmed's mother Fatima Nafees during a protest. FILE PHOTO



want to come forward. They are more aware than an ordinary citizen as they are taking all sorts of legal covers. Since there was an issue earlier as to why not subject Najeeb’s room-mate to a polygraph test and why only the nine students, there’s probably ego [involved] between the parties. So, I have a proposal for them. We can conduct the polygraph test on the room-mate and some other persons and also the nine suspects simultaneously. We can clock it,” submitted Mr. Mehra. At this, the counsel for the nine students said: “Let them go and make this proposal before the court of the



Clarification by court “Neither are we telling them how to conduct the investigation, nor are we telling you [the nine suspects] how to conduct yourself. You can say we decline to take the test. Why waste the time of that court?” said the Bench. “One thing which cannot be denied is that as far as the room-mate and the nine boys are concerned, since Najeeb was last seen with them, they are required to answer certain questions. And this is not a direction,” the court said, clarifying expressly that it is not passing any directions. On apprehensions of the nine suspects, the court said the person last seen with the victim is probed in any criminal investigation in the world. The matter has been adjourned till March 16.



SC seeks DJB report on Yamuna cleaning PTI New Delhi



The Supreme Court on Monday asked the Delhi Jal Board to file a report giving details of functional and under-construction sewage plants for curbing release of untreated waste in Yamuna



in the Capital. The apex court asked the Chief Engineer of the DJB, which deals with the sewage treatment plants in the Capital, to submit a status report with regard to the interceptor sewage system after



approval from the department head. The Bench also asked the DJB to give details of the entire project and the progress made so far to ensure that untreated waste is not released in the Yamuna.



Number of trip cancellations by Ola, Uber drivers go up in Noida and Gurugram Weekend message The cab aggregator services had over the weekend sent a message to customers about resumption of services. “We are back in full strength. Book an Ola and travel in comfort at affordable prices in Delhi-NCR,” a push notification on Ola’s mobile app read.



New Delhi



Almost 10 days after drivers of cab aggregator services Ola and Uber went on protest against low incentives and long working hours, many are back on duty.



Numerous complaints However, sources from these services claim that the number of trip cancellations by drivers have gone up in the last few days over fear of violence. “On Friday, when the services started improving, we received many complaints about trip cancellations by drivers. When we conducted an inquiry, we found out that drivers who are back on duty feared violence and damage to their cars. These cases were higher in Noida and Gurugram,” said a source from Uber. Over the weekend, Uber received 38 complaints re-



Cause for concern: A driver with Uber claimed the protesters were targeting cars inanced by Ola and Uber. FILE PHOTO



garding trip cancellations by drivers. Ola, however, refused to comment on the issue. Sarvesh Kumar, a driver with Uber, said he got back to work on Monday after protesting for almost a week. However, he makes it a point to ask the passenger the his/ her destination before accepting a trip. “I have heard



that protesters are stopping cars and threatening those who are back on duty. I don’t want to get into trouble. The strike is not over yet, but how long can we keep protesting?” Mr. Kumar said. He said the protesters are especially targeting cars financed by Ola and Uber.



She lost a leg due to a poacher’s crude metal snare in Bhopal nearly a year ago Bindu Shajan Perappadan New Delhi



Nearly a year ago, a sloth bear cub was found bleeding profusely from a torn leg in Bhopal. Her leg had been torn off due to a poacher’s crude metal snare. When the Delhi-based Wildlife SOS team rescued her, she was found whimpering in pain. She was using her tiny muzzle as crutch. Struggling to walk, she would barely make it a few feet before collapsing. The cub, who was named



Rose, was transferred to the Wildlife SOS bear rescue and rehabilitation facility in Agra for long-term treatment and lifetime care.



Petition to Amazon A team of veterinarians conducted a series of intensive surgical procedures to save her from the rapidly spreading infection in the torn leg. Following her rescue, Rose also inspired the NGO to petition e-retailing giant Amazon to remove all listings of snares and traps from its



portal. Wildlife SOS veterinarian S. Ilayaraja said: “Her wounds have healed, but it’ll take years for her mental and emotional scars to heal.” Geeta Seshamani of Wildlife SOS, said: “She has a freerange enclosure from where she can see and smell other bears and spend all day on enrichment structures built to keep the bears fit. Being young and active, Rose spends hours playing with her peanut filled enrichment ball and honey logs.”



Prakriti Metro Park opened by NGT chairperson Swatanter Kumar, DMRC’s Mangu Singh plants. Treated water will be used for irrigation and the organic waste generated will be treated.



Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) on Monday unveiled a one of a kind park, designed using waste materials generated from the Delhi Metro’s construction sites. Located in east Delhi’s Shastri Park, the Prakriti Metro Park was inaugurated by National Green Tribunal chairperson Swatanter Kumar and DMRC managing director Mangu Singh.



New achievement: Located in east Delhi’s Shastri Park, the Prakriti Metro Park is spread over 10 acres. The highlights include a Trellis Court (above) and artistic installations (right).



‘Still not easy’ Despite such claims by cab aggregators, Dwarka Sector 13 resident Anjali Shukla said it’s still difficult to find a cab in her area. “Finding a cab in my area is still not as easy as it used to be. I have to book a cab at least 30 minutes in advance to be able to leave for office on time. When you finally manage to get a cab, the prices are high. Even during non-peak hours, I was forced to pay surge prices,” Ms. Shukla said.



Orphaned cub ‘bears’ it all with grace



DMRC unveils park made of waste collected from its construction sites



CM YK



‘Serious implications’ “We were amazed to see the non-seriousness with which JNU worked around this notification, despite knowing that it could have serious implications on our admission policy. All forums for discussions were scuttled and the admission process has already been delayed. We want to ask why the V-C-led administration misinformed us?” a JNUSU statement said. “From the existing batch to newcomers, everybody’s future is in jeopardy due to the carelessness of the administration. However, the question remains — will the admission work for the welfare of the community or will it still push the agenda of seat cut, fellowship cut and reservation cut.”



Back on duty, drivers fear attack
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PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



started the recruitment process immediately. He added that it was brought to their notice at the AC meeting on December 23, and that too during vacations.



Police for simultaneous lie tests on suspects, room-mate New Delhi



To boost science education, the South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) on Monday opened a 3D theatre where students of its primary schools would be able to learn about scientific inventions. Located at the its school in Tagore Garden, the 3D theatre-cum-Aryabhatta Museum would help the about three lakh children studying at its schools inculcate scientific thinking, the SDMC said. SDMC Mayor Shyam Sharma, who inaugurated the facility, said it was the first such facility to be opened at a primary school in Delhi.



From July to < > December 2016,



Staff Reporter



Lake with a fountain Spread over 10 acres, the park boasts a host of facilities, including an auditorium, amphitheatre, meditation alcove, a playground for children and a gymnasium. A lake with a fountain, surrounded by a rain forest, has also been created. A DMRC spokesperson said: “The highlights include artistic installations created using waste materials generated at our construction sites. Artists from across the country came together to create these in-



stallations, all of which carry messages about a range of issues. Almost one-third of the material used in the park is salvaged material.” The creators have taken extra effort to depict a connection with the environment in both the design and construction of the park. Apart from paintings depicting the importance of protecting the environment, the park will use top soil dug out from various underground station sites to plant medicinal and pollution absorbing



Platinum rating “Due to these features, the park has received a platinum rating from the Indian Green Building Council. The water required for horticultural use will be provided by the sewerage water treatment plant and the 20kW power requirements will be met by solar power generators.” Another highlightis the ‘Trellis Court,’ which has eight pillars in the centre that increase in height progressively — charting the growth and expansion of the metro. Justice Kumar said: “The DMRC has not only contributed excellence in transportation but it stands out for two more things — it’s environmentally conscious and it makes effort to be self-reliant. With this park, the DMRC has begun a new chapter in CSR. It will set a good precedence for others in the corporate sector to follow.”



Brave girl: Rose enjoys a honey log at the Wildlife SOS bear rescue facility in Agra. PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEENT



Mobile app for SMCs PTI New Delhi



The Delhi government will soon launch a mobile app to assist members of school management committees (SMCs) in their functioning. The SMCs have 16 members each, comprising a teacher, a principal, 12 parents, an MLA and a social activist. “The app will not only provide a virtual platform to the management bodies to connect with the members and stay updated on issues pertaining to the functioning of the schools, but also act as a record maintenance tool,” a Delhi government official said. Besides SMC members, officials of the Directorate of Education will also have access to the application. ND-ND
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All-woman gang held for over 100 wedding thefts



2 factory workers charred to death



Accused nabbed in Ashok Vihar while trying to lee with the loot



Two workers were charred to death in a major fire that broke out on the premises of a factory in Industrial Model Township in Rewari on Monday. The deceased were identified as Mukesh (22) and Birender (26). While Mukesh belonged to Rewari, Birender was from Uttar Pradesh. More than two dozen workers were present inside the manufacturing unit when the fire broke out around 12:30 p.m. Deepak, an eyewitness, said dark clouds of smoke billowing out of the factory could be seen from far away. He said workers in the neighbouring units tried to douse the flames using pipes from their factories before fire tenders and the police reached the spot. “The fire tenders reached almost 30 minutes after the call was made to them. The



Shubhomoy Sikdar New Delhi



The Delhi Police Crime Branch on Monday busted a gang of women thieves who allegedly targeted weddings across Delhi-NCR. The accused, identified as Rano, Varsha and Manisha, hail from Rajgarh district of Madhya Pradesh. Joint Commissioner of Police (Crime) Ravindra Yadav said the trio had confessed to have stolen at 100 marriage functions.



Accomplice nabbed To carry out the thefts, the gang members had roped in a local auto driver to ferry them to and fro from the venues. The women and the driver, Satish Yadav, were nabbed from Ashok Vihar when they were fleeing after committing a theft at a marriage function there. Goods recovered “We also recovered a bag containing stolen cash of ₹32,000, two bags and branded clothes from the accused,” said Mr. Yadav. He added that the accused mostly targeted high-profile weddings. Their recent heist was at Hotel Lalit in Con-



< >



The women took all precautions to avoid their faces from being captured on CCTV cameras. They kept away from photographers and videographers



Ravindra Yadav Joint Commissioner of Police (Crime)



Woman ‘jumps’ on metro tracks, survives



Fire engulfs Rewari unit around noon; cause of blaze yet to be ascertained Ashok Kumar GURUGRAM



Raising hell: It took ireighters 30 minutes to control the blaze.



police came even later. The firefighters took less than 30 minutes to control the blaze,” said Deepak. The cause of the fire is yet to be known. Fire Station Officer, Rewari, Sajjan Kumar, said eight fire tenders were rushed to the spot. “The charred bodies were taken to



hospital,” said Mr. Kumar.



Violation of rules He said the factory was running without a No Objection Certificate from the Fire Department. Kuldeep Singh, Station House Officer, Kasola police station, said a case had been registered.



PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



It was the second such incident in the township in the last five months. In September 2016, over 400 workers had a miraculous escape when a fire broke out at the India Japan Lighting Private Limited plant. It took two dozen fire tenders more than four hours to control the blaze.



Gun racket busted, one in police net naught Place. The police said the women would confuse guests at the weddings by making opposite claims and take advantage of the situation to commit the thefts. Further, to avoid suspicion, they would mingle with the crowd and spend a long time at the venues. Having once gained proximity to the families, they would target the person who would be looking after the gifts. Interrogation has revealed that the women used to rent a house for a month



or two in a city before moving to another city. They used to operate mostly at night.



Tricks of the trade On how the gang was busted, the offer said a team supervised by ACP Sanjay Sehrawat and DCP Madhur Verma was set up to analyse CCTV footage at the various banquet halls, hotels and farmhouses where the accused had struck. “In all the cases, it was seen that the women had taken all precautions to avoid their faces from being



captured on CCTV cameras. They kept away from photographers and videographers,” said Mr. Yadav. Further, with the arrest of other similar gangs from the same village and their interrogation, the police learnt about the identities of the women and their possible hideouts.



Probe on The police are now considering visiting the village where the gang hails from to gather more information as the accused are tight-lipped on certain queries.



Ghost of 1996 ‘encounter’ returns to haunt 4 UP cops



21 pistols meant for supply in Delhi-NCR seized from Meerut-based smuggler matic weapons to his contacts,” said DCP (Special Cell) P.S. Kushwah



Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Delhi Police Special Cell on Sunday seized 21 illegally manufactured pistols from a Meerut-based smuggler. The accused, identified as Mohammad Ashad (38), was allegedly planning to supply the firearms to gangsters in Delhi-NCR.



Cops on the lookout The police said they had been looking for Arshad, who had been in the business for sometime.



Under arrest: Mohd. Arshad (centre) in police custody on Monday. PHOTO: V. SUDERSHAN



“A team led by Inspector Satendra Mohan was deputed to identify the gang. On Sunday, we re-



ceived a tip-off that Arshad would be going to Seelampur around 6:30 p.m. to deliver a huge cache of semi-auto-
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Course of life



Trap laid A trap was laid in Seelampur, and Arshad was arrested around 6:45 p.m. Five semiautomatic sophisticated and 16 country-made pistols were seized from him. The police sad Arshad belonged to a gang that would have fake “Made in England” labels imprinted on their weapons to create a good impression on buyers.



IN BRIEF



CBI court holds them guilty of murder, destroying evidence



Staff Reporter New Delhi



Purusharth Aradhak



A 28-year-old woman allegedly jumped in front of a running metro train at the Guru Dronacharya station on Monday. The woman, Nishad Ansari, allegedly jumped on the tracks around 7:45 a.m. “The driver applied emergency brakes. The woman fell in the gap between the tracks and the station and suffered a few fractures,” an official said. She was taken to Fortis Hospital in Gurugram. She was waiting for the train going towards Jahangirpuri when suddenly she jumped on the track, eyewitnesses told the police.



Ghaziabad



Several injuries “She has injuries on her r hand, leg, and jaw and is still unfit to give a statement. We will be able to say whether it was actually a suicide attempt, or she was pushed, or fell from the station, after we speak with her,” said investigating officer Devi Charan, metro police station, Gurugram.



Over 20 years after the Uttar Pradesh Police claimed to have gunned down four criminals in an encounter in Bhojpur, Ghaziabad disrict, a CBI court here on Monday held four policemen guilty of murder, destruction of evidence and giving false evidence. CBI Special Judge (AntiCorruption) Rajesh Chaudhary held the then Station House Officer Lal Singh, Sub-Inspector Joginder Singh and constables Surya Bhan and Subhash Chand guilty in the case. The fifth accused, Ranbir Singh, died during the trial. The court will announce the quantum of punishment on February 22. Rajan Dahiya, CBI public prosecutor, told The Hindu that forensic evidence played a crucial role in nailing the accused. The victims included Jalaluddin (17), Pravesh (17), Ashok (17) and Jasbir (23). Mr. Dahiya said all four hailed from poor families,



and had gone to Pilkhuwa in search of jobs on November 8, 1996. They were sitting at a tea stall outside the Bhojpur police station when they were called inside the station and tortured by the policemen there before being killed in a fake encounter in nearby Machli Bazar area.



Weapons planted Mr. Dahiya said, “The UP Police had claimed to have recovered country-made weapons from the possession of the victims. But the bullets allegedly fired by the accused did not match that of the weapons recovered from them.” A former 1996-batch UP cadre IPS officer was also allegedly involved in the incident. Identified as Jyoti Belur, she was reportedly was on her first posting as circle officer in Modi Nagar when the incident happened. “One bullet recovered from the body of Jasbir Singh was found to have been fired from the official revolver of Jyoti Belur. It was said that the weapon was



Money laundering case: Dar granted bail



used by her subordinate,” Mr. Dahiya said. “When a CBI court summoned Ms. Belur as an accused in the case, she failed to make an appearance. In 2007, she resigned from her duties and went to live in the United Kingdom. Proceedings against her will commence once she appears in the court,” Mr. Dahiya added.



Fake affidavits filed Mr. Dahiya said to establish their theory, the policemen had filed fake affidavits of eyewitnesses. Later, it emerged that the policemen had taken the signatures of the eyewitnesses on empty papers and further used them as affidavits. “It took us over 20 years to get justice. We demand stringent punishment for the culprits,” said Ashok’s cousin, Sandeep Kumar. Pravesh’s father, Mahender Singh, said, “The incident left us traumatised. We did not get the last glimpse of our child or perform his last rites.”



NEW DELHI



Tariq Ahmed Dar, who was convicted in the 2005 Diwalieve blasts, was on Monday granted bail by a court here in a related money laundering case. The court allowed Dar’s bail plea noting that he had served 70% of the maximum sentence for the offence. PTI



Hauz Khas rape: accused identified NEW DELHI



The police have identified the accused who allegedly raped a 24-year-old woman south Delhi’s Deer Park two days ago. “Various teams are raiding the probable hideouts of the accused,” said a senior police officer. STAFF REPORTER



Man stabbed to death in Sultanpuri NEW DELHI



Kid’s day out: A boy rows a makeshift raft in the Yamuna in New Delhi on Monday. PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA
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Road accidents escalate by 15-20% in winter months, say doctors Trend observed in December, January when fog, pollution are at their peak and days are shorter; experts advice caution, alertness Bindu Shajan Perappadan



all type of < > Of traumas in road



NEW DELHI



Winter months in Delhi have been particularly harsh for motorists and pedestrians as the city has seen an alarming 15-20% rise in road traffic accident (RTA) cases, according to doctors here. Physicians, who have observed the trend over the past two months (December and January), cite shorter daylight hours compared to the summer months, fog and smog as the possible reason for the escalated accident numbers.



attention to begin treatment within the ‘golden period’, dealing with post-traumatic stress is difficult. Trauma may have far-reaching psychological consequences, so it’s important to take that too into account,” said Dr. Shah.



Pollution adds to woes Dr. Umar Zahoor Shah, head Emergency Services, Indian Spinal Injuries Hospital, said: “In winter, the lack of street lighting, fog, and smog are all factors that lead to road



Bone injuries common “An automobile accident can happen in different ways (front, rear, or side impact) and is likely to cause extensive orthopaedic injuries, besides psychological trauma.



CM YK



accidents, brain injuries can have the worst and the longest impact Dr. Anil Basal Member, Delhi Medical Association



traffic accidents.” Doctors add that cities like Delhi also see high vehicular emissions and industrial par-



ticulates that spike pollution levels and adversely affect perceptual judgement, leading to collisions.



“Even slow-moving cars meet with accidents because of poor visibility. While road injuries require emergency



Knee and ligament injuries are the most common complaints. Most accident victims we see experience bleeding, and often internal organ injuries,” he said. Road accident numbers are already very high in India. According to National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), 9,039 road accidents happened in 2014 due to unfavourable weather conditions, mostly fog, killing around 5,300 people. According to the World Health Organisation, road traffic injuries are the leading cause of death among young people (in the age group of 15 to 29) worldwide. In India, there is 1 death every 4 minutes due to a road accident, according to the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways.



Delhi Medical Association member Dr. Anil Basal said out of all type of traumas in road accidents, brain injuries can be the worst and have a long-term impact.



Be careful “Traumatic brain injuries can happen when the head hits a hard object such as the steering wheel or windshield or may occur as a result of the impact of the accident. This can cause bruising or contusion of the brain and haemorrhage,” he added. In India, mixed traffic on roads push up accident risks. Other factors include drivers not keeping to road rules (lane driving, speed limits), pedestrians not wearing reflective gear and walking on the road due to poorly maintained or no pavements.



A man was allegedly stabbed to death his following an argument with an acquaintance in Sultanpuri on Sunday. The accused has been arrested. STAFF REPORTER



DELHI TODAY Talk: “Fidel Castro: Reconsidering his Impact on Resistance, Revolution and Racism in the 20th Century”; speakers: Sitaram Yechury, MP; Mani Shankar Aiyar, MP; H.E. Mr. Oscar Martinez Cordoves, Ambassador of Cuba; and Professor Prabhat Patnaik; moderator: Sanjeev Prakash, at Seminar Rooms I, II & III, Kamaladevi Complex, IIC, 6:30 p.m. Book Launch: “Collective Choice and Social Welfare” by Amartya Sen at Amphitheatre, IHC, 7 p.m. Music: Golden Greats of Indian Music Day 2 - Hindustani vocal recital by Pt. Sarathi Chatterjee, solo tabla recital by Pt. Anindo Chatterjee, at The Stein Auditorium, IHC, 7 p.m. Music Talk: “The Ustad and His Sitar”, Ustad Shujaat Khan’s magical journey with his sitar, at Main Building, IIC, 6:30 p.m. Music: Classical music concert, “Smritiyaan”, dedicated to tabla stalwart Pandit Chatur Lal, at M.L. Bhartia Auditorium, Alliance Francaise De Delhi, 72, Lodhi Estate, 7 p.m. Exhibition “Hues of Neelanchal”, a group art show, at galleries 2 and 3, Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhavan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. Art: 16th All India Water Colour, 14th All India Traditional Art & 9th Portrait Show, at All India Fine Arts & Craft Society (AIFACS), 1, Rai Marg, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. Photography: “Seeking Revival”, a photography show by Dr. Indira Malik, at IHC, 11 a.m. – 7 p.m. (Mail your listings for this column at [email protected]) ND-ND
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A decade and counting: Dwarka Expressway crawls along Flat owners of housing projects coming up near the expressway move High Court; land acquisition process has held up the project for nearly 10 years Ashok Kumar Gurugram



With the construction of the Dwarka Expressway running nearly seven years behind schedule, hundreds of flat owners in several housing developments coming up along the route have now moved the Punjab and Haryana High Court seeking early completion of the road project. The court has issued notices to the Haryana government as well as the Centre on the issue. DXP Welfare Association, representing home buyers from over 20 housing projects, filed a civil writ petition on February 16 against Haryana Urban Development Authority (HUDA), National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) and Department of Town & Country Planning (DTCP), Haryana.



‘Court should monitor’ The major demand of the association is for time-bound completion of the project and monitoring by the court. The petitioners have also sought the overall status of External Development Charges and Internal Development Charges collected by the Haryana government for the development of basic infrastructure such as water, electricity and sewage across the expressway. The association’s lawyer Amish Tandan said that the court, after hearing the submissions, issued notices to the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, HUDA, the NHAI and the Department of Town and Country Planning. “The association approached me after they did not get any satisfactory response from the authorities concerned despite raking up the issue at various levels,” said Mr. Tandan. The association’s generalsecretary Pradip Rahi said: “The home buyers don’t see the seriousness of government authorities towards resolving the issues to complete the road. The situation



IN BRIEF



Little progress: Angry home buyers have held several protests over the past one year to highlight the failure of the State and Central governments to complete the road. FILE PHOTOS: MANOJ KUMAR



on the ground remains the same even after declaring it as a National Highway a year ago. Till now the allocation of a highway number has not been done and even the Detailed Project Report is not ready, which is the most essential document to start the work.”



‘Disappointed, betrayed’ The angry home buyers have held several protests over the past one year to highlight the failure of the State and Central governments to complete the road. The protesters also held a havan on the site in October last year seeking divine intervention for the early completion of the project. The association’s vice-



now the < > Till allocation of a highway number has not been done and even the Detailed Project Report is not ready, which is the most essential document to start the work Pradip Rahi General-secretary of DXP Welfare Association



president Komal Ahuja said that their members were meeting the NHAI and HUDA officials on a regular basis, however, authorities didn’t seem committed to complete the road as per the deadlines given and this had left them “disappointed and



betrayed”.



Delhi portion of e-way A senior NHAI official, on condition of anonymity, said that the process to acquire land for the 9km-stretch in Delhi had already begun and was likely to be completed by mid-2017, but it might take another two years for the construction to be completed. “So far as the 18km-stretch of the Dwarka Expressway in Gurugram is concerned, we had conducted an inspection on February 17 and found that the HUDA is yet to remove the structures falling in the alignment of the road. We have told them to clear the land to pave way for preparation of the Detailed Pro-



ject Report. At present the road in Gurugram is six lanes, but we plan to make it 12 lanes,” said the official, involved with the project.



Possession letters HUDA administrator (Gurugram), Yashpal Yadav, told The Hindu that 60-odd oustees were given possession letters for alternative plots and another draw for 50-odd oustees was scheduled for Tuesday. “But a case pertaining to 70-odd oustees holding General Power of Attorney is still in the court. The matter will be sorted out after the court verdict only. We are still in process of removing the structures on the alignment of the road,” said Mr. Yadav.



Eastern Peripheral e-way to Unitech asked to deposit 14% be ready ahead of deadline interest for delay in project After several years of delay, work picks up pace



Supreme Court asks realty major to deposit amount in 8 weeks



Terrorists who kill innocents better forget family ties: SC Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI



finally fixed the standard rate of land at ₹3,500 per sqm,” said Mr. Singh.



Purusharth Aradhak Greater Noida



Govt orders inspection of midday meal kitchens New Delhi



The Delhi government has directed its officers to visit all midday meal kitchens in their respective districts to check hygiene level there. “If hygiene is found to be lacking, shut down notices will be served,” a government directive said. The move comes in the backdrop of a dead rat being found in the midday meal served in a school due to which nine children were taken ill. PTI



Govt begins laying sewer lines in jhuggi colonies NEW DELHI



In a irst, the Delhi government on Monday started laying sewer lines in ive ‘jhuggi colonies’, a few months ahead of the municipal polls. Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia and Water Minister Kapil Mishra inaugurated the project at the former’s Patparganj constituency here and claimed that people had decided to use mohalla sabha funds to execute it. PTI



Chargesheet iled in GB Road prostitution ring NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police on Monday iled chargesheet in the GB Road traicking and prostitution racket unearthed last year, in which the accused have been booked under the stringent MCOCA provisions. Police claimed that this is the irst time provisions of MCOCA (Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Act) have been invoked against those accused of human traicking. The chargesheet names 10 persons as accused. The main accused husband—wife duo of Afaq Hussain and Saira Begum are in judicial custody. PTI



CM YK



The Eastern Peripheral Expressway (EPE) is expected to be ready ahead of deadline and could be made operational this year, Gautam Budh Nagar district magistrate N. P Singh said. After it was delayed by several years due to land acquisition problems, the Supreme Court had fixed a deadline of July 2018 for the project. The 135km-long expressway was announced in 2006 following a Supreme Court order to form a ring road outside Delhi for traffic not bound for the Capital.



Relief for Delhi The EPE will connect Ghaziabad, Faridabad, Gautam Budh Nagar (Greater Noida) and Palwal. “The Supreme Court had fixed a deadline of July 2018, but we are expecting to complete it by this year,” EPE project director Kishore Kanyal told The Hindu. The project is expected to divert two lakh vehicles from entering the Capital daily. The vehicles will will



The 135km-long expressway project was held up since 2009 due to land acquisition problems. FILE PHOTO



be diverted from Ghaziabad to Gautam Budh Nagar, Faridabad, and Palwal and finally towards Manesar. Mr. Singh said that the UP government had been struggling with acquiring land for the project. “The land issues were pending for EPE since 2009. After 2015, we organised several round of meetings with the concerned authorities, the NHAI and farmers. The Greater Noida Industrial Development Authority was offering ₹3,500 per square metre while acquisition rate for the project was just ₹850 per sqm. So, farmers were opposing. We



Compensation granted “We have already distributed compensation amount to over 75% of the farmers, and will complete the process in a couple of months,” said Mr. Singh. The project has already been delayed by several years. The Centre is monitoring the progress of the project with Prime Minister Narendra Modi also reviewing the project. PM monitoring project “Since the monitoring of project is done by the PM, we at Uttar Pradesh government are swiftly clearing all hurdles at state level to ensure its timely completion,” a senior UP government official said, on the condition of anonymity. “The EPE accounts for half of the peripheral road around Delhi along with the Western Peripheral Expressway, also around 135 kms long, which is being implemented by the Haryana government,” the official said.



AAP says north civic body planning shopping centre at site for hospital BJP-led civic body denies it has made any such proposal PTI New Delhi



The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) on Monday accused the BJPruled North Delhi Municipal Corporation of “stealing the rights of women” by “planning to construct a shopping centre” on the premises of a maternity and child welfare centre at Rani Bagh. The party termed it as a bad move to generate revenue for the financially-ail-



ing civic body. The party said that instead of using the premises to improve medical facilities for women, the north civic body is setting a bad precedent at a time when India’s Maternal Mortality Ratio (MMR) is among the highest in the world. “At a time when India’s MMR is the highest in the world, the civic body is busy generating revenue by build-



ing a shopping complex on the premises of the maternity centre,” AAP spokesperson Richa Pandey said. The civic body has, however, said no such decision has been taken to build a shopping complex on the premises. “Proposals for shopping centre were received, but no decision has been taken on this till date,” said north Delhi Mayor Sanjiv Nayyar.



PTI New Delhi



Slapping a penalty on Unitech Resorts for delaying handing over of flats, the Supreme Court on Monday directed it to deposit 14% interest on the ₹16.55 crore invested by 39 home buyers with it. The 39 home buyers, who moved the court, had booked flats in Unitech’s Vista housing project in Gurugram. They had sought a refund of their principal amount of ₹16.55 crore with interest, after the developer, which had promised to give the possession by 2012, delayed it. A Bench headed by Justice Dipak Misra said the interest will be calculated by



Swaraj Fund to get ₹350 cr Staff Reporter New Delhi



The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) government will allocate ₹350 crore under the Swaraj Fund in the upcoming budget for the coming fiscal with an equal amount allocated under the same head set to lapse in the current financial year due to lack of utilisation. Also known as the Citizen Local Area Development (C-LAD) Fund, all development work under the Swaraj Fund was to be decided through mohalla sabhas or public assemblies consisting of local residents, but the said funds remained unutilised as the proposal to constitute mohalla sabhas is yet to receive a nod from the office of the Lieutenant-Governor. A senior Delhi government official said that the government expects the proposal to be cleared in the coming financial year.



Money matters: Home buyers have moved the court to seek a refund of their principal amount. FILE PHOTO: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



the developer from January 1, 2010 and asked the real estate major to deposit the amount with the Apex court registry within eight weeks. The Bench directed the registry to disburse 90% of this amount to home buyers on pro rata basis, as was



done while giving refund of the principal amount. While asking the developer to quantify the interest to be paid to each of the 39 home buyers, the Bench said the issue of compensation will be deliberated at the next hearing.



Rejecting the bail plea of a militant convicted in the 1996 Lajpat Nagar blast case, the Supreme Court on Monday said it would be better for terrorists involved in killing of innocents to forget their families. A Bench headed by Chief Justice J. S. Khehar denied interim bail to Mohammad Naushad, who wanted to attend his daughter’s marriage on February 28. “If someone is involved in indiscriminate killing of innocents, then it’s better he forgets his family ties. No interim bail should be granted to them to attend any family exigencies,” the Bench said. The blast at Lajpat Nagar market claimed 12 lives.



President returns Bill on timely delivery of services Legislation proposed salary cut for oicials in case of delays five of the 17 Bills passed by the Delhi Assembly, including a Bill related to increasing minimum wages and salaries of Delhi MLAs and Ministers, were in the pipeline.



Staff Reporter New Delhi



President Pranab Mukherjee has returned an amendment Bill cleared by the Delhi Assembly seeking time-bound delivery of services by government departments. The President has sought clarification on some issues in it.



Has sought clarifications A senior Delhi government official said that the President had returned the Delhi (Right of Citizen to Time Bound Delivery of Services) Bill, which was passed by the Assembly in November 2015. The Bill proposes that salaries of bureaucrats be automatically deducted in cases of delay in delivery of government services. Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal had described the



Arvind Kejriwal had described the passage of the Bill as a ‘huge victory’. FILE PHOTO: SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR



passage of the Bill as a “huge victory” in the fight against corruption. The Delhi government said that the amendments seeks to rectify the current Act, which has put the “entire onus” of getting compensation, fixing the responsibility for delayed services on the citizen. The official said that with the return of the latest Bill,



Salary hike Bill The Member of Legislative Assembly of NCT of Delhi (salaries, allowances, pension, etc.) Amendment Bill, a proposed legislation that seeks a hike of nearly 400% in the existing salaries and perks of the city legislators has been returned based on an irregular definition of the Delhi government as an entity. A modified proposal by the Delhi government to revise minimum wages in the Capital is expected to replace the Bill that couldn’t procure the President’s assent. ND-ND
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On a diferent plane Dylan Parker and James Norton show how one can create infotainment with a sheet of paper and dollops of imagination Deepa Gupta



Junior chefs Bollywood actress Kajol was the cynosure of all eyes when she turned up at the 3rd edition of Kids Culinare, a two-day event, which concluded at PSOI Garden in Nehru Park. Kajol, ambassador of McVities, arrived on the stage accompanied by the popular Jungle Book characters. She encouraged little ones, who enjoyed themselves while cooking, eating and learning about healthy foods. Celebrity Chef, Saransh Goila, was also present.



Sensitising citizens "Ek Thi Nirbhaya", based on a real life incident in Delhi was staged at Akshara Theatre recently. Written and directed by S.P. Singh Sengar, the play revolves around a happy girl who just wanted everything around her to be happy – her family, her friends and her surroundings but her ambitions, dreams and hopes were shattered by the bad elements of society and she ultimately leaves this world in extreme pain and agony.



Women’s safety A safety and street survival session by a group of trainers from France was held at Dayal Singh College recently. Boys did a fashion walk by holding placards to show solidarity with all women. As part of the campaign, NGO SLAP (Street Level Awareness Program) & Priceless Possessions is organising “Women Safety Week” till February 24 with the objective of training women to make them alert and physically strong.



They are pilots; they fly planes. Only while the plane takes flight, traverses a distance of few meters and lands smoothly, the pilots stay grounded. Strange as it may sound, the Australian duo – Dylan Parker and James Norton – fly paper planes. And yes, this is very much the career they opted for despite having professional degrees and experience in other more lucrative fields. While Dylan comes from an advertising background, James was a landscape architect; and yet the two chose to become paper pilots because “life is all about taking risks,” they say. At their workshop in a Delhi school, they are in full form even as the kids turn crazy with all the different kinds of paper planes flying around them. The technical aspect of flying is almost lost to them in all the noise and excitement. “But that’s how kids are everywhere we go,” says Dylan. And even as they demonstrate the different types of planes from the aerobatic ones to the unusual, explaining throwing techniques of each and then teaching them to make those, the children are eager to simply go out into the open and fly their creations. And it sure is a spectacle to see all those paper planes go into the air altogether and then come down within seconds. But what is so special about flying paper planes? Where does the universality of the concept stand? “The concept is universal”, says James, “across the world, it’s



a



great way for parents and grandparents to connect with their children; especially



in these times when they are glued to the internet and tablets. It sort of binds the family, makes adults remember their childhood and creates nostalgia. It’s a social activity that has no age bar”. Dylan, 29, is as passionate when he talks about it. “There is a hundred percent positive energy from people and kids during every workshop. We love going to schools,” he says. James, 31, recalls that as kids all they did in school was rote learn and now “we are engaging them in learning through play. In that sense, we are living our dream as kids and teaching children to take risks in life because one wrong fold will make it go all wrong.” The mantra he explains is “Don’t let the fold fold you.” At the same time, the duo encourages children to develop problem solving skills.



Immediate feedback Also, says Dylan, “a piece of paper is so achievable. It is accessible all the time; anywhere. And when you make a paper plane, you create something out of as simple a product as a piece of paper. The excitement is palpable. The feedback is immediate. It teaches the idea with the



DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



DECODING THE ROMANCE OF FLYING The plan Dylan and Norton devise is for Australian curriculum only. It is designed for kindergarden kids and upto age 10. The topics include presentations on force (how force afects an object), understanding air and gases, aerodynamics (how air interacts with a moving object), hydrodynamics (how objects move through water), light in nature, etc. Globally, they conduct workshops explaining the technical aspects of the science of lying but most children treat it as fun. “Only some take it seriously,” says Dylan. DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Giving wing to creativity :Dylan Parker and James Norton in New Delhi PHOTOS: SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



message that you can make a career with anything; that something so small can make something so big. We try to teach kids that you can pick and choose opportunities and have fun at the same time.” On a larger canvas, then, the idea is to make the young minds think, stretch their imagination and give wing to their dreams. “We



try to open linkages between various skills,” they say. But did it never seem odd to take up a profession as seemingly simple and unheard of as this? Dylan says that when he told his mother that he would become a paper pilot, she wasn’t shocked but many other people were. “Leaving my advertising well paying job was a great risk.



But then this was more fun,” he says. On his part, James doesn’t “mind people coming and judging us. They should come and see the magic we create.” Both agree that the film Paper Planes directed by Robert Connolly did boost their career and it was only post this that they decided to take this as a full time job. “You never know



what will happen unless you try something,” the child in Dylan is yet fearless. So how do they put all this knowledge to significant use? “We make a ten-week plan as per the Australian curriculum in schools and change our workshop styling and plans each time when they change their curriculum. It’s basically to suit their requirement,” says James. They provide the teachers with a curriculum aligned lesson plan with concepts and ideas and integrate the same with books for science, mathematics, English etc. “And towards the end of ten weeks, we visit schools to see if everything has been followed as per the curriculum and if the students have any questions,” explains Dylan about the technical aspect of their work. Says James, “It is their cognitive thinking that enhances competitiveness and the ability to take challenges in life.” All students are not able to understand the scientific techniques that they explain about flying planes. “Some



kids take it seriously and learn something while others don’t,” they say. Did it ever occur to them to fly a real plane? “I used to skydive. I would surely have loved to fly a real plane if I was not colour blind,” smiles Dylan. “My brother-in-law is a pilot and it sure is fascinating to fly a real one,” states James. “We’re more grounded though,” he laughs. “We like to fold. So that fun part would be lost,” Dylan gets pensive, “But maybe we can inspire a kid to take up aeronautical studies and become a great achiever in life. That would be very gratifying”. And what about the wastage of so much paper! “It’s isn’t waste of paper. It’s called loss of a toy”, quips James as he speaks of the various materials in paper that they are experimenting with keeping in mind the texture and the weight of the same. On a serious note, Dylan says that they do encourage children to use recycled as well as scrap paper. We have a responsibility to fulfill towards the society”.



For lovers of luxury



Brewing stories



Noted creative minds come together to interpret ive senses in lifestyle products and installations



Choose from a variety of tea blends at Roseate House’s newly launched patisserie and tea lounge, Roasted



Madhur Tankha



trunks, she says, antiquated travel bags were recreated. “In olden days, people used trunks. So I recreated trunks to give that vintage look. It is all aged. It was like blending of characters. Most of the furniture is new but I wanted to age it. Even leather is aged; it is tarnished, stained with tea and put out under the sun. It is Italian leather sourced from Mumbai.”



Five luxury aficionados – Ashish Soni, Sussanne Khan, Sunil Sethi, Kalyani Chawla and Vinod Nair – have created hand-crafted luxury and aesthetic lifestyle installations where the visual experience matches the sensory one. Backed by Chivas Regal, the Alchemy project was unveiled at The Leela Palace hotel in New Delhi. Each was given a chance to express the power of smell, touch, taste, sight and sound. Soni, the alchemist for smell, has created three varieties of perfumes. For the seasoned designer, fragrance has a direct correla-



Vintage appeal : Sussanne Khan at the event



biggest gift is < > God’s when you have sight and vision. Some people have sight but don’t have vision. So I am trying to bridge that gap KALYANI CHAWLA



tion with fashion. “On a personal level, I love perfumes,” he says. . “Of the three different perfumes, one is contemporary for somebody who breaks the rule. There is a very complex, old school traditional British perfume. It is like the British tailoring which goes into my work. The third, I have taken from Chris Bartlett, who is a be-



spoke perfumer. He specifically developed it for my taste just like I do my clothes.” It took Soni six-seven months of research and effort. Khan has come up with unique options to deck up the interiors. She claims even if somebody is visually impaired, he can feel the textures of her work. “That is what I wanted this room to be.



The idea was to decorate the room with things one does not imagine. Walls don’t have green grass. Here they have. This is about mixing creativity; something new and imagination going crazy. My circus mirror is like you see an illusion. When you are intoxicated you can see yourself as woozy.” On the exquisite leather



Craftsmanship on bar For Sethi, being a part of this project meant unleashing his design creativity on a bar. “I have done installations before but it is the first time that I have created a bar. I havecreated a bar in different guises, decoding the sense of taste. Flavours can have memories and linger on for years. I tried to create a structure of cabinets. On the left hand side, there are cabinets filled with leather and cinnamon. This one is hand crafted luxury,” he exclaims. The beauty is that we have used metal and Scotland peat to create layers on the surface.” For Chawla, the challenge was on presenting exquisite silverware. “For me silver signifies celebration and beauty. What we also did, was using silver which is gold plated. God’s biggest gift is when you have sight and vision. Some people have sight but don’t have vision. So I am trying to bridge that gap.”



Shilpa Raina



When Jiten Thukral and Sumir Tagra of Thukral & Tagra were approached to come up with a concept for Roseate House in Aerocity, all that the artist duo wanted was to create a space that replicates a cultural centre. So they conceived a project, ‘Bathtub’, especially for this luxury property and narrated six different stories that responded to human emotions through six lithographic works crafted by them. They also conceptualised the house as a book where each chapter would mark the beginning of a new journey. And, making its debut in this storyline is Roasted, a patisserie and tea lounge, which was launched last week. The location of this 12-seater space is apt for continuing conversation without any distraction. Situated in one extreme corner of the hotel, the rectangular space is neatly divided into two sections: seating and serving, lending it the right amount of aesthetic balance. However, the conversations won’t be intimate as sofas and chairs are placed right next to each other, making the space slightly cramped, especially during the rush hour. However, the patisserie is



Cup that cheers :At Roasted in Roseate House



suitable for tea connoisseurs who would be spoilt for choice to choose from an array of blends like Singapore Breakfast Tea, 1837 Black Tea, Geisha Blossom Tea, Moroccan Mint, Alexandria, Vanilla Bourbon and Red of Africa from their tea section. And since the hotel has brought luxury tea brand, TWG Tea from Singapore on board, tea lovers would get to indulge in the finest blends. And while everyone is aware about the ubiquitous pairing between wine and cheese, executive pastry chef Anand Panwar has curated a spread of patisseries to go along with these teas. “I have created TWG Tea flavoured macaroons with signatures like 1837 Black tea and blackcurrant, Vanilla Bourbon and Framboise and Roses, along with tea-flavoured cakes and pastries.



The idea is to make it convenient for people to choose desserts that go well with a particular tea blend,” says Anand. So, we too tried their two blends — Silver Moon Tea and Black Chai that were served with Banana and Walnut and Carrot and Ginger tea cakes, respectively. While the former had a slight, fragrant aroma, latter was packed with a bundle of ginger, cardamom and cinnamon flavours. Since it was a tasting session, Anand says, he decided to replace macaroons with tea cakes so that the combination isn’t heavy on the stomach. The miniature tea cakes were less on sugar and hence complemented the teas well. And since the brewing of each tea is done at different temperatures, it would be a good idea to leave the city’s humdrum behind and escape to a place where all you can see are patches of greenery and glass .



5 EVENTS WORTH-YOUR-WHILE



MUSIC



PERFORMANCE



TALK



EXHIBITION



MUSIC



Golden greats



“Blind”



The Ustad and His Sitar



Luminous Venture



Concerts



Sangeetam the organisation which organises concerts by known and lesser known artists under its programme Golden Greats of Indian music will present a Hindustani vocal recital by Pandit Sarathi Chatterjee which will be followed by a solo tabla recital by Pandit Anindo Chatterjee today. Venue: Stein Auditorium, India Habitat Centre (IHC), Lodhi Road, New Delhi Time: 7 p.m.



The Italian Embassy Cultural Institute presents “Blind” an experimental performance which blends body-art and interaction design. The purpose of the performance is to transport the audience in an immersive dimension in which the performer becomes the vehicle of an experience of colour through interactive sound and visuals. Venue: Bikaner House, Pandara Road Time: 7.45 p.m.



In its progamme Music Appreciation Promotion: The 75th edition, India International Centre will present Ustad Shujaat Khan who will speak on his learning process, about his noted lineage which will be interspersed with his own recital. He will also interact with the audience through a question and answer session. The session will be chaired by Manjari Sinha, a noted music critic. Venue: Max Mueller Marg Time: 6.30 p.m.



Lalit Kala Akademi is hosting a group exhibition which is showing the paintings and photographs by Beena and Renu Dhiman. The show which has been curated by Priyanka Bhardwaj gives the audience an insight into the perspective of the two artists through the medium of their art works. Venue: Gallery 7, Rabindra Bhavan, Copernicus Marg, Mandi House, New Delhi Time: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.



At Piano Man joining Arjun, will be the talented singers Bhavya Raj and Parvati. Bhavya, is an Indie pop singer/songwriter and has been composing since age 10 and writing songs since 15. Parvati smoothly moves in and out of styles and genres, and even languages in such a manner that you'll never know where she's from. Venue: B 6- Commercial Complex, Safdarjung Enclave Time: 9 p.m.
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SOORAJ RAJMOHAN



Tracing the history of chess is an interesting exercise. From origins in India to a journey east along the Silk Route before gaining popularity in the Middle East and eventually Europe, the evolution of the game is peppered with stories. One such was of a device named The Turk, built by Hungarian inventor Wolfgang von Kempelen in the 18th century. The machine, then believed to be an automaton that was capable of defeating some of the best players of the time, was later revealed to be a hoax, as it contained within it an operator who controlled the pieces using magnets. Two centuries later, at a time when the game has — like so many of its counterparts — migrated to smartphone screens, a small team of Indian entrepreneurs is bringing it back to the board, with a concept not too different from the one Kempelen used.



Board game of the future It is called Square Off, and the company behind it — Mumbai-based InfiVention Technologies — calls it the world’s smartest chessboard. A clean slab with a section of the surface devoted to the 64 squares, the board contains a Bluetooth radio and a robotic arm, capable of magnetically moving the pieces. Owners can pair it to a companion smartphone app and play with other players across the world, with the kicker being that the opponent’s moves are reflected on the physical board, like wizard’s chess from Harry Potter. The brains behind the idea are Aatur Mehta (23) and Bhavya Gohil (22), who began work on this concept in 2013, following a discussion with the chairperson of the National Association for the Blind (NAB) about making a chessboard for the visually-impaired. Funds were a problem, so they participated in paper presentations and competitions to earn prize money. The efforts finally paid off and they were incubated at Research Innovation Incubation Design Labs (RiiDL), with the resources to take the project forward. Two prototypes later, the team found some success in their original goal. “We had the chairperson play a game on one of our prototypes, and once we have sufficient resources, we intend to develop it further to make it easier for the visually-impaired,” says Gohil. This prototype was displayed at Maker Faire Rome in 2014, and the response it received was what convinced its makers that an Internet-connected chessboard was something the world needed. The team made a couple more proto-



Make your own move A Mumbai-based company has brought chess back to its rightful place with a crowdfunded Internet-connected chessboard



Rise to power The queen, initially referred to as Vizier, started out being able to move only one place diagonally



types, experimenting with LED screens, Bluetooth connectivity and rosewood bodies. Once they figured out the combination that worked best, they turned to crowdfunding, putting their project up on Kickstarter. “We used crowdfunding because it was an opportunity for us to validate the market, as this is a one-of-a-kind product. We also wanted to understand what the global reception for Square Off was like,” Gohil explains. The reception was positive, to say the least. Square Off hit its funding goal six hours into the start of the campaign in November 2016. By the end of the 24day campaign period, they had achieved 625% of the intended target. The company’s other big play lies in live streaming matches and Artificial Intelligence (AI). While the final version of Square Off was taking shape in early 2016, Google’s AlphaGo, an AI developed for the purpose of playing the complicated Chinese strategy game Go, was trouncing South Korean 9-dan rank Go player Lee Sedol in a highlypublicised match-up that gained inter-



Checkmate: Bhavya Gohil, and right, Aatur Mehta, co-founders of IniVention Technologies; (above) the Square Of board INFIVENTION TECHNOLOGIES national attention. InfiVention is looking to build on the chess enthusiast community by giving board owners the choice of selecting an international match and watching the moves play out on their board. Gohil explains that the Square Off board can also tap into AI and let users play against it to polish their strategy skills. “The user gets to choose the AI’s



difficulty and can adjust the AI personality to a beginner, enthusiast level or even a grandmaster.” Interesting as this is believes that the ability to remotely play with others, and not AI, would be the key element in connected board games. “While AI is the future, chess is a very personal game and I don’t see that personal aspect disappearing entirely.”



The board is estimated to start shipping to Kickstarter backers by April this year, and now the focus is on building a community. For online play, the board is constantly connected to the companion app via Bluetooth, with the software keeping track of game status. InfiVention has also enabled cross-platform play between players using the board and others using the app, and is now at work integrating the platform with online chess gaming communities for board owners to take on. Kickstarter campaigns are always perilous affairs. The Pebble Smartwatch was born on the platform, and enjoyed global appeal before eventually fizzling out and falling into the hands of fitness wearables manufacturer Fitbit. The Coolest Cooler, one of the most successful campaigns on the platform, struggled to ship even to backers. With Square Off, the team seems to have learnt their lessons from multiple iterations and four years of work. As Gohil talks about how the mechanism used in the board can be replicated across other board games, it is hard not to feel a cautious optimism.
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APP-SOLUTELY



GAME SPOT



Jog those grey cells



Cleanup on Aisle Terror! Scares are in the air with this round-up of the most terrifying video games



RANJANI RAJENDRA



I don’t know about you, but I’m an impatient person and hate being made to wait. It’s a different thing that I’m often the one making people wait. But that’s another story. I usually have this constant need to keep myself occupied or at least seem busy when I’m spending endless hours at the doctor’s office, at an airport terminal or at lunch for a friend. And it’s often my smartphone that comes to the rescue. No, I don’t mean a feverish exchange of texts or constantly scrolling through my social media feed, but rather games. And while we’re at it, make them quizzes. I’ve been through my share of quiz apps, used up as many hints as it allows me to without having to purchase them and till I’ve drained my phone battery. I’ve competed with friends, sought help with the sundry logos I’m unfamiliar with and also lost aplenty. Here are a few quiz apps you could try to while away those long hours. QuizUp This has to be one of the more popular quiz apps in the smartphone world. The app lets you compete with either friends from social media or a complete stranger. It also lets you choose a topic of your choice and pairs you with competitors accordingly. So take your pick from anything from travel, literature, food, cinema to something as specific as a Harry Potter quiz. As you win games, you climb the ranks and win titles. The Moron Test This one’s a fun and addictive game that lets you test yourself with questions that are ridiculously easy and humorous. As the game progresses, the questions become more interesting and challenging. Answer as many questions as you can to graduate from being a Moron to becoming a CM YK



Genius. The app’s interface is quirky and makes whiling away those endless hours more fun. Jeopardy! Remember the classic television quiz show that had us glued to our television sets? Jeopardy! is a mobile app that has players competing over trivia questions covering a variety of topics just like the show. The app also has game avatars that can be customised by the users. One can play either singleplayer games or multi-player versions. The one advantage of playing this on the mobile version is the fact that the questions are multiple choice. National Flags Quiz Remember Sheldon Cooper enthusiastically and very diligently hosting his numerous Fun with Flag shows with Amy Farrah Fowler? Well you can channelise your inner Sheldon with this fun National Flags Quiz. It’s a great way to kill time and expand your flaghorizon. The app offers one a fun and stimulating way to learn and identify a country’s flag with images and hints to help you along the way. The app also helpfully throws up multiple choices to make the quiz slightly easier. Draw Something Remember those long summer vacations spent playing Pictionary at your grandmum’s place? Draw Something is based on similar lines and lets you draw pictures while your friends try to make sense of it. With a number of colour palettes at your disposal, you can bring out your creative best. Detail diligently and use power ups to help people guess the image better. You can use your social media accounts to connect with friends or find a random opponent to play with. The author is staff writer for MetroPlus



ANDRE RODRIQUES



Here’s how you can recover from the pink fluffy consumerism of Valentine’s week: it’s a horror spa day with enough jump scares to frighten you and bring the object of your fancy a little closer. Why whisper sweet nothings when you can be screaming together? Each of these titles has been handpicked to take you on a rollercoaster ride to the very edges of terror and madness. (Clockwise from above) Amnesia: The Dark Descent, The Last of Us and Five Nights at Freddy’s



Resident Evil 7 Biohazard (2017) The latest Resident Evil instalment, Biohazard is best played if you have a PlayStation VR headset. Nonetheless, it’s pretty scary without it too, especially if you have a big TV and a very good surround sound system. The game has you trapped in a creepy mansion inhabited by the Baker family. Expect a wonderful grindhouse scare-fest. Bloodborne (2015) This one is considered one of the finest horror action games out there. You play a hunter sent into the bowels of a festering city — one that looks like a scene out of a Jack the Ripper-esque Victorian horror setting — to extract a deeprooted disease. There’s minimal story that lets your imagination fill in the blanks. Its difficult-yet-fast-paced combat — against massive ................................................. .................................................



Resident Evil 7 Biohazard is best played if you have a PlayStation VR headset



monsters straight out of an H P Lovecraft book — will keep you at the edge of your seat.



Alien: Isolation (2014) You’re stuck on a derelict space station, with one of the most iconic horror movie monsters hunting you down. You play as Amanda, the daughter of Ellen Ripley, the heroine of the first three Alien movies. Isolation is a



very frightening experience, as you wander through metal corridors and jump at shadows. The only sounds keeping you company is that of groaning metal and your motion tracker. But it’s the prospect of an alien in every shadow that keeps you moving.



Five Nights at Freddy’s (2014) Come one, come all to



Freddy Fazbear’s Pizza and let cute animatronic characters entertain you as you feast. It’s your summer job as a security guard at the parlour, and by night the malfunctioning puppets have an agenda of their own. This survival horror title has spawned several successful sequels and is a fantastic point-and-click horror game with distinct humour.



The Last of Us (2013) One of the greatest horror games of all time, it is also a heartwarming father-daughter story on a road trip through a zombie apocalypse. And you’ll soon come to realise, the biggest monsters are the men you encounter. Dead Space (2008) An abandoned mining ship, tight claustrophobic corridors and a horde of monsters that you have to dismember with mining tools. That’s the premise of one of the best in action-horror series. Amnesia: The Dark Descent (2010) This first-person survival horror places you in a castle with no memory of how you got there, except for a note mentioning a shadow chasing you. There are no weapons and a lot of monsters, with a very real threat of losing your sanity. Among the Sleep (2014) This one’s a doozy. It’s a short game where you wake up in the middle of the night.



You play a two-year-old child along with his sentient teddy bear which magnifies the scare factor, especially when one of the ghosts is a shadowy woman singing a lullaby.



Alan Wake (2010) Made by the folks behind Max Payne, Alan Wake is a psychological horror title that feels like a Stephen King novel made into a game. Here, the shadows are literally out to get you, and all you have is your trusty flashlight and a gun to protect you. P.T. (2014) Starting off as a reboot of Silent Hill, P.T. was a small demo thrown together by Hideo Kojima (Metal Gear Solid series), Guillermo Del Toro (Pan’s Labyrinth) starring Norman Reedus (The Walking Dead). The game is essentially one hallway, on loop, a simple premise but so scary, that people are finding new stuff even today long after Konami pulled the game off the store. Andre Rodrigues is a product designer frequently found playing video games with his daughter ND-ND
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